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The word “education” has a double mean-
ing. It identifies a fact and the scientific
discipline which studies it. The discipline
(philosophical and pedagogical thought
aside) dates from no more than forty years
ago; the fact is as old as civilisation, but
during these forty years it has experienced
an extraordinary evolution throughout the
world. A time during which the contra-
dictions and the ambiguities of both the
fact and its knowledge have expanded
and deepened. This remark has only in
part a negative connotation, since during
this time dramatic changes have occurred
in the fields of knowledge, technology,
organisation, ideological values and in-
stitutional arrangements. Societies have
thus become more complex and subject
to further changes. Why should we there-
fore expect the problems of education to
have remained as relatively simple as they
were, and consequently easy to interpret?

The articles contained in this issue, con-
cerning the financing of vocational edu-
cation and training are no exception; their
transversal reading offers a value-added
beyond the merits of each specific con-
tribution. Several papers point out – al-
beit with different nuances and for dif-
ferent purposes - that:

❏ there is a substantial and increasing gap
between demand and supply of labour
force qualification;

❏ the situation and forecasts are of in-
creasing scarcity of resources that can be
used for vocational education and train-
ing;

❏ there is a widespread tendency of gov-
ernments to introduce market principles
in the field of vocational education and
training. Many scholars appear to be sym-
pathetic to this trend ;

❏ the French model is frequently imi-
tated, despite the fact that many draw-
backs have been pointed out and that the

German model is widely considered a
better one;

❏ everywhere smaller firms appear to be
relatively unable to exploit the options
for vocational education and training.

The connection established by the authors
between these substantive issues and that
of financing shouldn’t come as a surprise.
It is simply methodologically correct. On
the one hand, people feel that those who
benefit from vocational education and
training should pay proportionately to the
benefits they accrue. On the other hand,
the issue of who is called to pay and how
is not without consequences for the deci-
sions affecting vocational education and
training activities and their effects. While
the latter proposition is meaningful, the
former is highly ambiguous and question-
able, since the use of the  “who benefits”
principle amounts to a persuasive way to
ease the introduction of market principles
in this domain. In other words, it  is not
chosen  because of its ethical merits as a
distribution mechanism (for example as
opposed to the ability-to-pay), but sim-
ply because it is the built-in distribution
mechanism of market interplay: it is the
market itself, as an organisational system
and an incentive device, and not the distri-
bution mechanism associated with the
market principle, that is considered de-
sirable.

All this is quite odd, since it is well known
– even in the most orthodox and pro-
market scientific environments – that in-
vestment in vocational education and
training gives rise to pervasive externali-
ties and is often the result of joint pro-
duction; both reasons mark vocational
education and training as a case of mar-
ket failure, since neither the benefits nor
(often) the costs are clearly identifiable
and imputable, while externalities lead
anyway to under-investment. The use of
the “who benefits” principle as a Trojan
horse is  the worst possible choice: it is

The missing gene:
the quality factor
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naive, since it overlooks the complexity
of market organisation, while failing to
understand its institutional nature; it is
dangerous, since it misguides collective
action and institutional reforms; it even
fails, to be  truthfully blunt, to understand
intimately the consistent implications of
orthodox market theory, which, not only
acknowledge market failure, but take into
account cases in which redistribution, ei-
ther because of extreme poverty and ig-
norance or because of the failure of credit
systems, may induce an otherwise impos-
sible situation or  restricted development.

My impression, however, is that modern
discussions on vocational education and
training  have little to do with the market
principles embodied in orthodox economic
theory; they are concerned instead, and
fortunately so, with development and in-
novation, concepts which are alien to or-
thodox theory, the  intimate nature of
which is static. Even recent endogenous-
growth theories (which are benevolently
absolved by the brilliant – if a little too
ecumenical - article  by Buechteman and
Soloff) don’t avoid  this  static nature, as
they limit themselves to assuming that
certain, actually non-investigated activities
– including vocational education and train-
ing and R&D - have positive systemic ef-
fects on the aggregate output levels, de-
spite the fact that, they are not easily meas-
ured at the individual level, and do not
show any economy of scale or of scope.

The common perception of the market
and of modern competition should be
seriously revised. The  market ideologues
stress  rivalry and overlook the fact that
goods  produced by the market are largely
the result of complementarities, co-ordi-
nation and even co-operation, which take
place along a chain of intermediate stages
of production. The fact that modern com-
petition is increasingly international is
often overlooked. A developed  country
can compete in the same markets with an
emerging one whose labour costs are sev-
eral times lower, only in so far as it can
produce goods and services that the
emerging country possibly needs but can-
not produce, at least for a certain time.
The developed country must thus use this
time span to  prepare new fields of com-
petition that will be out of the reach of
emerging competitors (… at least for a
certain time span, after which ….)

Not only development and innovation, but
also modern competition based on inno-
vation and continuous re-organisation of
output and input composition, have to
rely upon the ability to change, and
change implies the creation and the dif-
fusion of knowledge in an environment
characterised by fundamental uncertainty
and limited knowledge; an environment
in which learning and invention take
place. Optimisation is ruled out, if noth-
ing else by the impossibility to list ex-
haustively the viable courses of action to
achieve it . Only through the conceptual
key of change can we tackle the prob-
lems posed by vocational education and
training and its links with competition and
growth. These, on the other hand, result
from the complementary contribution of
several timely factors, so that it is at a
systemic – rather than at a sectional - level,
and with a dynamic perspective, that the
analysis of vocational education and train-
ing should be carried out. In other words,
it is not so important to have a given set-
up for vocational education and training,
but whether such a set-up is maintained,
on average and through time, consistent
with, and well adapted to other systemic
features.

These reflections shed  new light on the
question of the gap between demand and
supply of qualified labour. Employers
have always complained that they couldn’t
find the qualified labour force they
needed; since the 1960s many govern-
ments and international agencies, alarmed
by the complaints of firms and caught by
the shared anxiety about the pace of fu-
ture technological evolution, have en-
gaged in some effort and numerous ex-
hortations to expand vocational education
and training (remember the Mediterranean
Regional Project, which opened in the
1960s the ephemeral experience of the
Manpower Forecasting?). Despite their
complaints, companies have always
shown themselves able to adapt, through
the design of organisation, production lay-
out and new technology, and to make the
best use of what they could get in terms
of skills. At the same time they have
shown themselves unable to express in
an exact and timely fashion what they
really needed, except in few obvious cases
of severe constraints in the availability of
well standardised, traditional, skills; and
when one investigates what the firms
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would like to obtain, one will find that
they would like to have manpower en-
dowed with the knowledge  of the best
managers, while performing shop-floor
tasks at shop-floor wages.

One should thus be very careful in inter-
preting the asserted gap. In most industr-
ialised countries there is clearly a sort of
sequential pattern, according to which
advances in knowledge at the top levels
induce technological and organisational
changes which call for more knowledge
at the shop-floor level, while the cultural
evolution at the lower levels discloses new
options which are perceived and later on
made operational by the top management.
The ensuing process is thus always out
of equilibrium, so that the perception of
gaps is at the same time as easily explain-
able as unavoidable; and, it should be
added, fundamentally desirable.

A similar sequential pattern is at work also
in the society as a whole. Not only is
human capital formation  mainly made of
externalities in the traditional sense, but
it also gives rise to dynamic externalities.
The individual reaching a certain level and
quality of knowledge has a meaning and
an  impact dependent upon what hap-
pens to the knowledge of others  in the
same environment, on whether a given
individual and others can actually use and
develop their knowledge on the job; even
what someone might be able to learn by
themselves  depends, not only on the
knowledge they have accumulated in the
past and on the use they may have made
of it, but on the types of interaction with
other people which are influenced by
their environment. All this cannot be cap-
tured by mere quantitative achievements.
There is a slippery qualitative (QL) factor
– a true “societal” feature - which is as
real as it is hard to capture, but helps in
the understanding of national differences
in performance that cannot be explained
just in quantitative terms; among other
things, such a “QL-factor” concerns the
smoothness and effectiveness with which
the potent ia l  (s ta t ic and dynamic)
complementarities between different sys-
temic factors and agents (such as the pri-
vate and the public sector, infra-structural
and operational capital, human and physi-
cal capital, vocational education and train-
ing and R&D, etc.) are captured and in-
stitutionally co-ordinated, in such a way

as to allow for their exploitation and en-
hancement.

In such a perspective, the forecast of  an
environment in which there will be re-
strictions to the resources available for
vocational education and training is hard
to understand. While it is true that most
of the countries concerned are affected
by high and possibly growing levels of
unemployment, almost none are growing
on average, in terms of GNP, by less than
2% a year. The problem is not one of de-
clining resources, but of choice concern-
ing their allocation; alternatively one
might think that there has to be some
constraint; a constraint, however, which
is never clearly spelled out. Is it a public
budget constraint? This, in turn, would
imply either that other expenditures are
more important (and this would be, for
better or worse, a choice) or, in the case
where the whole of the public budget was
being cut across the board, that the gov-
ernments prefer to leave more purchas-
ing power in the hands of the families
and of the firms.  Is this again a choice,
or  the result of an international constraint?
In the latter case, what  is the rationale?
My feeling (my fear) is that an excess of
emphasis on competition and on markets
is inducing governments as well as firms
to cut all expenditure having long-term
returns.

A good case is provided by the survey of
the British experience presented in this
issue by West ,  Pennel and Edge.
Thatcherite government has transferred
many vocational education and training
tasks from the national Training Agency
to a number of new, local employer-led
Training and Enterprise Councils (TECs).
These are “private not-for-profit compa-
nies and their main function is to deliver
public services”. In practice the TECs ap-
pear to behave as general contractors in
respect to their regional government of-
fices, while sub-contracting the actual
training operations to a variety of train-
ing providers. The evaluation studies
point out – among other drawbacks - the
following:

❏ since part of the payments due to the
training providers are based (according
to market principles) on the results
reached by the trainees, the providers
select only the best candidates. Those
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more in need tend thus to be excluded,
while no correction in terms of contrac-
tual constraints appears to have been suf-
ficiently effective;

❏ TECs are monopoly contractors. This
is hardly consistent with the market prin-
ciple;

❏ TECs’ articulation and operational strat-
egies is are such that they are not able to
fit the specific needs of the local indus-
trial environments they serve, neither in
terms of removing constraints nor for pro-
moting proper evolution.

Has the market been poorly emulated or
is the market principle unsuitable for edu-
cation and training? Although such ques-
tions are actually suggested by the reform
experience in England and Wales, the
more extreme case of market guidelines
is that of Latin America , as outlined in
the article by Atchoarena, where voca-
tional education and training tends in-
creasingly to be considered as a plain
marketable commodity to which the clas-
sical theories of exchange are fully appli-
cable. Fortunately, upon a closer scrutiny
things appear to be more mixed, and even
in the more extreme “market” cases one
would find a complex (though often con-
tradictory) combination of market, pub-
lic regulation and control, mixed financ-
ing arrangements. The market principle
appears thus as a sort of ideological wind
affecting institutions as well as scholars,
a breeze, however, that might always turn
into a damaging storm.

If the essential component of education
(at large) is made by externalities, the
individual incentive to invest in it is in-
sufficient by definition. The same no-
tion of an ex ante rate of return on edu-
cation is dubious, since the return for a
given effort  in terms of delayed rewards
will depend on societal patterns of be-
haviour. A collective response is then
mandatory. The bulk of attention has un-
til now focused mainly on the internali-
sation of externalities, and this has re-
sulted in public intervention of the clas-
sical type (direct provision, public financ-
ing) and, in modern forms, of the French
type (forcing firms to be concerned with
vocational education and training through
a zero-receipt tax). These strategies, how-
ever, miss the QL targets that have been

considered earlier: co-operation and co-
ordinat ion for the enhancement of
complementarities should become the
only collective guideline in this domain.

The traditional arrangement of investing
the public sector with the responsibility
and the financial burden for vocational
education and training tended to produce
(aside from bureaucratic weights) a sepa-
ration between the world of suppliers of
vocational education and training and that
of its users, with a generalised fall of con-
cern and incentive (and thus of effective-
ness) for all the parties involved. Even the
control function was without support, since
the state didn’t find it convenient, until
recently, to control its own behaviour.

The French strategy offers in principle a
good alternative, not only from the point
of view of the internalisation of externali-
ties, but also from that of social involve-
ment in vocational education and train-
ing: every firm is obliged to pay, but it
can avoid taxes if it spends on accept-
able vocational education and training
activities. The state can in principle exert
its governance role by selecting what is
“acceptable” for tax deductions, while
firms should have the convenience to be
active in choosing how to spend their
money, s ince spending cannot be
avoided, and to exert control over what
they get for it. Labour representatives
might variously choose how to be in-
volved: pushing, monitoring, controlling,
proposing, etc. The experience, however,
has shown that this was not enough to
elicit (at least at the desired speed of evo-
lution) the necessary “culture of VET”, as
Gasskov puts it in his article, despite the
attempt of the French government to
“force”  firms in such a direction by rais-
ing the tax rates. The point seems that
economic motivation appears to be (per-
haps) a necessary, but certainly not a suf-
ficient tool for creating a culture.  This
helps to explain  the tendency of smaller
firms to under-exploit the vocational edu-
cation and training options available to
them, but only in principle and on the
basis of economic terms, with no effec-
tive cultural commitment.

The model which is closest to the co-or-
dination and co-operation guidelines il-
lustrated above is the German one. The
internalisation of externalities is collec-
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tive, rather than public. Most German
firms feel it is their obligation to train the
labour force; such a goal has been inter-
nalised in their culture so well and for
such a long period of time that it has be-
come a commitment, and as such is so
well shared among firms that they are not
worried by the risk of free-riding. Such a
social arrangement belongs only to Ger-
many and to the few contiguous coun-
tries which have succeeded in absorbing
this piece of German culture. This “insti-
tutional” arrangement is so well embod-

ied in the culture of people that it  pro-
duces a shared positive attitude towards
the quality and the evolution of vocational
education and training and its comple-
mentary activities. It is not by chance that
the German model, born in Bismarkian
times, is so often mentioned, but so sel-
dom proposed for inspiring reforms.

The “QL factor”, actually, is the least
known gene, and the technology for its
laboratory replication has not yet been
found.

Sergio Bruno
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Although a large amount of
both micro-based and
macro-economic research
during the past decades has
firmly established that edu-
cation and workforce skills
have a positive effect on in-
dividual welfare and overall
economic growth, our
knowledge about the actual
links and intermediary vari-
ables between human capi-
tal investment on the one
hand and economic out-
comes on the other is still
largely anecdotal and
hardly refined enough to
yield solid policy recom-
mendations. Yet some pri-
orities for education and
training policies can be
identified.

Dana J. Soloff
Sociologist, Human Capital,
Department at RAND, Santa
Monica, California

Introduction

Throughout most industrialised countries
we encounter growing concerns about
skills mismatches and imminent skills
shortages in the labour market and the
adequacy of existing education and train-
ing systems in supplying the skills needed
by firms and workers to meet the com-
petitive challenges facing highly industr-
ialised, high wage countries in the dec-
ades ahead. These concerns at first sight
seem to be at odds with the fact that dur-
ing the past three decades most industr-
ialised countries have experienced an un-
precedented expansion in educational at-
tainment among their populations which
has raised formal skill levels of the
workforce far above those of the early
1960s.

Concerns about the adequacy of existing
education and training institutions have
been raised in both Europe and the US
by the pervading decline in productivity
growth since the mid 1970s, the continu-
ing loss of important markets to Asian
low-wage competitors, demographic shifts
in the working-age population, widening
education-specific wage differentials, and
persistent high unemployment particularly
among low-skilled workers. Moreover,
recent international comparative research
has revealed significant differences in the
educational attainment and workforce
skills between major industrialised coun-
tries, such as the United Kingdom, the US,
and France on the one hand and Japan,
Germany, and Sweden on the other. Im-
proving education programmes and pro-
moting skills enhancement, consequently,
have become top priority items in most
national policy agendas.

A common assumption underlying wide
parts of the current policy debate has been
that human capital investment and a high
level of workforce skills have a more or
less direct beneficial impact on economic
performance and competitiveness. This

Education, training and
the economy1

view is by no means new and in fact was
a guiding notion underlying major reforms
in mass education in the late 19th and early
20th centuries. Since then cross-country
differences in education and training pro-
vision have been seen as an important
source accounting for national differences
in economic growth and competitive per-
formance. Thus, in Britain, the origins of
relative economic decline, observed as
early as the 1870s, were partly explained
by shortcomings in technical education vis-
a-vis the strong emphasis placed on voca-
tional education and industrial training in
imperial Germany. In the 1950s and 1960s
the massive US expenditures on education
and research and the US comprehensive
secondary and post-secondary school sys-
tem acted as a stimulus and model for the
subsequent educational expansion in most
western European countries and Japan.
More recently, after Japan had become a
major competitive force in the global
economy, the Japanese system of high-
quality mass education and systematic firm-
based workforce training has attracted the
interest of US and European policy-mak-
ers, although in institutional terms Germa-
ny’s comprehensive system of modern
apprenticeship training has remained the
primary focus of interest by education re-
formers in both Europe and the US.

Yet although a large amount of both mi-
cro-based and macro-economic research
during the past decades has firmly estab-
lished that education and workforce skills
have a positive effect on individual wel-
fare and overall economic growth, our
knowledge about the actual links and in-
termediary variables between human capi-
tal investment on the one hand and eco-
nomic outcomes on the other is still
largely anecdotal and hardly refined
enough to yield solid policy recommen-
dations.

The aims of this article are:

❏ to provide a systematic overview of
both the expected overall trends in

1) This article is based on a “Human
Capital Investment and Economic Per-
formance”, conference held in Santa
Barbara, California, November 1993
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workforce skills and skill requirements in
different countries, and of the theoretical
models explaining the links and interre-
lationships between human capital invest-
ment and economic performance;

❏ to discuss the methodological implica-
tions as well as measurement problems
involved in analysing both human capital
investment and their economic outcomes
from different disciplinary angles and with
particular emphasis on international com-
parisons;

❏ to show the range of different institu-
tional approaches taken towards gener-
ating and allocating workforce skills in
five different national settings, namely
France, Germany, Japan, the United King-
dom and the United States, and to pro-
vide for each country a review of the
empirical evidence about investment in
education and training and their economic
outcomes at the level of individuals, or-
ganisations (firms), and the nation as a
whole; and finally

❏ to discuss alternative public policy op-
tions for supporting individuals, firms and
public agencies in making the human
capital investment required to meet the
competitive challenges facing highly in-
dustrialised countries in the 1990s and
beyond.

Common trends
and challenges in
industrialised countries

One of the striking issues is that despite
the diversity of national trajectories and
institutional set-ups, most highly industr-
ialised economies are currently facing very
similar challenges. Generally, education
systems have to serve a diverse “clien-
tele”. The economy, for which it has to
supply the right amount and mix of skills
to sustain future competitiveness, is only
one “customer”, in addition their are stu-
dents and their parents, who expect ac-
cess to high quality education and work
preparation as a basis of future earnings
and employment security, the political
system, which has to rely on the sociali-
sation and internalisation of democratic
values and behaviours, and for society at
large, for which education fulfils the im-

portant functions of shaping individual
ability profiles, assigning social status and
identity, and creating social cohesion.

From the input-side, education and train-
ing systems are facing challenges from
demographic shifts in the size and com-
position of succeeding student cohorts,
as well as from changing social values and
educational preferences towards higher
educational attainments and more “cus-
tomised” diversity in the provision of edu-
cation tailored to the needs of different
population groups. In most countries, the
unparalleled educational expansion of the
past three decades has focused largely on
quantity and mass education and thereby
neglected structural adjustments in edu-
cation institutions that are needed to ac-
commodate a growing diversity of student
talents, interests, and social aspirations
without an erosion of the quality of edu-
cation.

Throughout the industrialised world, gov-
ernments during the past three decades
have significantly increased the amount
of public spending on education and con-
tributed to a remarkable increase in for-
mal educational attainments of the popu-
lation; however, rising expenditure on
education and rising formal education
levels frequently were not matched by a
corresponding improvement in student
abilities and performance. Thus, although
the United States has one of the largest
shares of education expenditure in GDP
(see table 1) and one of the highest en-
rolment rates in secondary and post-sec-
ondary education, US students’ academic
performance in core subjects such as sci-
ence and mathematics has been ranking
at the very bottom of the scale of industr-
ialised countries; likewise, literacy levels
in the US have sunk far below those of
competitor countries. Given the continu-
ing trend towards increasing demand for
education on the one hand and growing
fiscal constraints on governments on the
other, the issue of the internal efficiency
of education systems, including the
strengthening of quasi-market elements in
education and training provision, will
demand more attention by policy-makers
in the future.

----Table 1----
On the output side education and train-
ing systems, the prominent features of
which - with few exceptions - still resem-

“(…) although a large
amount of both micro-
based and macro-economic
research during the past
decades has firmly estab-
lished that education and
workforce skills have a
positive effect on individual
welfare and overall eco-
nomic growth, our knowl-
edge about the actual links
and intermediary variables
between human capital in-
vestment on the one hand
and economic outcomes on
the other is still largely an-
ecdotal and hardly refined
enough to yield solid policy
recommendations.”

“Throughout the industrial-
ised world, governments
during the past three dec-
ades have significantly in-
creased the amount of pub-
lic spending on education
and contributed to a re-
markable increase in for-
mal educational attain-
ments of the population;
however, rising expendi-
ture on education and ris-
ing formal education levels
frequently were not
matched by a correspond-
ing improvement in student
abilities and performance.”
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ble the patterns of standardised mass pro-
duction of the 1950s and 1960s, face the
challenge of the world-wide decline of
Fordist production principles and the
trend towards a new post-Fordist regime
involving the gradual elimination of typi-
cal mass production jobs and an increase
in job complexity and skill requirements
at all corporate levels and in particular
among front-line workers; a growing
number of the latter find themselves in
services (rather than mere operative) func-
tions requiring a broad basis of general
and social skills combined with high-level
technical competence and a high degree
of functional flexibility to cope with vary-
ing situations and customer demands.
Especially the social and cognitive skills
required by new forms of production or-
ganisation and cutting-edge work prac-
tices appear to be increasingly at odds
with the learning modes, kind of abili-
ties, and behavioural orientations taught
in conventional school settings.

The rapidly rising demand for higher-level
skills is manifested in continuing high or
even increasing skill-specific wage differ-
entials, despite the strong growth in the
supply of highly educated workers with
post-secondary education credentials and
university degrees. Moreover, the gradual
shift of standardised mass production to
lower-wage countries within an increas-
ingly global market environment has al-
ready come to be felt in highly industrial-
ised countries in the form of rising un-
employment rates of unskilled workers.
This is particularly true for unskilled
youngsters who - without special integra-
tion measures - face permanent exclusion
from the labour market. Last, but not least,
the rapid pace of technological change,
structural shifts from immediate produc-
tion to tertiary functions, shorter product
cycles, and an increasingly volatile, glo-
bal economic environment have resulted
in accelerated skills obsolescence and
enhanced requirements for workers to be
mobile, and have the ability to acquire
new and update regularly their skills in
the course of their working lives.

All these developments seem to require a
new institutional “rapport” between the
production of individual skil ls and
competences on the one hand and the
production of goods and services in the
economy on the other. In particular, the

growing importance of post-secondary
schooling and higher education in sup-
plying the skills necessary, not only for
traditional professionals, higher-level
managerial staff and government officials,
but increasingly for mid-level production
and service functions implies that new
institutional links and co-ordination
mechanisms between schools and busi-
ness have to be developed in order to
avoid skills mismatches and the devalua-
tion of public education investment. Given
the fact that most workers who received
their education 30 years ago will spend
another 10 to 15 years in the labour force,
and that the annual replacement rate of
retiring workers by newly educated labour
market entrants is below 2% in the United
States and even lower in Japan and most
European countries, particular challenges
to public policy will lie in the area of pro-
viding institutional support structures for
life-long learning and to organisations and
firms in the creation of learning-intensive
work environments.

How successful different nations will be
in coping with these common challenges
and in adjusting to the new competitive
environment strongly depends on, among
other factors, their existing stock of hu-
man capital and their institutional requi-
sites for providing and adequately em-
ploying the skills and competences
needed to make the transition from tradi-
tional Fordist production patterns towards
a new post-Fordist growth regime. This
involves not a merely quantitative increase

Table 1: Educational expenditure from public and
private sources on educational institutions as a
proportion of GDP by level of education (1994).
Selected OECD countries

total percent of GDP

primary and secondary private tertiary

France 6.2% 4.3% 1.1%
Germany 5.8% 3.8% 1.1%
Japan 4.9% 3.1% 1.1%
UK 4.7% 3.4% 0.8%
United States 6.6% 3.9% 2.4%

Source : OECD

“(…) the growing impor-
tance of post-secondary
schooling and higher edu-
cation in supplying the
skills necessary, (…) im-
plies that new institutional
links and co-ordination
mechanisms between
schools and business have
to be developed in order to
avoid skills mismatches
and the devaluation of pub-
lic education investment.”
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in education and training investment but,
first of all, the development of appropri-
ate co-ordination mechanisms between
education systems on the one hand and
work settings on the other. The latter
would also seem to require a shift from
prevailing internal labour market struc-
tures with their inherent limitations in an
era of increasing economic volatility to-
wards a model of “professional” labour
markets involving a stronger emphasis on
general, transferable skills and thereby
allowing a higher degree of functional
flexibility and worker mobility. The alter-
native to making the transition consists
in a low-wage strategy based on increas-
ing price-competition with industrialising
countries and the relinquishing of high
living standards, an option which has its
obvious limits and would only postpone,
but certainly not eliminate the need for
institutional and economic modernisation.

Theoretical underpinnings

Human capital theory is still the most in-
fluential strand of theory linking educa-
tion and training of individuals and firms
to economic performance and outcomes.
According to the basic model, acquired
skills and competences (the “human capi-
tal stock” of a society) are seen as the
result of rational investment decisions by
individuals and firms with the objective
of maximising the returns to such invest-
ment. Human capital theory also provides
the hitherto most convincing rationale for
public intervention in the process of hu-
man capital generation: individuals, par-
ticularly at the beginning of their work-
ing lives, when their expected future earn-
ings are still highest, usually lack the re-
sources to pay for their own education
and skills so that the state has to finance
the investment; moreover, skills and
knowledge acquired through education
produce positive external effects or so-
cial returns (i.e., benefits accruing to so-
ciety at large) which cannot be captured
by the individual investor and, therefore,
in the absence of public intervention,
would result in an under investment in
education and workforce skills.

The risk of under investment in human
capital is particularly acute in the case of
workforce training : unlike transactions in
spot markets, modern employment rela-

tionships involve mutual sunk investment
by both workers (who acquire firm-spe-
cific knowledge and skills) and firms (who
invest in the training of their workers),
thereby creating a dual monopoly between
the parties regarding the returns to this
investment, which would be lost if the re-
lationship was terminated by either side
(”asset specificity”). Given incomplete in-
formation, the willingness of both parties
to engage in human capital investment in
the first place thus depends on the exist-
ence of a governance structure between
them that protects each party’s investment
from opportunistic behaviour by the other
side. Employment security regulations, le-
gal training standards, and/or public skills
certification may provide such a govern-
ance structure at a lower cost than mere
contractual arrangements between the la-
bour market parties themselves and there-
fore prevent under investment in human
skills. Modern labour market analysis thus
gives valuable insights into the economic
rationale and incentive patterns underly-
ing human capital investment and the deli-
cate equilibrium of interests needed to cre-
ate and sustain functioning training mar-
kets. Britain has been frequently cited as
a typical case in which institutional fac-
tors have reinforced instead of compen-
sated for market failures in providing a
sufficient amount of workforce training
(”low-skill equilibrium”); Germany’s “dual
system” of apprenticeship training, by con-
trast, is widely regarded as an example of
an institutional arrangement that encour-
ages massive investment in human capital
by successfully correcting the market’s in-
herent tendency to lead to under invest-
ment in workforce skills.

Whereas a large amount of theoretical re-
search has been devoted to exploring the
micro-motives and conditions influencing
human capital investment decisions, a less
developed area of research relates to the
nexus between individual skills, organisa-
tional capabilities, and economic perform-
ance. Here “evolutionary” theories of eco-
nomic change and organisational (or en-
terprise) learning provide some highly in-
teresting theoretical guidelines.

These theories rest on the assumptions
that :

❏ innovation is central to competitive-
ness;

“Human capital theory is
still the most influential
strand of theory linking
education and training of
individuals and firms to
economic performance and
outcomes.”

“Human capital theory also
provides the hitherto most
convincing rationale for
public intervention in the
process of human capital
generation (…)”
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❏ innovation rests on dynamic capabili-
ties residing in organisations;

❏ individual skills embodied in workers
may be a necessary prerequisite, but are
not a sufficient condition for the devel-
opment of organisational capabilities; and

❏ that the latter rather depends on, and
essentially consist in, the particular modes
in which individual skills are employed
and combined in an organisation. In other
words, education and training reforms
alone are unlikely to be effective unless
organisational structures are redesigned
in a way so as to allow for an innovative
combination of skills and capabilities, and
for their integration into the routines that
define the strategic repertoire of the or-
ganisations of firms.

At the macro-level human capital consid-
erations were for a long time neglected
and only indirectly taken into account by
theoretical growth models in the form of
exogenous technological change. This
marks a strong contrast to empirical
growth accounting exercises which have
explicitly incorporated labour quality
(commonly defined as years of formal
schooling) into their models and found
that increases in human inputs have a size-
able impact on overall economic growth
which in fact exceeds the growth returns
from tangible capital investment. Only
recently, human capital has received more
attention in the context of the “new
growth theory” (Romer and Lucas).

According to the basic underlying model,
productivity increases and innovation are
the outcomes of the division of labour
which allows a permanent upgrading of
the skills, competences, and dexterity of
workers and firms in producing goods and
services and thereby acts as the principal
source of cumulative economic growth.
Unlike older models, new growth theory
assumes that new knowledge and skills
are created endogenously, for example,
in the form of private R&D investment or
mere “learning by doing”, and that the
marginal product of human capital grows
in proportion to the existing knowledge.

However, since the production of knowl-
edge always produces positive externali-
ties (i.e. knowledge can be used by eve-
ryone) and only part of the returns to in-

vestment in new knowledge can be ap-
propriated by the investor (e.g., in the
form of patents), the amount of private
investment in knowledge and skills is
generally inferior to the amount that
would be optimal for the economy as a
whole. Hence public policy, by subsidis-
ing private R&D activities or providing
scientific and engineering skills that in
turn trigger internal innovation, may be
vital in supporting cumulative economic
growth. New growth theory thus joins
human capital theory in providing a pow-
erful rationale for the growth generating
potential of public investment in human
capital.

Methodological and
measurement issues

Whereas theory provides nice proposi-
tions, measurement and empirical opera-
tionalisation of the relationships between
human capital investment and their eco-
nomic outcomes still provide serious
methodological problems.

On the input side, the most commonly
used indicators of human capital invest-
ment are years of schooling, school en-
rolment rates, formal secondary and post-
secondary education and training creden-
tials or degrees earned, incidence and
hours of formal or informal training on-
or off-the-job, and finally public and pri-
vate expenditures for education and train-
ing. While most of these indicators may
be adequate for measuring changes in
human capital stocks and investment over
time within a given national context, their
limitations become immediately apparent
when it comes to cross-country compari-
sons. Generally, such indicators fail to
provide information about the actual
amount and economic relevance of the
skills and competences acquired and
embodied in individuals. For instance, the
same amount in years of schooling or the
same formal education credential in suc-
cessive cohorts can denote a quite differ-
ent quality of human capital investment
when access rules, curricula and passing
standards have changed. Similarly, the
actual skills acquired during a given
number of years of formal schooling may
differ substantially across countries with
different education and training systems.

“However, since the pro-
duction of knowledge al-
ways produces positive ex-
ternalities (…) and only
part of the returns to in-
vestment in new knowledge
can be appropriated by the
investor (…), the amount of
private investment in
knowledge and skills is gen-
erally inferior to the
amount that would be opti-
mal for the economy (…).
New growth theory thus
joins human capital theory
in providing a powerful ra-
tionale for the growth gen-
erating potential of public
investment in human capi-
tal.”
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This is illustrated by the fact that French
eighth graders tend to significantly out-
perform US eighth graders in mathemat-
ics and science. Moreover, comparisons
based on years of schooling and school
enrolment rates which, by their very na-
ture, do not capture firm-based training
activities, tend to produce “favourable”
results for those countries where skills are
primarily acquired through formal school-
ing. In the extreme case, years of school-
ing and formal skill credentials in one
country may function as mere entry tick-
ets (or screening devices) irrespective of
the substantive content and quality of the
skills acquired (particularly where inter-
nal labour market structures tend to domi-
nate), whereas in other countries acquired
skills may closely correspond to the ac-
tual job tasks for which workers are hired
(as, for example, in occupational labour
market settings). Likewise, countries
where workforce training is more formal-
ised (as, for instance, in the case of
Germany’s apprenticeship system) tend to
fare more positively in comparisons of the
incidence of workforce training than
countries where training primarily takes
place informally on the job (as, for ex-
ample, in the United States).

Similar problems and incompatibilities
have to be taken into account when us-
ing expenditure data as “input proxies”.
Whereas statistical data on public educa-
tion expenditures are available for most
countries, information on private (i.e.,
households’ or firms’) expenditures, the
proportion of which in total education
outlays varies considerably across coun-
tries, tends to be more scarce, selective
(i.e., not accounting for important cost
components), and unreliable (e.g., based
on estimates rather than evidence). The
latter is especially true with regard to
workforce training, reflecting the fact that
much training occurs informally on-the-
job involving various actors (trainers,
peers, and supervisors), and that, conse-
quently, most firms do not have (and fre-
quently do not consider it worthwhile
having) an exact cost-accounting of their
training activities. But even in the case of
public expenditure data, cross-country
comparisons are rendered problematic by
the fact that public expenditure data con-
tain heterogeneous components depend-
ing on how school costs are budgeted and
on the various functions that education

systems perform in different national set-
tings. US schools, for example, often per-
form functions such as after-school sports,
medical check-ups, psychological coun-
selling, after school day-care, hot meals,
driver education, and transportation to
and from school, and the share of non-
teaching staff in total school staff in the
US (51 %), consequently, by far exceeds
the corresponding shares in most Euro-
pean countries (France: 26 %; the Neth-
erlands: 16 %).

Measurement problems of the kind de-
scribed above may in fact explain why
macro-economic cross-country compari-
sons of the relevance of human capital
investment (as measured by years of
schooling, school-enrolment, and educa-
tional attainment) in relation to differences
in economic growth arrive at ambiguous
results that are at odds with the results of
growth-accounting models for individual
countries. Some of these measurement
problems are avoided by in-depth com-
pany case studies that permit the collec-
tion of detailed information about the
skills actually used in the production proc-
ess. Such studies have found that firms in
different countries tend to differ in the
particular mix of skills that they employ
for producing  the same product. The co-
ordination between different worker
competences within the organisation
rather than the mere amount of skills (in
terms of average years of schooling em-
bodied in the workforce) which has a
strong impact on worker productivity and
organisational efficiency is also one of the
lessons taught by the Japanese model.

Things get even more difficult when it
comes to relating education and training
to economic outcomes or performance.
Problems are least at the level of individu-
als where returns to training can be meas-
ured in terms of employment and career
opportunities, earnings and wage growth,
and the matching between skills acquired
and the skills needed (and rewarded) on
the job. That higher investment in educa-
tion result in higher earnings has been
proven to be true for most industrialised
countries on the basis of Mincer’s earn-
ings equation, though with different
intensities and involving different skill-spe-
cific wage differentials, which overall tend
to be less pronounced in countries with
more centralised wage setting systems. At

“Measurement problems
(…) may in fact explain
why macro-economic cross-
country comparisons of the
relevance of human capital
investment (as measured by
years of schooling, school-
enrolment, and educational
attainment) in relation to
differences in economic
growth arrive at ambigu-
ous results that are at odds
with the results of growth-
accounting models for indi-
vidual countries.”
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the same time, wage premia paid on prior
skills investment also play an important
role in setting incentives for individuals to
invest in education and skills acquisition
in the first place. Thus US high school stu-
dents’ deteriorating academic performance
has been explained by the fact that, due
to the absence of national examination and
certification standards (as they play a
prominent role in most European coun-
tries), school performance in terms of
grades achieved in core subjects is not ad-
equately rewarded by US employers in the
form of higher entry wages for better per-
forming students.

Greater difficulties arise in the assessment
of the outcomes and economic effects of
human capital investment and workforce
skills at the level of organisations or firms.
The mere fact that firms pay higher wages
to skilled than to unskilled workers does
not necessarily imply that skilled work-
ers are more productive and that increas-
ing the skill level of the workforce auto-
matically has a favourable impact on the
firms’ economic performance. Indeed,
most firms themselves do not directly
measure the productivity impact of
workforce skills, nor do they have a clear
idea about how to quantify the returns to
investment in human capital, which has
led commentators to conclude that
workforce training by firms in many cases
is an “act of faith”. This may in part be
accounted for by the fact that the ben-
efits from workforce skills diffuse widely
and accrue cumulatively over long time
periods and in many different places
within an organisation. Moreover the
measurement of firm performance itself
poses serious difficulties, and commonly
used indicators (such as profitability,
growth of sales or turnover, physical pro-
ductivity, value-added, market share) can
be misleading for several reasons (for in-
stance, larger investment in training may
actually lower current profits, but have
beneficial impacts on innovation, prod-
uct quality, and firm competitiveness in
the longer-term).

It is revealing of the difficulties involved
in operationalising the core variables at
hand that so far the empirical evidence
of the impact of human capital investment
(in the form of skills hired from outside
or generated in-house) on corporate per-
formance has been very scarce and lim-

ited to anecdotal evidence from company
case-studies involving matched compari-
sons of firms across a range of different
countries and industries. Although this
approach permits the collection of imme-
diate information on production organi-
sation, division of labour within the firm,
production efficiency, and product qual-
ity, none of these studies, aside from prob-
lems of sample selection and generalisa-
tion, have so far come up with a con-
vincing model explaining firm perform-
ance and linking the latter to the skills
embodied in the workforce.

Macro-economic studies, in turn, have tra-
ditionally focused on economic growth,
per capita output, labour productivity
(output or value-added per worker hour),
and export performance across different
industries as dependent variables. Each
of these indicators have their own short-
comings : for example, the pervasive and
lasting slowdown of productivity growth
among OECD countries since the early
1970s can hardly be explained in terms
of changes in the educational endow-
ments of the labour force; neither are
changes in education and training, which
affect the composition of the workforce
only very gradually, safe candidates for
explaining recent short-term increases in
US and British manufacturing productiv-
ity relative to (West) Germany; nor can
human capital variables account for the
fact that the United States, despite a sig-
nificant catching-up by other countries,
continues to be the world leader in abso-
lute manufacturing productivity. This has
led analysts to conclude that it is organi-
sational capabilities rather than workforce
skills per se that account for cross-coun-
try differences in economic performance.
Other studies have emphasised the
complementarity of human capital and
other assets (fixed-capital investment;
R&D activities; market size; public infra-
structure; etc.) that is vital for generating
productivity increases and economic
growth. Likewise, the export performance
of a country and its industries, frequently
taken to indicate “national competitive-
ness” primarily reflects exchange rates
(that are the outcome of fiscal policies)
and unit labour costs (that in turn are the
result of national income policies), and
only in second place differences in labour
productivity that can be influenced by
education and training policies.

“(…) most firms (…) do not
directly measure the pro-
ductivity impact of
workforce skills, nor do
they have a clear idea
about how to quantify the
returns to investment in hu-
man capital (…)”

“(…) the impact of human
capital investment (in the
form of skills hired from
outside or generated in-
house) on corporate per-
formance has been very
scarce and limited to anec-
dotal evidence from com-
pany case-studies involving
matched comparisons of
firms across a range of dif-
ferent countries and indus-
tries.”
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Even if some of the above measurement
and methodological difficulties could be
overcome, one would still be left with the
benchmarking problem: that is the for-
mation of concrete ideas about which
economic activities, organisational pat-
terns, and human resource practices
promise the largest returns to society in
the future, which labour market structures
should prevail, what levels of unemploy-
ment are socially acceptable, etc. With-
out clear notions of where modern highly
industrialised societies should be head-
ing, it is difficult to decide the kind and
amount of human capital investment that
would be optimal and how we should
assess whether current practices represent
an over- or under investment in human
capital.

National case studies

National case studies of France, Germany,
Japan, the United Kingdom, and the
United States looking at the institutional
structure and recent policy reforms, and
present empirical evidence about the
scope, distribution, and economic out-
comes of education and training invest-
ment, provide some interesting insights.

Both the United States and France, as two
countries where Fordist production pat-
terns involving internal career labour
markets have prevailed, have seen recent
policy moves towards a vocationalisation
of upper-secondary and post-secondary
education in response to perceived short-
ages in intermediate workforce skills. In
France, policy reforms to that end were
implemented during the 1980s through the
creation of technical “baccalaureates” and
new vocational routes within higher edu-
cation. Although many youngsters have
meanwhile entered these new routes,
which, in fact account for a significant part
of the overall increase in school enrol-
ment in France, the persistence of inter-
nal labour market structures has led em-
ployers to continue to give preference to
traditional academic school degrees over
vocational credentials in their hiring and
promotion policies, thus resulting in a
devaluation of the vocational skills and
qualifications acquired in these new pro-
grammes. The latter is reinforced by the
fact that many graduates from the new

vocational programmes, in view of their
inferior labour market and career oppor-
tunities, prefer to continue on in educa-
tion towards a general higher education
degree. These response patterns on the
part of employers and students are in line
with the high social esteem traditionally
attached to academic knowledge as op-
posed to applied skills that has charac-
terised French society for centuries. At the
same time they illustrate the limits of edu-
cational reforms in transforming existing
labour market structures and social value
systems.

In the US, although the Clinton adminis-
tration has announced programmes to
strengthen vocational education in high
schools and community colleges and to
this end has embarked upon developing
a system of nationwide vocational edu-
cation and training standards, no system-
atic reforms - with the exception of local
experiments - towards a vocationalisation
of secondary and higher education have
occurred so far. Consequently a large
majority of those who do not go on to a
four-year college or university still enter
work-life without any formal vocational
preparation. Here the absence of voca-
tional education routes reflects not only
the prevalence of internal labour market
structures, but also the traditional Ameri-
can adversity to any form of “tracking” or
“routing” in the education system. Unlike
in France, where the old elitist preference
for academic merits has been working
against vocationalism, the American op-
position to routing reflects the strong
egalitarian tradition in the United States
that has maintained that a four year-col-
lege education is always the superior al-
ternative.

Whereas the educational reforms and the
continuing trend towards higher educa-
tion in France have caused a shift in the
definition and acquisition of skills from
the corporate sector towards the state,
with all attendant co-ordination problems,
in the United Kingdom, the Conservative
deregulation policies of the 1980s have
tended to transfer responsibility for vo-
cational skills creation and assessment
towards employers, weakening and par-
tially abolishing the traditional co-opera-
tive arrangements between unions and
employers ’  associat ions governing
workforce training until 1979. These poli-

“Without clear notions of
where modern highly in-
dustrialised societies
should be heading, it is dif-
ficult to decide the kind and
amount of human capital
investment that would be
optimal and how we should
assess whether current
practices represent an
over- or under investment
in human capital.”
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cies, which were aimed at introducing
more market elements into training pro-
vision, have actually contributed to the
erosion of occupational labour market
structures in favour of firm-specific skills
provision through internal labour markets,
while funding of workforce training has
shifted more and more to the central gov-
ernment in the form of public training
subsidies for firms hiring shoolleavers.
The shift towards internal labour market
structures has had the consequence that
firms increasingly use general education
credentials as screening devices when
hiring youth into publicly subsidised train-
ing, which is often of poor quality and
highly job specific. The latter may be one
factor explaining why, just like in other
countries, more and more British young-
sters are enrolling in higher education
instead of seeking vocational training.

Japan and Germany, each in their own
right are considered as models, not only
for their successful economic performance
in past decades, but also for the high level
of their labour force. Both Japan and
Germany are also known for their high
level of general academic skills provided
by the general education system which
in turn provide the basis for intensive
post-secondary training offering a wide
variety of options for all ability profiles.
In the case of Japan this occurs through
lifelong learning and systematic job rota-
tion in the context of lifelong employment
careers within a specific company. In
Germany, by contrast, this occurs through
broad and systematic initial vocational
training in the context of its co-operatively
managed apprenticeship system. Japan
and Germany represent respectively, so
to speak, the successful variants of inter-
nal and occupational labour markets.

Both models, however, are endangered.
As in the other countries, both countries
see increasing trends toward higher edu-
cation among recent cohorts of school
leavers. In Japan, the past successes of
large corporations were partly due to the
fact that they were able to hire the best
from secondary school leaver cohorts and
train them in the internal labour market.
Once in the internal labour market, pro-
motions tend to occur in a more or less
autocratic fashion. Workers are allocated
to jobs less according to their individual
preferences, than to the needs of the cor-

poration. The increasing quest for higher
education among Japanese youth may
indicate a secular change in their career
and social aspirations and calls into ques-
tion the future viability of the Japanese
model. Access to university is restricted
through entrance examinations; roughly
50% of a school leaver cohort now ap-
plies for higher education and 31% are
actually admitted (as compared to 15% in
the 1960s), decreasing the pool of talent
available for production work in large
corporations. Even more serious pressures
on the Japanese model may result from
recent changes in overall economic con-
ditions. The viability of the model of in-
ternal career training clearly rested upon
the condition of sustained economic
growth and a high degree of employment
stability, as it has been institutionalised
in the system of lifelong employment.
With the advent of the current severe re-
cession of Japan’s economy, the decline
in economic growth rates, and the increas-
ing incidence of major layoffs and corpo-
rate downsizing, Japanese corporations
can no longer promise lifelong employ-
ment and, therefore, cannot continue to
expect the most able among school
leavers to entrust their future into the
hands of one firm. With this, one the cor-
nerstones of the Japanese training and
production system may indeed be seri-
ously threatened.

Similar challenges are confronting Germa-
ny’s “dual-system” of apprenticeship train-
ing, which in the past has provided more
than 70% of its employed workforce with
broad, certificated, vocational skills. Al-
though university enrolment rates in Ger-
many have been much lower than in the
United States and Japan, more and more
youngsters and their parents are opting
for upper-secondary education and sub-
sequent higher education instead of vo-
cational training. Those youngsters who
do not attain the school credentials re-
quired for university enrolment increas-
ingly flock to white collar apprenticeships
that offer higher pay and better advance-
ment prospects. These trends reflect an
increasing reluctance among German
youth to put up with the limited career
opportunities and earnings potential as-
sociated with traditional post-apprentice-
ship employment paths in production-re-
lated occupations. The lack of career op-
portunities for apprenticeship graduates

“(…) Japan and Germany
are also known for their
high level of general aca-
demic skills provided by the
general education system
which in turn provide the
basis for intensive post-sec-
ondary training offering a
wide variety of options for
all ability profiles.”

“Both models, however, are
endangered. As in the other
countries, both countries
see increasing trends to-
ward higher education
among recent cohorts of
school leavers.”
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have been exacerbated by the growing
number of higher education graduates
crowding into mid-level management
positions which used to offer upward
mobility options for the more able and
ambitious among former apprentices. By
engaging in adult technical education fol-
lowing their apprenticeship, these more
able and ambitious apprentices have al-
ways been German industry’s primary
source of broad technicians’ skills.

The continuing trend towards higher edu-
cation among successive cohorts of school
leavers at the same time forces German
firms in the industrial sector, who tradi-
tionally have invested large amounts in
apprenticeship training, to hire new ap-
prentices for production occupations from
the lower 50 percent of the ability spec-
trum, thereby raising training costs, re-
ducing the expected returns to human
capital investment, jeopardising the future
supply of technicians for mid-level man-
agement positions, and inducing firms to
search for less costly forms of workforce
training. As in Japan, the latter is rein-
forced by growing difficulties of German
firms to provide long-term employment
security in the face of enhanced economic
uncertainties and thereby reap the har-
vest from their own training investment.
Recent reform efforts in Germany, there-
fore, have been directed towards a
stronger vocationalisation of higher edu-
cation and a strengthening of the links
between employers and higher education
institutions through the creation and ex-
pansion of more industry-oriented, ap-
plied higher education routes.

Public policy challenges

In the face of growing competitive pres-
sures from developing and newly indus-
trialised countries, a defensive low-wage
strategy is not a viable option for highly
industrialised, high-wage countries.
Rather, the extent to which highly indus-
trialised countries will succeed in produc-
ing the wealth required to sustain high
living standards and distributional equity
goals will depend on whether they man-
age to create and enter into a new cycle
of cumulative economic growth based on
intensive innovation, the rapid implemen-
tation of cutting-edge technologies, and

steady productivity gains. Major invest-
ment in human capital, both in the form
of education and workforce training and
in the form of research and development
activities, appear to be an increasingly
indispensable condition for enabling firms
to move towards new markets and up-
market segments that yield higher eco-
nomic returns than standardised mass-
commodity markets, the expansion of
which was the driving force behind the
Fordist era of unprecedented mass pros-
perity. However, as the newly industrial-
ising nations, particularly in the Pacific
region, rapidly catch up in terms of the
educational levels and skill endowments
of their working populations, human capi-
tal investment alone will be less and less
of a sufficient condition for maintaining
competitiveness in the future. Education
and training policies, therefore, are but
one necessary component within an
overarching policy framework designed
to assist individuals, firms, and public
policy agencies in managing the transi-
tion towards an emerging post-Fordist
economic growth regime.

Within this overall setting the following
challenges and priorities for national edu-
cation and training policies in the years
ahead should be emphasised.

First of all, the experiences with ongoing
reform efforts make it clear that educa-
tion reforms are likely to fail if they are
not synchronised with the prevailing cul-
tural, institutional, and labour market
structures in which they are intended to
operate. This has been particularly evi-
dent in the case of France, where major
reform efforts in the area of secondary
and post-secondary education have not
achieved their intended results. It also
casts doubt on the transferability of na-
t ional  “models” of  educat ion and
workforce training or of their components
to other national settings. Such doubts
seem to be warranted as to whether the
creation of a national vocational training
system incorporating basic elements of the
German “dual-system” of apprenticeship
in the United States, as it has been sug-
gested by many commentators, presents
a viable policy option for solving current
US deficits in front-line workers’ skills. If
it is the case that many US employers
underinvest in workforce skills and have
preferred to adhere to outmoded Taylorist

“(…) experiences with on-
going reform efforts make
it clear that education re-
forms are likely to fail if
they are not synchronised
with the prevailing cul-
tural, institutional, and la-
bour market structures in
which they are intended to
operate.”
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work patterns, then this is not only due
to the absence of an institutional frame-
work supporting firm-based human capi-
tal investment, but also to the frequently
poor quality of US secondary education,
which forces American firms to invest
substantial amounts in remedial education
and, therefore, to incur significantly higher
training costs than their competitors in
countries with a better functioning gen-
eral education system. In this situation,
not investing in workforce skills and con-
tinuing a de-skilling strategy based on
narrowly defined job tasks may be the
more efficient strategy, from the micro-
economic perspective of firms at least,
though not necessarily from the perspec-
tive of society at large. Improving the
quality of general education and the in-
ternal efficiency of schools, therefore,
seems to be a first and essential step to-
wards increasing the scope of firm-based
workforce training and thereby enabling
firms to move towards  new post-Fordist
production techniques.

Particularly with the pervasive trend to-
wards growing school and especially
higher education enrolment rates among
recent cohorts of labour market entrants
and a concomitant shift in initial skills
provision from employers towards school
settings, the redesign of the links between
education and employment and between
schools and business has become a para-
mount issue in policy debates. This in-
cludes the issues of aligning school cur-
ricula and higher education programmes
with employers’ expected medium-term
skill demands, of improving the “commu-
nication” between education systems and
labour markets through skills testing and
certification, of facilitating the school-to-
work transition of youth through direct
co-operation between schools and local
employers, and more generally of the
creation, or extension, of “dual-systems”
involving alternating school-based learn-
ing and learning on the job. Improving
the links between education and employ-
ment appears to be all the more impor-
tant since the enhanced volatility in the
economic environment of highly industr-
ialised countries increasingly calls into
question the future viability of internal
career labour markets and, instead, tends
to favour vocational, or rather professional
labour market structures, which allow a
greater degree of technical specialisation

and worker mobility and are known to
provide workers with a stronger sense of
self-identification with and commitment
to their work. The latter seems to be one
of the lessons emanating from the “Ger-
man model”, which has been successful
in supplying the economy with a broadly
skilled and highly motivated workforce
and - unlike the British model - has per-
mitted German firms to move up-market
and become the world’s largest exporter
of high-quality products. The German
example, at the same time, makes clear
that functioning professional labour mar-
kets rest on a careful balancing of decen-
tralised market co-ordination with more
centralised public policy co-ordination,
especially in the form of education and
training standards, curricula design, as
well as skills assessment and certifications.

But the continuing trend towards higher
education poses serious challenges for
higher education systems themselves.
They have to maintain quality standards
for their programmes whilst not only ac-
commodating growing student numbers,
but also suffering from public budget cuts.
The latter has already led to a serious
deterioration of teacher/student ratios and
per-student expenditures in many coun-
tries. In the face of these constraints, re-
cent higher education reforms in several
European countr ies have aimed at
strengthening the autonomy of higher
education institutions in internal budget
allocation and student selection and at
replacing bureaucratic control by the crea-
tion of quasi-markets for education. Ris-
ing student drop-out rates, however, seem
to indicate that, in order to accommodate
a growing and, in terms of abilities, pro-
files and aspirations, increasingly hetero-
geneous student population, further struc-
tural adjustments of higher education in-
stitutions will be required if both access
to and quality of higher education are to
be sustained in the future.

Finally, the pervasive trend towards
school-based initial skills acquisition is
balanced by the demographically and
technologically induced rise in the impor-
tance of lifelong learning and skills ad-
aptation which hitherto have largely re-
sided in the hands and at the discretion
of employers and, consequently, been
guided primarily by micro-economic con-
siderations rather than social equity cri-

“Improving the quality of
general education and the
internal efficiency of
schools, therefore, seems to
be a first and essential step
towards increasing the
scope of firm-based
workforce training and
thereby enabling firms to
move towards  new post-
Fordist production tech-
niques.”

“Improving the links be-
tween education and em-
ployment appears to be all
the more important since
the enhanced volatility in
the economic environment
of highly industrialised
countries increasingly calls
into question the future vi-
ability of internal career la-
bour markets and, instead,
tends to favour vocational,
or rather professional la-
bour market structures
(…)

“(…) the pervasive trend to-
wards school-based initial
skills acquisition is bal-
anced by the demographi-
cally and technologically
induced rise in the impor-
tance of lifelong learning
and skills adaptation
which hitherto have largely
resided in the hands and at
the discretion of employers
and, consequently, been
guided primarily by micro-
economic considerations
rather than social equity
criteria.”
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teria. This has resulted in an unequal dis-
tribution of further training opportunities
which tends to deepen existing segmen-
tation lines between highly educated and
less-skilled workers, who frequently do
not profit from further training and, as a
consequence, have been suffering en-
hanced unemployment risks in most
highly industrialised countries. The latter
is true even in the US, where wages are
considerably more flexible than in Europe

or Japan and where wage levels for un-
skilled labour frequently have slipped
below the poverty line. With the continu-
ing trend towards higher skill require-
ments, even for operative tasks, the trend
towards an increasing exclusion of un-
skilled workers from employment oppor-
tunities and the participation in overall
welfare increases is likely to continue and
thus seems to create serious challenges
for active labour market policies.
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Introduction

The importance of vocational education
and training is well established.  They play
a central role in the development of skills,
competences, know-how, and knowledge
that individuals bring to the workplace.
Because of the impact these have, in turn,
on the employability and productivity of
individuals, and the competitiveness of
enterprises and national economies, vo-
cational education and training exert a
powerful influence on the social and well-
being of societies.  Moreover, this impor-
tance appears to be increasing as the pace
of technological change and increasing
demand for flexibility in the workplace
contribute to faster obsolescence of job-
specific skills, competences, know-how
and knowledge.  In short, the knowledge
economy places the emphasis on continu-
ous learning, and vocational education
and training are vital learning resources.

The increasing demand for vocational
education and training has been accom-
panied by some increases in supply.  The
marked rises in participation in formal
education and training attest to this.  Al-
though time series data for continuing
vocational training is available for few
countries, they and more anecdotal evi-
dence would suggest that the volume of
continuing vocational training  is grow-
ing.  But, judging by patterns of partici-
pation, the growth in supply appears to
fall far short of the volume needed to
make vocational education and training
widely accessible in sufficient quantity
both to compensate for the poor levels
of literacy and qualifications among some
adults, and to ensure adequate opportu-
nity for the updating and upgrading of
experienced workers.  Thus, the rising
demand for all forms of learning, includ-
ing that which occurs through vocational

Issues in financing
vocational education
and training in the EU 1

education and training, seems likely to
outpace the increase in supply.  This mis-
match seems particularly acute for very
poorly-qualified adults, who employers
are less willing to train, or who other-
wise lack access to vocational education
and training because of unemployment,
a lack of financial means, or both. This
poses a challenge to ensure that voca-
tional education and training is accessi-
ble and affordable.  Meeting this challenge
requires that a number of diverse prob-
lems be addressed, ranging from the peda-
gogical, to motivational, to institutional,
to financial.  It is the last that this article
intends to discuss.

Affordability and the
finance of vocational
education and training

The rising demand for vocational educa-
tion and training risks exceeding the ca-
pacity of the usual approaches to its fi-
nancing that are found many EU Member
States.  Constraints on public spending
make it difficult for governments to finance
indefinitely the additional training that is
being sought.  The fact that much of voca-
tional education and training leads to pri-
vate returns in the form of higher produc-
tivity and profitability, for enterprises, and
higher wages and employability for indi-
viduals, raises questions about the appro-
priateness of direct public finance.  The
pressures on enterprises to reduce costs
makes it difficult for them to shoulder a
larger share of costs (and in some cases,
to sustain their present share).

Thus, the increasing demand for VET
seems likely to outpace the capacity of
present financing arrangements to pay for
it.  Resolving the financing dilemma de-
pends on “enhancing the affordability” of

Gregory
Wurzburg

principal adminis-
trator in the Directo-

rate for Education,
Employment, Labour
and Social Affairs in
the Organisation for
Economic Co-Operation and

Development, Paris.

The increasing demand for
VET raises questions as to
how it can be made afford-
able.  The answer depends
on meeting two general
conditions:  raising the rate
of return to VET, in order to
strengthen the economic
incentives to invest in it;
making it easier to finance
current VET out of its future
benefits, in order to ensure
adequate financial re-
sources to pay for VET.

1) The views expressed are those of
the author and do not commit either
the OECD or its Member Countries.
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VET from society’s point of view.  But
what does this mean?  At a minimum, it
requires  addressing two broad questions.
The first is “Who should pay?”  The short
answer is that employers and individuals
should pay at least some of the extra costs
incurred in making VET more universally
available throughout the working lives of
individuals.  In fact, deciding who will
pay is a fundamentally political decision,
insofar as its answer depends on how
society views the responsibilities of  the
respective relevant actors — government,
firms, and individuals, and the relative
importance given to different government
roles.  Judging by the commitment that
Member States have made to constrain-
ing public spending, governments will not
assume large new financing burdens (to
make VET more broadly accessible, for
example), unless they discharge others.
Thus, at best, public authorities and so-
cial partners face a daunting task of re-
solving competing demands for scarce
(and possibly shrinking) public resources.

In any case, the answer to the question
of  “Who should pay?”  is not determinis-
tic.  It obviously should be guided by who
benefits, in order to be credible and ef-
fective.  If, for example, it is decided that
individuals should pay more for VET, but
the fruits of VET are not recognised in
wage setting practices,  the decision is
not likely to have an enduring impact on
financing arrangements.  But the issue of
who benefits depends entirely on institu-
tional arrangements - ranging from col-
lective bargaining practices, to tax policy,
to practices for assessing and recognis-
ing skills and competences acquired in
VET - that are malleable through public
policy.

This brings us to the second question,
“How to ensure that employers and indi-
viduals pay for VET”? In contrast to the
first question, this second question is more
technical in nature.  It depends on two
general conditions being met.

❏ first,  individuals and enterprises need
to be reasonably sure of reaping returns
to VET that are sufficient to offset the
costs; they also need to be able to over-
come the “liquidity constraints” inherent
in any investment that requires an up-front
payment, in order to produce future ben-
efits;

❏ second, sooner or later the unit costs
of VET need to be reduced, allowing in-
creased supply at any given price.  Oth-
erwise,  the rising demand for VET will
lead to training shortages, higher prices
or both, making VET affordable for only
the most privileged.

Another way of answering the question
is to say that, firstly, the private rates of
return to VET, regardless of whether they
can be observed, need to be raised, es-
sentially by increasing the benefits they
yield, by reducing their costs or both; and
secondly that individuals and firms need
to be able to finance current expenditures
on VET, out of future benefits.

Regardless of whether and how much
public authorities pay for VET, they have
a strong role to play in helping to create
the framework conditions to ensure that
private actors are willing and able to fi-
nance VET.  The discussion below de-
scribes possible areas for actions by pub-
lic authorities.

Enhancing the
affordability of VET

Within the framework laid out above,
there is a need to address three challenges
in order to increase the affordability of
VET:

❏ increase the benefits from VET;

❏ decrease its costs; and

❏ find ways of making it easier for VET
consumers to finance current VET invest-
ments out of future VET earnings.  The
discussion below addresses each of these.

Increasing the benefits of VET

One way of raising the rate of return to
VET, and thereby strengthening the incen-
tive for individuals and employers or both
to pay for it, is to increase the “benefits”
flowing from them - both the size of the
impacts of VET, and the probability of
those impacts being realised.

In this regard, public authorities - possi-
bly in concert with social partners - can
act in a number of ways including acting
to:

“Regardless of whether and
how much public authori-
ties pay for VET, they have
a strong role to play in
helping to create the frame-
work conditions to ensure
that private actors are will-
ing and able to finance
VET.”
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❏ improve the quality of VET.  This can
be accomplished through the establish-
ment and application of standards for
evaluating the curriculum and pedagogy,
on the input side, and for evaluating skills,
competences, know-how and knowledge
acquired in VET;

❏ improve the information available to
individuals and employers, with regard to
the nature and quality of VET opportuni-
ties.  This might be accomplished through
clearinghouses, as well as through guid-
ance and counselling, and to allow a bet-
ter match  between individuals with learn-
ing opportunities;

❏ ensure that the skills, competences,
know-how and knowledge acquired in
VET are sufficiently visible, so as to make
them more visible and portable, and to
increase the likelihood that they are fully
utilised in internal and external labour
markets, and to facilitate their use in wage
determination, as appropriate. This might
be accomplished through mechanisms for
assessing and recognising learning out-
comes, regardless of  where they occur;

❏ ensure that there is sufficient flexibil-
ity in the structure of jobs and use of capi-
tal equipment to allow full utilisation of
acquired skills and competences, thereby
increasing the likelihood of employers
and employees realising the productivity
potential of VET.

Reducing the costs of VET

Regardless of whether the benefits are
enhanced, the incentives to invest in VET
can be strengthened by reducing its unit
costs. There are a variety of strategies that
public authorities and social partners can
pursue  for doing this as well, including:

❏ simply to increase awareness of the dif-
ferent components of costs of VET (in-
cluding both direct costs, such as those
for instructors, materials, and facilities,
and indirect costs, such as the cost of pro-
duction that is foregone when employed
workers are released for VET), and their
relative importance.  This can help focus
attempts to improve efficiency.  This might
be accomplished by seeking more detail
in surveys of training costs to employers,
for example, or case study analysis of
costs incurred by VET providers;

❏ ensuring wider dissemination of infor-
mation on the cost-effectiveness of dif-
ferent teaching and learning approaches,
including those that are technologically
based.  This would ensure that VET con-
sumers, as well as providers, have better
knowledge of efficiency and quality
benchmarks;

❏ a third strategy, that depends on the
first and second, is to otherwise ensure
that VET markets function smoothly: that
there are no undue barriers to entry of
new VET providers who can demonstrate
their effectiveness, that information on
cost-effectiveness of different providers
are widely available and that VET con-
sumers have discretion in choosing VET
providers;

❏ well-established systems for the recog-
nition of skills, competences, know-how,
and knowledge, regardless of how they
are acquired, can also play a role in re-
ducing costs, by making it easier for VET
consumers to evaluate the cost-effective-
ness of less-structured forms of learning,
relative to that of structured VET;

❏ another strategy is to lower the cost of
VET by lowering employers’ cost  of capi-
tal for VET investments.  This might be
accomplished, for example, through the
establishment of standard reporting prac-
tices by which employers (including small
and medium size enterprises seeking bank
loans) could disclose to capital markets,
information on VET and how it contrib-
utes to enterprise performance.

If the benefits of VET to various actors,
exceed the respective costs of each, by
enough to provide a substantial incentive
for them to invest in it, we could say that
it is economically viable.  In other words,
that VET investments are sustainable in-
vestments, able to pay for themselves over
time.  That is one necessary condition to
ensuring that VET is affordable.  But it is
not sufficient.  The section below addresses
the question of ensuring that VET invest-
ments are financially feasible.

Paying for current VET out
of future earnings

Even if the benefits of VET exceed its costs
enough to provide a substantial incentive

“If the benefits of VET to
various actors,  exceed the
respective costs of each, by
enough to provide a sub-
stantial incentive for them
to invest in it, we could say
that it is economically vi-
able.  In other words, that
VET investments are sus-
tainable investments, able
to pay for themselves over
time.  That is one necessary
condition to ensuring that
VET is affordable.  But it is
not sufficient.  The section
below addresses the ques-
tion of ensuring that VET in-
vestments are financially
feasible.”
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to invest in VET, there remains the ques-
tion of whether various actors are finan-
cially able to afford it.  This issue of finan-
cial feasibility arises because the mismatch
between the timing of costs and benefits:
VET costs are incurred before the benefits
are realised.  This risks posing a liquidity
constraint, a cash-flow problem on actors
if they cannot pay for VET immediately.

The problem is typified in some coun-
tries by the lack of willingness on the part
of banks, for example, to lend money at
a “reasonable” interest rate for  higher
education (“reasonable” being a rate that
is less than the rate of return that the in-
dividual expects from higher risk) most
importantly because a university degree
cannot serve as collateral in case of de-
fault.  This problem is overcome in some
countries through policies by which the
government guarantees loans, thus allow-
ing a lower interest rate.

There is a related problem of very poorly
qualified adults.  Because of low levels
of initial educational attainment, they have
a higher risk of being unemployed, and
therefore, a relatively lower probability
of realising the benefits of VET.  Caught
in vicious circle of lower earnings, larger
financial needs (due to need for large
amounts of general and vocational edu-
cation and training), and lower probabili-
ties of benefiting from VET, they have
relatively larger borrowing requirements,
and face higher interest rates than others
who are more qualified.

Past practice from outside and inside Eu-
rope provides some lessons on how to help
ensure that VET is financially feasible.

The experience in North America, for ex-
ample, of governments guaranteeing
loans, often at below-market  interest
rates, allows individuals to borrow money
at a relatively low interest rate, to pay for
the up-front costs of higher education,
including post-secondary vocational/tech-
nical education.  These loans are repaid
after students graduate.  But the repay-
ment obligation  can prove onerous for
students who have difficulty finding jobs
that pay enough to cover living expenses
and loan repayment.

In Australia, under the Higher Education
Credit Scheme, the state pays the initial

cost of higher education (which can in-
clude various forms of VET); after gradu-
ation, students “pay back” the implicit
loan in the form of a 1 percent surtax  on
their income, after their income exceeds
a certain threshold.  This helps alleviate
the hardship of the guaranteed loan ap-
proach.

In France, the Law of 1971 ensures a sub-
stantial flow of financial resources to pay
for work-related training, by imposing a
“train-or-pay” tax on employers.  How-
ever, by not taking account explicitly or
implicitly of whether such training gen-
erates benefits that exceed costs, the
scheme does not provide incentives for
employers to pursue VET that is economi-
cally viable.

While past experience should be some
guide, it does not necessarily follow that
incremental changes in or wider applica-
tion of existing  financing arrangements
will be sufficient.  The problem of a lack
of financial resources  is magnified by the
challenge of finding resources to finance,
what in all likelihood will be, an expand-
ing volume of VET.  The potential scale
of the resources involved combined with
the fact that VET increasingly covers
teaching and learning situations that are
found beyond those usually associated
with existing formal education and train-
ing, make the problem of financial feasi-
bility qualitatively and quantitatively dif-
ferent from what has been encountered
in the past.

This would suggest that other approaches
should be considered. In view of the clear
investment nature of VET expenditure,
development (or wider application) of
alternative approaches might place pri-
mary emphasis on strategies that are con-
sistent with those used for financing other
forms of investment. For example,

❏ employers might be able  to provide
more financial resources for VET by al-
lowing them to deduct VET expenses plus
a premium from operating costs;

❏ employers might also be more able to
finance VET when they are under short-
term pressure to reduce costs, if they were
allowed to list VET costs as investment
costs, and spread them  over time in the
form of depreciation;

“While past experience
should be some guide, it
does not necessarily follow
that incremental changes in
or wider application of ex-
isting  financing arrange-
ments will be sufficient.
The problem of a lack of fi-
nancial resources  is mag-
nified by the challenge of
finding resources to fi-
nance, what in all likeli-
hood will be, an expanding
volume of VET.  The poten-
tial scale of the resources
involved combined with the
fact that VET increasingly
covers teaching and learn-
ing situations that are
found beyond those usually
associated with existing
formal education and train-
ing, make the problem of fi-
nancial feasibility qualita-
tively and quantitatively
different from what has
been encountered  in the
past.”
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❏ individual resources for financing
might be augmented by granting tax cred-
its for training costs, or allowing them to
be deducted from current income.  Alter-
natively, they might be allowed to set
aside a share of pre-tax earnings to pay
into individual training accounts (possi-
bly supplemented by employers or the
state, in the case of low-income individu-
als) that would be drawn on to pay for
VET throughout their lives.

Conclusions

The increasing demand for VET raises
questions as to how it can be made af-
fordable.  The answer depends on meet-
ing two general conditions:  raising the
rate of return to VET, in order to
strengthen the economic incentives to
invest in it; making it easier to finance
current VET out of its future benefits, in
order to ensure adequate financial re-
sources to pay for VET.

This article has discussed strategies for
meeting  these two general conditions.
The strategies for raising the rate of re-
turn to VET, focus on increasing the ben-
efits of VET, and reducing its costs.  Im-
plementing such strategies depends heav-
ily on increasing the availability and qual-
ity of information on the nature and costs
of VET provision, and on VET outcomes.
The strategies for financing VET out of
future benefits require overcoming mar-
ket failures in capital markets, principally
with respect to the lack of information
on the economic benefits of from VET,
and the absence of institutional arrange-
ments that would allow VET to be treated
as a source of wealth.

The implication is that the goal of mak-
ing VET affordable requires simultaneous
action by  public authorities  in a number
of diverse policy areas, by VET provid-
ers, and by social partners.  Other arti-
cles in this Journal investigate some of
these actions in more detail.
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Introduction

In market economies employer investment
in training is to a large extent driven by
competition. Certainly financing mecha-
nisms for vocational education and train-
ing should generally reflect the principle
that training is a service and that its di-
rect and indirect beneficiaries should bear
the cost. Where education and training
generates private benefits for employers
in the form of higher productivity and
profits, or for individuals through higher
salaries or career prospects they can rea-
sonably be expected to finance training.

However, despite the private benefits that
accrue, there are many arguments, both
economic and political, which may con-
strain private investment in training by
employers and individuals, including the
mobility of labour and the loss of train-
ing investment, the availability of skilled
workers in the labour market, lack of ac-
cess to training capital, and a lack of train-
ing capacity. These disincentives and
other arguments pointing out the wider
public benefits that accrue to large groups
of the population (such as higher national
employment, productivity and income, the
promotion of equal opportunities, includ-
ing for those at a disadvantage in the la-
bour market, by improving employment
prospects, and a more equitable income
distribution), have led some governments
to conclude that employer training expen-
ditures are insufficient and that some form
of public intervention is required.

Levies, leave and
collective agreements
incentives for
enterprises and
individuals to invest
in training1

Vladimir
Gasskov
International Labour
Organisation

Governments use a wide
range of financial incen-
tives to increase investment
by employers in vocational
education and training.
Compulsory training taxes
or levies and paid education
and training leave are ma-
jor initiatives taken by gov-
ernments in this area. In ad-
dition, the social partners
through sector training
funds set up under collec-
tive labour agreements have
also sought to establish fi-
nancing arrangements to
increase investment in
training.

1) This paper draws from the manu-
script: V. Gasskov: Managing voca-
tional training systems: Handbook for
senior administrators. (ILO, Geneva,
1997)

There is a wide range of financial incen-
tives used by governments to increase
investment by employers in vocational
education and training. This article looks
some of the major initiatives taken by
governments and the social partners to
set up financing arrangements that in-
crease investment in training by employ-
ers and employees, namely,

❏ compulsory training taxes or levies
(with a look at arrangements in Denmark,
France and Sweden);

❏ paid education and training leave (in
France and Belgium); and

❏ sector training funds set up by employ-
ers and trade unions in collective labour
agreements (in Denmark, the Netherlands
and Belgium).

Each is discussed below in turn. The arti-
cle then goes on to look at the advan-
tages and weaknesses of incentive
schemes, and then outlines some conclu-
sions.

Compulsory financing
schemes

Some governments, for example those in
France, Belgium, Denmark, Ireland have
opted for compulsory financing schemes
which attempt to raise the level of train-
ing beyond that which is voluntarily pro-
vided by enterprises and to encourage a
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move towards the concept of lifelong
training.

Three major types of compulsory schemes
for financing training are commonly ap-
plied:

❏ revenue-generating levy (tax) which
are assessed on company payrolls. Gov-
ernments use the money for funding na-
tional vocational education and training
initiatives;

❏ tax-exemption schemes which estab-
lish minimum levels of employer invest-
ment in training as a percentage of a com-
pany payroll. Employers can be exempt
from or reduce their levy obligations, if
they provide a minimum level training for
their employees; and

❏ levy-grant schemes which assume that
enterprise levy contributions are collected
and distributed between those enterprises
which, for instance, undertake training
programmes considered as a national or
sector priority.

These funding mechanisms have certain
differences and some common features
that are discussed below.

Revenue-generating levies

Revenue-generating schemes have been
the most sheltered and reliable source of
financing training and are commonly used
in the countries which encounter a per-
sistent shortage of public education funds.
In Europe, the revenue-generating prin-
ciple is used mostly for financing labour
market training for the entry level
workforce and the unemployed, while the
money generated through the unemploy-
ment insurance taxes is often comple-
mented by government financial support.
A revenue-generating tax is commonly
assessed as a percentage of the enterprise
payroll as well as of the employee wages.

Less frequently, training taxes are assessed
on company’s production value or export
value or value of work contracts. Although
in the UK sector training levies were aban-
doned some time ago, purchasers of con-
struction services are still liable to pay a
training levy. The Engineering Construc-

tion Industry Training Board and the Con-
struction Industry Training Board remain
operational and raise levies from employ-
ers to cover the cost of their activities.
The levy amount is fixed and is collected
from three sources: a percentage of the
payroll of all site employees, a much
smaller percentage of the payroll of em-
ployees other than site employees, and
the amount (if any) by which a percent-
age of the labour-only payments (serv-
ices purchased) exceeds the same per-
centage of the labour-only receipts (serv-
ices rendered).

Experience of using revenue-generating
levies for financing labour market train-
ing can be found in Denmark. The Dan-
ish financing mechanism, although based
on the labour market tax as elsewhere,
divides responsibilities for using certain
proportions of the collected training funds
between the government and the social
partners.

Revenue-generating levies
in Denmark

In Denmark, labour market training is
administered by the National Labour Mar-
ket Authority (AMS). The funding for train-
ing is provided by the state. However, this
government expenditure is refunded an-
nually from the Activation Fund (one of
the three Labour Market Funds), raised
from the 8 % tax imposed on gross wages
of employers and employees. This Fund
provides grants for financing training of
both employees and the unemployed al-
though employees have first priority.

The money collected for labour market
training is allocated to three major groups
of institutions. Firstly, the national train-
ing agency (AMU) receives a central allo-
cation amounting to one-third of its
budget, to cover its basic operational costs
and the cost of training programmes for
disadvantaged groups. Secondly, the Min-
ister of Labour has formed bipartite La-
bour Market Training Committees for four
major economic sectors - industry, con-
struction, commerce and services, and the
public sector. These committees are re-
sponsible for programming and financing
training courses in their sectors. They
decide on and claim government funds
for adult training in their economic sec-
tor. The committees contract out training

“ R e v e n u e - g e n e r a t i n g
schemes have been the most
sheltered and reliable
source of financing train-
ing and are commonly used
in the countries which en-
counter a persistent short-
age of public education
funds. In Europe, the rev-
enue-generating principle
is used mostly for financing
labour market training for
the entry level workforce
and the unemployed, while
the money generated
through the unemployment
insurance taxes is often
complemented by govern-
ment financial support.”
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to providers including the AMU (which
receives another third of its budget from
the orders placed by the Labour Market
Training Committees). Thirdly, the Re-
gional Labour Market Councils obtain
funds for the procurement of initial train-
ing courses and programmes for the un-
employed. They also purchase training
from the AMU centres and colleges (ac-
counting for the final third of the AMU
budget).

Levy exemption schemes

A levy-exemption mechanism allows firms
to eliminate or reduce their obligations
by the amount of training they provide
or purchase. This approach assumes that
firms know their training needs and will
spend their money on appropriate train-
ing programmes. The major advantage of
this mechanism is that it eliminates the
burden of employers having to pay a levy
at the beginning of a financial year. Funds
earmarked for training remain with the
employer who prepares a plan for spend-
ing them effectively. The levy-exemption
mechanism operates through employers’
individual actions and is normally super-
vised either by ministries of labour or the
national revenue service. However, as
levy-exemption deals with each employer
individually, it provides less opportunity
to develop national or sector training
policies and activities. Such funding
schemes have strong advantages over
other schemes in terms of satisfaction of
employers with their relative freedom of
training and funding operations, low cost
of administrations and true impact on in-
dustry training. The classic example of the
levy-exemption mechanism is found in
France.

The levy-exemption system in France

French firms are assessed on two payroll
levies that operate as levy-exemption
schemes:

❏ the “apprenticeship tax” which aims at
the promotion of apprenticeships and
provides funds to apprenticeship centres;
and

❏ a second levy called “training tax”,
which primarily finances training of em-
ployees.

Levies are not collected at the beginning
of the fiscal year, nor are employers’ train-
ing expenditures reimbursed at the end
of the fiscal year. Payment is due at the
end of each year unless an employer can
present evidence that the amount equal-
ling these tax bills has been spent on au-
thorised training. The apprenticeship tax
is unique in that it legally allows for em-
ployers to give grants to vocational edu-
cation and training schools.

The apprenticeship tax obligation is di-
vided into two parts: 0.5 % of a payroll is
to be spent on apprentice training expen-
ditures and wages, or granted to training
centres. A supplementary of 0.1 % of pay-
roll is to be spent on the training of youth
seeking their first employment. The au-
thorised training expenditures include
instructors’ wages, with the limit of one
supervisor per ten apprentices, and the
costs of fellowships and tools for appren-
tices. Compulsory contributions of enter-
prises to the Chambers of Commerce and
Industry and to the National Fund of Com-
pensation, which promotes apprentice-
ship in small firms, are also made from
this tax (see table 1).

---Table 1---

Table 1:

Training related taxes in France

Financing apprenticeships: From the apprenticeship tax of 0.5 % the employer
should allocate:
- 0.1 % to apprentices’ wages or to make payments to apprenticeship centres;

from this allocation, if not spent, firms can give grants to training institutions;
- 0.05 % to the compensation fund which reimburses the cost of apprenticeships

to employers with low levy allocations;
- 0.35 % to agencies that provide preliminary technological training to appren-

tices.

Financing youth on-and-off-the-job(alternance) training schemes: The employer
has to allocate:
- a 0.1 % supplementary (to the apprenticeship tax) levy;
- 0.4 % (within the training tax) to be spent by the employer or transferred to

special training funds;

Financing continuing training: From the training tax of 1.5 % the employer
should allocate:
- 0.2 % to special training funds which finance individual training leave;
- 0.9 % to training under the employer training plan.

The overall allocation not spent should be paid to the Treasury

“A levy-exemption mecha-
nism allows firms to elimi-
nate or reduce their obliga-
tions by the amount of
training they provide or
purchase.”

“Such funding schemes
have strong advantages
over other schemes in
terms of satisfaction of em-
ployers with their relative
freedom of training and
funding operations, low
cost of administrations and
true impact on industry
training.”
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The training tax rate has increased since
its introduction from 0.8 % to 1.5 % of
payroll. Its focus has also shifted from
general educational and cultural develop-
ment of personnel towards continuous
education and training for employment.
At present, within the framework of the
training tax, 0.4 % of the payroll is des-
tined for government training programmes
for young people seeking first employ-
ment, 0.2 % is allocated to paid training
leave, and only 0.9 % can therefore freely
be spent on employee training. The em-
ployers accepting young people on on-
and-of-the-job (alternance) training
schemes may deduct from corresponding
allocations FF50-60 per training hour per
young trainee. Small firms having small
levy allocations prefer to make payments
to approved training agencies instead of
providing training themselves.

Joint organisations responsible for admin-
istering the levy-based funds (OPCAs)
have been established under the collec-
tive agreements. They operate as training
funds and are administered by councils
which must comprise an equal number
of employer and trade union representa-
tives. Training funds are legal entities
operating under the control of the national
vocational training authorities and are al-
lowed to receive public subsidies, dona-
tions, and inheritances. No fund collect-
ing agency can be approved if it cannot
levy FF 100 million minimum, except only
for funds received from agriculture, crafts
and the professions. Training providers
can no longer collect funds. Through this
mutual funding, employers with low levy-
based allocations can have more money
to finance on-and-off-the-job training. At
the national level the association for the
management of on-and-off-the-job train-
ing funds (AGEFAL) was established with
the responsibility for necessary transfers
between OPCAs in surplus and in deficit.
There are more than 90 OPCAs which
administer levy-based funds.

Levy-grant schemes

Levy-grant funding schemes assume that
payroll contributions are collected from
enterprises/employees by specially estab-
lished funds and distributed between

firms/individuals as grants. Grants usually
do not closely reflect firms’ levy payments
and can be destined towards priority train-
ing programmes, to strengthening train-
ing facilities in individual enterprises, and
the development of sector training cur-
ricula, advisory services, etc. A levy-grant
scheme allows a much greater redistribu-
tion of levy-based funds towards firms
which train. Some levy-paying firms may
receive no training grants at all if they do
not offer training or if their activities do
not follow training priorities. Administra-
tion of levy-grant schemes requires cer-
tain bodies to be established as they in-
volve many case-by-case decisions requir-
ing management competence and involv-
ing some cost.

Levy-grant systems can be used to finance
training for the unemployed and paid
educational leave. applying the levy-grant
scheme in the area of training for the
unemployed is described below. Although
social security schemes focusing on the
unemployed are established by govern-
ments as compulsory, the Swedish Em-
ployment Security Fund (TSL) was set up
by employers and unions voluntarily with-
out government intervention, and shows
a remarkable consensus between the so-
cial partners.

The Employment Security Fund (TSL)
in Sweden

The social partners in Sweden established
joint-bodies in areas of common concern,
such as training, job security and corpo-
rate development. The TSL was estab-
lished in 1983 as part of the collective
bargaining process between the Swedish
Employers’ Confederation (SAF) and the
Swedish Trade Union Confederation (LO).
The Fund has two main purposes: to pro-
mote job security for workers who have
become unemployed or risk becoming
unemployed as a result of production
cutbacks, factory closures, or improved
production efficiency; and to promote
employment opportunities through finan-
cial support for the development of ex-
isting companies or the establishment of
new companies.

Some 95,000 companies, employing 1.1
million workers, are associated with TSL.
Its activities are financed mainly through
fees paid by the affiliated companies. The

“Levy-grant funding
schemes assume that pay-
roll contributions are col-
lected from enterprises/
employees by specially es-
tablished funds and distrib-
uted between firms/indi-
viduals as grants.”

“A levy-grant scheme allows
a much greater redistribu-
tion of levy-based funds to-
wards firms which train.”
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fees are based on company payrolls, and
the size is determined annually in the
process of collective bargaining. Applica-
tions for support from TSL are submitted
jointly by employers’ and trade union or-
ganisations, either locally, regionally, or
centrally, who then share responsibility
for implementation and decided upon by
the Board of Directors, which consists of
six regular members and six deputies,
with employers and trade unions repre-
sented equally.

It has been estimated that in Sweden, al-
most 80 % of employer training aimed at
the improvement of the firms’ competi-
tiveness is delivered by enterprises them-
selves. TSL is, therefore, a small actor in
such enterprise training. TSL is used
mainly for training for job security. About
90 % of the support given by TSL in re-
cent years has gone to individual com-
panies, including assistance to redundant
employees starting their own business.
Training grants account for 80 % of the
total support. Applications to TSL for fi-
nancial support have increased greatly
during the recent recession, which sug-
gests an increasing willingness on the part
of both management and labour to use
slack production periods for training.
TSL’s scale of operations is almost US$
40 million, representing a dramatic in-
crease in expenditure on training in re-
cent years. It is estimated that annually
10,000-12,000 people have participated in
training supported by TSL.

TSL supports corporate development
projects for firms to prevent or solve their
problems, in cases where insufficient fi-
nancial resources are available. Financial
assistance to individual firms is given pri-
marily in order to promote implementa-
tion of measures which will support long-
term company development, through rais-
ing the competence of workers. This is
often done in connection with organisa-
tional changes which create a need for
wider and deeper professional skills.

TSL has made financial resources avail-
able to regions where business has been
faced with structural problems and where
employment problems have consequently
been severe. The needs for adjustment
and renewal have been obvious. Through
joint projects, SAF and LO have been able
to offer consultancy services to firms to

help them identify problems and oppor-
tunities. Resources have also been made
available for implementing development
activities which emerged from the joint
work of the consultants and the compa-
nies concerned. A large share of the TSL
support for training has been channelled
to basic industries, including the iron and
steel industry, engineering, the automo-
bile industry, and forestry.

When an employee has been given no-
tice or is in danger of being given notice
as a result of changes taking place in the
company, individual assistance can be
obtained from several different sources,
one of which is the TSL. As the TSL al-
ways channels assistance through the
employer, it is only available to the em-
ployed. Support can be given to cover
most of the extra costs incurred if the em-
ployer assumes a larger proportion of the
cost of reducing the labour force than that
prescribed by law and by labour market
agreements. For example, employment
may be extended to retrain an employee
for a new job. Financial support is also
available in the form of individual grants
for retraining workers to improve their
opportunities in the labour market when
they are made redundant.

Paid education
and training leave

A number of European countries, for ex-
ample France, Belgium and Italy have
introduced, through national collective
labour agreements, paid education and
training leave for employees. Leave is
funded by a combination of contributions
raised from enterprises’ payrolls and from
general revenues. Legal arrangements
specify the amounts to be contributed, the
type and duration of education and train-
ing programmes, the employee’s eligibil-
ity for the paid leave and the administra-
tion of the scheme. The aim of the paid
leave is to legally and financially secure
the employee’s right to paid absence from
work for education and training.

Individual training leave in France

Private-sector employees with an indefi-
nite-term contract have the right to indi-
vidual training leave. Individual training

“(…) paid education and
training leave for employ-
ees. Leave is funded by a
combination of contribu-
tions raised from enter-
prises’ payrolls and from
general revenues.”
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leave is financed by the 0.2 % contribu-
tion (within the above described train-
ing tax) to be paid by employers to joint
management-union bodies set up for the
administration of individual training leave
(OPACIFs). Alternatively it may be a fund
specifically set up to administer training
leave, for instance a regional joint man-
agement-union body administering train-
ing leave in a group of industr ies
(FONGECIF). Employees receive 80% to
90 % of their remuneration. If the train-
ing lasts for more than a year or 1200
hours, in the second year they receive
60 % (in any case it should not be lower
than twice the national minimum wage).
A fund reimburses the employer, who ad-
vances payment. An employee’s appli-
cation for a paid leave may be refused if
the central fund does not have the nec-
essary money. Control of financial op-
erations is conducted by the government
authorities.

The state contributes to funding individual
leave under agreements with the joint
management-union bodies responsible for
interpreting the legislation on individual
training leave (COPACIFs). State funding
enables these bodies to accept responsi-
bility for training of employees of small
firms with fewer than 10 people. Any
application for obtaining a “level V” quali-
fication gives the applicant the right to a
50 % state contribution to the cost of fund-
ing, which is paid to an OPACIF. In 1990
about 75 % of applicants were at that level.
OPACIFs accept some 20,000 applications
a year, only 70 % of those submitted. On
average individual training leave lasts 850
hours at a cost of some $20,000. Training
usually consists of long courses leading
to a qualification. Any employee who has
worked for 5 years is also entitled to ab-
sence for a skills audit in a audit centre.
The absence should not exceed 24 work-
ing hours and the cost of the skills audit
and payment of remuneration is covered
by the OPACIFs.

Paid educational leave in Belgium

Paid educational leave (PEL) in Belgium
entitles full-time workers in the private
sector to be absent from work for a cer-
tain number of hours to attend recognised
education and training courses. The em-
ployer cannot oblige employees to attend,
or prevent them from attending courses.

Since 1995, employees have been enti-
tled to the annual maximum 120 hours of
PEL for vocational training and to a maxi-
mum 80 hours of PEL for education
courses. Employers pay the wages of
employees on PEL. Trainees’ wages and
social security contributions are reim-
bursed to the employer by the Federal
Ministry of Labour and Employment
(FMLE) with a maximum amount set at
BEF 65,000 gross per month.

The state pays the full cost of PEL-related
general education programmes but only
half of the cost of vocational courses. The
state contribution is directly allocated to
the FMLE. The other half of the cost of
vocational courses is covered from a pay-
roll training levy of 0.04 % collected from
employers by the transferred to the FMLE.
Employers who have employees on PEL
claim reimbursement of the related ex-
penditure from the State Service for PEL.
They have to declare the number of work-
ers on PEL, the number of training hours
effectively taken up and related salaries
(including social security contributions),
the certificates of subscription to courses
as well as certificates of course attend-
ance.

Because of the Belgian budget deficit,
the state contribution to PEL has been
reduced. As a result the Commission for
Recognition of PEL has abolished a
number of recognised courses and em-
ployers have been required to raise their
contribution to PEL. Therefore, the rate
of another payroll levy, normally aimed
at financing training for groups “at risk”
in the labour market has been increased
by 0.05 %. The previous duration of PEL
has been cut almost in half due to in-
creasing demand, but a reported weak-
ness of the PEL system is that it can be
easily abused. Reimbursement may be
claimed by enterprises without employ-
ees actually attending courses. Since re-
imbursement is authorised on the basis
of course attendance, this requires a
costly control system to audit both en-
terprises and education and training pro-
viders. Regulations set limits to the
number of employees allowed to be on
PEL simultaneously. In addition entitle-
ments to PEL can be reduced or stopped
for trainees found absent from PEL-re-
lated courses or who failed to pass ex-
ams
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Collective agreements
and sector training
development funds

Some countries have applied the concept
of joint responsibility of the government
and social partners for vocational train-
ing and employment. The pressure to
expand training has evolved through col-
lective bargaining at the company, sec-
tor, and state levels, and has resulted in
the inclusion of special training clauses
in collective agreements, specifying mini-
mum levels of resource allocations for
training. Such clauses have also resulted
in a number of sector, national and terri-
torial training funds being established fo-
cusing on the development of training
activities rather than on their provision.
The funds are financed by employers’ and
sometimes by employees’ contributions.
Governments may intervene to promote
training clauses, to co-finance industry
training funds - to promote particular
types of training, for example, appren-
ticeships and training for low skilled em-
ployees - or to support paid educational
leave for employees or both. Govern-
ments may even supervise the agree-
ments.

Collective training arrangements usually
cover only part of the national workforce
and channel relatively small financial con-
tributions, giving freedom to employees
to decide on their training policies. Al-
though individual employers usually in-
vest in training amounts far exceeding
their contributions to the training funds,
the funds have the important advantage
of focusing on sector collective training
activities and, sometimes, on training of
those employees who for some reason
have been excluded from enterprise train-
ing programmes. Through sector funds,
close employer-government co-operation
in training has been achieved.

Sector funds in Europe

In Denmark, there are 15 sector funds set
up through collective bargaining, cover-
ing about half the workforce (Blanpain,
Engels and Pellegrini, 1994). Training
funds have been established by a special
clause in collective agreements for the
metal and plastic industries, transport,
retail, and other sectors. Employers are

required to contribute an amount that
varies across sectors from Danish Krone
(DKK) 0.03 to DKK 0.13 per working hour.
Annually the funds collect at least DKK
60 million. These sector funds do not fi-
nance training courses directly, but pro-
vide funding for the development of
courses, qualification analyses and pilot
projects. Government provides a substan-
tial contribution. In addition, all employ-
ers are required to pay a flat rate levy of
DKK 1,500 per employee per year into
the so-called AER Fund which is guided
by the social partners. Those employers
who enter into apprenticeship contracts
are entitled to have 90 % of their appren-
tices’ allowances paid during the school-
based training periods and 80 % of their
travel expenses reimbursed from the AER
Fund.

In the Netherlands, employers’ organisa-
tions and unions have established so-
called Industrial Social Funds (ISFs) that
are involved in the development of train-
ing (Veeken, 1994). Of the 7 million peo-
ple in the Dutch labour force, nearly 3
million are covered by the sector collec-
tive labour agreements which are the
framework for establishing and adminis-
tering the ISFs. More than 80 % of collec-
tive agreements concluded in 1990 con-
tained training clauses with provisions for
the ISFs and with obligations for enter-
prises to pay levies. The ISFs are volun-
tary rather than statutory, they are estab-
lished by employers and workers them-
selves without any intervention from, or
obligation to the government. In addition,
they do not require registration with pub-
lic bodies. Of the 78 ISFs (1994) in the
Netherlands, only 23 have financing and
promoting employer training as their main
goal. Most enterprise training is financed
directly by individual employers. The ISFs
aim to provide financial support for sec-
tor training and training-related activities,
including training needs assessment and
advisory services, apprenticeship pro-
grammes, skills upgrading, and, most re-
cently, training for the unemployed. The
average rate of levies is about 0.44 % of
payroll. In some sectors, in addition to
employers’ contributions, workers also
pay part of the training costs. Subsidies
from the ISFs may cover both direct train-
ing costs and part of the losses from train-
ees’ absence. The entitlement of enter-
prises to subsidised training is commonly

“In the Netherlands, em-
ployers’ organisations and
unions have established so-
called Industrial Social
Funds (ISFs) that are in-
volved in the development
of training (…).”

“The ISFs are voluntary
rather than statutory, they
are established by employ-
ers and workers themselves
without any intervention
from, or obligation to the
government. In addition,
they do not require regis-
tration with public bodies.”
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limited to only one training day per em-
ployee. In addition to the ISFs, most in-
dustrial sectors have established so-called
“Subsidy Funds” which are the main ac-
tors in channelling government subsidies
for industrial training. The ISFs and Sub-
sidy Funds are run by their Boards with
representatives from employers’ organi-
sations and unions.

In Belgium, the inter-industry wide col-
lective agreement introduced a compul-
sory payroll levy of 0.25 % of gross wages
to be collected from all enterprises with
the aim to finance training of the groups
“at risk” in the labour market. All eco-
nomic sectors organised special finds
which administer the money. Some sec-
tors levy exactly the minimum amount of
0.25 %, some other sectors voluntarily
collect a greater contribution which is
used for developing sector training. For
instance, the construction industry collects
a levy of 0.3 % from which allocations
are made for producing training materi-
als (Blanpain, Engels and Pellegrini, op.
cit).

While in Germany, the UK, Ireland, Italy,
Portugal and Spain, the vast majority of
collective agreements between social part-
ners mention continuing training, they do
not attempt to regulate its financing. Gen-
erally, training and its financing are con-
sidered as the employer’s prerogative. For
example, in Germany, about 200 collec-
tive agreements contain training clauses,
but provide only for arrangements cover-
ing training leave. To date, special train-
ing funds have been established by col-
lective agreements only in the scaffold
construction and corset industries. Al-
though employers finance the lion’s share
of the country’s training costs in Germany,
they do so on an individual basis (Bergner
et. al., 1991).

Advantages and
weaknesses of incentive
schemes

The major advantage of incentive schemes
is their ability to raise and maintain a high
degree of employer-based tra ining
through self-financing. They also contrib-
ute to the development of enterprise fa-

cilities and an employer-based training
culture. To a certain extent, such schemes
also allow management of the profile and
of the training offered by employers
through the establishment of conditions
that must be met if a given programme is
to be eligible for financing from levy-
based funds.

On the other hand, serious liabilities have
also become apparent. Incentives may
not have enough influence to mobilise
additional training. As a result they may
end up subsidising programmes that
would have been provided by firms in
any case (Ziderman, 1990). Often they
serve as a windfall to those firms that
already have well-established training
programmes.

Debate continues over whether levy rates
should be uniform or differ across sec-
tors. Training costs vary among industries,
as do skill levels. For levy rates not to
reflect these differences seems counter-
productive. Some argue that high-skill in-
dustries tend to pay higher wages and that
accordingly, levies collected from payrolls
already reflect the difference in skill lev-
els (Middleton, Ziderman and Van Adams,
1993). However, this line of argument
assumes a rather simplistic relationship
between skills and wages. After all, com-
pany profits also affect wages: if the prof-
its of skill intensive firms are declining,
wages may follow suit. In addition, some
high-paying firms require less human
capital than others and can use less skill-
intensive technologies.

Under incentive schemes, many firms tend
to implement programmes that accom-
plish little beyond meeting the compul-
sory training level and do bring any real
change. Therefore, training content and
quality require supervision which can be
expensive and problematic. Sometimes
supervision is carried out by tax auditors
or other departments that lack training
competence (Geber, 1993). Competent
supervision and technical assistance thus
often require the creation of a special
bureaucracy which can present its own
problems and costs. In addition, under
levy-grant and reimbursement mecha-
nisms, employers never recover their con-
tribution in full. Procedures for the clear-
ance of bills are often cumbersome and
scare smaller firms away.

“The major advantage of in-
centive schemes is their
ability to raise and main-
tain a high degree of em-
ployer-based training
through self-financing.
They also contribute to the
development of enterprise
facilities and an employer-
based training culture. To a
certain extent,  such
schemes also allow man-
agement of the profile and
of the training offered by
employers through the es-
tablishment of conditions
that must be met if a given
programme is to be eligible
for financing from levy-
based funds.”

“On the other hand, serious
liabilities have also become
apparent. Incentives may
not have enough influence
to mobilise additional
training. As a result they
may end up subsidising
programmes that would
have been provided by
firms in any case (…).”

“Under incentive schemes,
many firms tend to imple-
ment programmes that ac-
complish little beyond meet-
ing the compulsory training
level and do bring any real
change. Therefore, training
content and quality require
supervision which can be
expensive and problem-
atic.”
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Special efforts should be made to admin-
ister incentive schemes at low cost and
with higher flexibility. Sharing decision-
making between employers and employ-
ees would do much to improve the qual-
ity of levy-financed training. Employers
tend to make prudent decisions about
what types of training should be under-
taken. In most countries, such choices are
the employers prerogative.

Large enterprises with a well-established
training administration tend to benefit dis-
proportionately from incentive schemes.
Many smaller firms pay levies but for vari-
ous reasons fail to participate, thus losing
their money. However, it would be naïve
to expect the same scheme to work equally
well for all firms, whether large or small,
well-established or vulnerable. Those firms
and sectors that show little sensitivity to a
particular training incentive should be as-
sisted by other, potentially more attractive,
schemes. In general, incentive schemes as
well as their administration should be char-
acterised by flexibility.

Can incentive schemes help to distribute
training more equitably in enterprises? If
they can, should they? In most countries
employer training is offered to managers,
technical professionals, or (as in the US)
sales assistants, rather than shop-floor
workers. One might argue that training
should not be regarded as a perk or wel-
fare benefit, but as a need arising from
the business. It makes little sense to offer
front-line workers additional training if
technological or organisational changes
are not forthcoming (Geber op. cit).

Employers defend their right to choose
what levy-financed training should be
offered and to which employees. Employ-
ers are likely to be interested in training
shop-floor workers only if they are con-
vinced that such training will contribute
to greater productivity and higher earn-
ings. The desire for equity in levy-financed
employer training should be handled very
carefully.

On the other hand, employees and un-
ions are becoming all the more sensitive
towards a more equitable sharing of en-
terprise training funds. In Belgium, for
example, workers excluded, for whatever
reasons, from enterprise training pro-
grammes are eligible for training courses

financed from a particular allocation
within the levy imposed on employers.
Any resources for this purpose remaining
unspent should be returned to by employ-
ers to the central National Employment
Fund.

Most incentive schemes impose rather strict
conditions for eligibility, governing factors
such as training content, course duration,
unit cost and even the age of trainees. Such
conditions are a management tool and can-
not be avoided. Through them, govern-
ments try to reconcile the preferences of
individual employers with society’s future
training needs.

Levy-based interventions are often under-
taken without sufficient attention being
given to their long-term implications.
Mechanisms should not be applied with-
out giving some though to the question
of whether or not a national training cul-
ture can be developed and, if so, in what
time frame.

Although a time frame for reasonable and
sustainable growth of employer training
is hard to predict, monitoring should take
place and management should act in ac-
cordance with achieved progress. If em-
ployer training expenditures consistently
increase and the training market shows
evidence of strength, it might prove use-
ful to revise levy rates and conditions. For
instance, in the French levy-exemption
scheme, the rate has been raised several
times in order to correct the training de-
mand and raise training expenditures. It
is believed, therefore, that even after the
very long history of levy-financed em-
ployer training in France, a solid training
culture has not yet matured. However, the
opposite scenario, in which rates are low-
ered and market forces allowed a freer
rein may also be conceivable.

Governments sometimes try to use incen-
tive mechanisms to encourage the expan-
sion of employer training in conditions
of poorly developed or monopolised
training supply. However, mechanisms
that consistently fail to reward the im-
provement of productivity and efficiency
are more or less ineffective and wasteful.
Incentive schemes should be matched by
policies that encourage the development
of training markets and provide economic
incentives for more successful firms.

“Special efforts should be
made to administer incen-
tive schemes at low cost
and with higher flexibility.
Sharing decision-making
between employers and em-
ployees would do much to
improve the quality of levy-
financed training.”

“Large enterprises with a
well-established training
administration tend to ben-
efit disproportionately
from incentive schemes.
Many smaller firms pay lev-
ies but for various reasons
fail to participate, thus los-
ing their money.”

“Levy-based interventions
are often undertaken with-
out sufficient attention be-
ing given to their long-term
implications. Mechanisms
should not be applied with-
out giving some though to
the question of whether or
not a national training cul-
ture can be developed and,
if so, in what time frame.”
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Conclusions

Dynamic economic development requires
a certain balance between employer in-
vestment in technologies and in human
resources development (HRD). There are
several major forces that drive employer
investment in training. First among these
is market competition for greater produc-
tivity and lower production costs. Second
is the growing pressure from employees
and unions seeking higher wages as well
as mobility in the labour market through
ongoing upgrading of their skills. In ad-
dition, there is an increasing awareness
by employees and unions of greater eq-
uity in both their access to continuing
training and the sharing of enterprise
training investment. Thirdly, in certain
countries strong employer commitment to
the lifelong learning of employees has
emerged.

Obviously, both the mix and relative
strengths of each of these factors is dif-
ferent in various countries. They range
from the very conscious employer invest-
ment in human resources development
and close co-operation in such matters
with government and other social part-
ners, on the one hand, to the employer’s
unwillingness to train and the need for
government intervention, on the other.

The hope that the market competition will
be able to strongly support the socially
desirable level of the enterprise training
expenditure is not always realised. There
are many reasons for the market failure
regarding training. When market demand
for goods and services weakens, the em-

ployers interest in training follows suit.
Recent developments in Germany, Aus-
tria and Switzerland which have always
been known for very high employer com-
mitment to financing training, have dem-
onstrated that stagnated markets may
strongly affect the enterprise willingness
to invest considerable amounts in appren-
ticeship training.

Because market forces and employers’
attitudes do not in most cases play a suf-
ficiently strong role in maintaining the
enterprises’ socially desirable level of in-
vestment in training, government influ-
ence is justified and, where necessary,
should be strengthened. Governments
should take on the responsibility of regu-
larly examining and maintaining national
investment in HRD. In pursuing this goal,
they should encourage, both legally and
financially, industry to develop its own
training initiatives. In the countries where
markets have failed to send the right sig-
nals to employers or where such signals
have not been received, the described
above compulsory training instruments
may be considered.

The principal problem, however, remains
regarding the measure of the socially de-
sirable investment in education and train-
ing, both, national and that of enterprises.
In this vein, one of the most recent Euro-
pean initiatives relating to the long-term
strategic development of national human
resources has been the introduction in the
Netherlands of compulsory vocational
qualification for all, including employees,
with the cost of this to be shared equally
by the government and relevant industry
sectors (Hövells and Meijer, 1994).

“Governments sometimes
try to use incentive mecha-
nisms to encourage the ex-
pansion of employer train-
ing in conditions of poorly
developed or monopolised
training supply. However,
mechanisms that consist-
ently fail to reward the im-
provement of productivity
and efficiency are more or
less ineffective and waste-
ful.  Incentive schemes
should be matched by poli-
cies that encourage the de-
velopment of training mar-
kets and provide economic
incentives for more suc-
cessful firms.”
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Market principles have
been introduced into the
training system in England
and Wales through the crea-
tion of Training and Enter-
prise Councils (TECs) and
their funding arrangement.
The specific focus is on two
forms of government-
funded training, namely
initial vocational training
provided through youth
training and modern ap-
prenticeships, and voca-
tional training for adults
who are unemployed.

Introduction

The first part of this article is largely de-
scriptive and gives some background to
the reforms that took place during previ-
ous Conservative administrations.  It goes
on to describe the introduction of TECs,
the current funding arrangements and the
system of training credits for young peo-
ple. The second part of the article dis-
cusses the extent to which the structures
and mechanisms that have been intro-
duced have provided for a training sys-
tem that is effective and equitable.  It
should, however, be noted, that it is not
our intention here to provide a thorough
evaluation of the reforms that have taken
place.

Background

The reforms of the education and train-
ing systems in England and Wales devel-
oped from the late 1970s to the early 1990s
during Conservative administrations.  The
Thatcher governments (1979 to 1991)
were particularly keen to introduce mar-
ket principles into a wide range of public
services including both education and
training.  However, interest in such prin-
ciples has a long history in England - as
far back as 1862 ‘Payment by Results’ was
introduced into the education system
whereby the amount of government grant
received by schools in England and Wales
depended on the results of an annual
examination of pupils conducted by a
government inspector.  This method of
funding continued until 1897 (see also
West and Pennell, 1997) .

Training and Enterprise
Councils

The White Paper ‘Education and Training
for the 21st Century’ (1991), made a major
contribution to the move towards a post-
16 marketplace with the decision that
control of the £2.5 billion training pro-
gramme should be transferred from the
national Training Agency (formerly the
Manpower Services Commission) to a
number of new, local employer-led Train-
ing and Enterprise Councils (TECs). These
are private not-for-profit companies and
their main function is to deliver public
services.

The network of TECs replaced the Train-
ing Agency’s Area Manpower Boards
nominally responsible for overseeing the
operation of Training Agency program-
mes.  The inspiration for TECs, came from
Private Industry Councils (PICs) in the
United States and the German chambers
of commerce (Bailey, 1993).  However,
the proposals for TECs took the principle
of devolving control over government
initiatives to the private sector far further
than was attempted through PICs. Virtu-
ally all of the national training budget was
delegated to TECs although around 90 per
cent of their funds were specifically ear-
marked for intitial vocational training and
training for unemployed adults (Finegold,
1993).

TECs are required to represent the inter-
ests of both large and small employers as
well as a wide range of community inter-
ests.  The means of achieving this is
through the TEC Board.  The composi-
tion of the Board of each TEC is contained
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in its annual contract with the government
(Employment Committee, 1996).  Two-
thirds of the TEC directors must be drawn
from Chairmen and Chief Executives from
the private sector.  The remainder must
be drawn from the Chief Executives (or
equivalent) from education, economic
development, trades unions, voluntary
organisations or the public sector.  The
Chairman of a TEC must be a director of
a private company with either a turnover
exceeding £25 million (37 million ECU)
or 25 or more full-time employees.

The strategic guidance for TECs (issued
in November 1996 by the previous Con-
servative Government) set out three key
priorities for TECs, namely:

❏ to create and maintain dynamic local
economies with strategic partners, in par-
ticular with local authorities;

❏ to support competit ive business,
through effective investment in innova-
tion and the development and manage-
ment of people, and increased use of
business support services through the
network of Business Links; and

❏ to build a world class workforce and
create a learning society with the skills
essential to successful businesses and in-
dividuals.

Government funding for English TECs
comes from a variety of sources, includ-
ing the Department of Trade and Indus-
try and the Department of the Environ-
ment, Transport and the Regions, but the
largest part - around 90 per cent - comes
from the Department for Education and
Employment (DfEE).  TEC expenditure is
largely accounted for by the two key gov-
ernment-funded training programmes:

❏ Youth Training; and

❏ Training for Work.

TECs’ contracts

Each TEC has a contract with its regional
government office to provide a range of
services and receives money accordingly.
TECs may also have contracts with other
organisations in relation to specific serv-
ices.   The TECs in turn have contracts
with a variety of training providers.

Training provision in England and Wales
is diverse in character.  Providers include
further education colleges, private train-
ing providers, and training provided by
employers.  It is important to note that in
1993, the government removed further
education colleges (the main initial voca-
tional training providers in England and
Wales) from local government and trans-
ferred them, as corporate bodies, to a
government agency, the Further Educa-
tion Funding Council (FEFC).  The funds
to support further education also passed
from local authorities to the FEFC.1

The TECs vary in how prescriptive they
are in relation to their training providers.
In one study, for example, focusing on
basic literacy and numeracy training,
(West et al. 1993) it was found that three
of the six TECs studied required training
providers to use appropriately qualified
staff and four required literacy and nu-
meracy training to be integrated with vo-
cational training.

In terms of general requirements, TECs
have to address equal opportunities,
health and safety and quality assurance.
In addition, and of particular relevance
in the present context, the TEC has to set
out in its “Business Plan” its strategies for
achieving the aims and objectives for each
‘block’ of funding it receives.  Within each
funding block the TEC has to set out the
main targets it is aiming to achieve in tak-
ing those strategies forward within the
available resources.  A number of the
“Business Plan Targets” include “Minimum
Performance Levels” that reflect areas of
particular priority within each funding
block.  Achievement of these levels trig-
ger additional flexibilities in how the TEC
uses its budget, whilst failure to meet them
may lead to the witholding of some or all
of these ‘budget flexibilities’ for the fol-
lowing year.

TECs are responsible for two main forms
of training provision - work-based train-
ing for young people and training for
unemployed adults. The TECs’ objectives
are laid down by the government and
include the delivery of ‘high quality’ work-
based training to young people so that
they can obtain National Vocational Quali-
fications through youth training and mod-
ern apprenticeships (the latter result in
higher level qualifications).

1) Whilst the funding mechanisms
used by the FEFC are not the focus
here, it is important to note that the
funding methodology used by the
FEFC provides colleges with incen-
tives to expand, to lower unit costs
and to reduce inequalities in funding
between colleges (Barrow, 1997). The
funding methodology also involves an
element of output-related funding

“Each TEC has a contract
with its regional govern-
ment office to provide a
range of services and re-
ceives money accordingly.
TECs may also have con-
tracts with other organisa-
tions in relation to specific
services.   The TECs in turn
have contracts with a vari-
ety of training providers.”

“The TECs vary in how pre-
scriptive they are in rela-
tion to their training pro-
viders.”

“TECs are responsible for
two main forms of training
provision - work-based
training for young people
and training for unem-
ployed adults.”
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Delivery of youth training
and modern apprentice-
ships

Youth training is open to young people
who have reached the minimum school
leaving age, who are not in full-time
school or further education college, higher
education or employment. Young people
are assessed on entry to youth training to
determine whether or not they have spe-
cial training needs as a result of disability
or poor literacy or numeracy skills and
the TEC receives a higher weighting for
such trainees.

The funding that TECs receive for the pro-
vision of youth training is based on:

❏ the number of young people starting
the programme;

❏ their attendance on the programme;
and

❏ their successful completion of the pro-
gramme (output-related funding).

DfEE expects payment for the number of
starts to account for 20% (plus or minus
5%) of the total payment to the TEC.
Certain categories of trainees with spe-
cial training needs receive a higher
weighting than others reflecting the im-
portance the government places on these
groups and also the higher costs associ-
ated with certain categories of trainee.

Payment for attendance is expected by
the DfEE account for 50% (plus or minus
5%) of the total.  The output-related ele-
ment to the funding now accounts for a
smaller proportion of the total than be-
fore in most TECs, and is expected to be
around 30 per cent (plus or minus 5%).
This output-related element is dependent
on certain qualifications being achieved.

The TEC is responsible for making the
arrangements for the delivery of youth
training and modern apprenticeships.
There is a youth training guarantee,
whereby eligible young people are guar-
anteed a place on a training programme -
youth training and modern apprentice-
ship.  Access to these two forms of train-
ing is through a ‘training credit’.  This is
in essence a quasi-voucher, which may
not, in general, be ‘topped up’ by private

contributions.  The notion of training cred-
its was raised by the Confederation of
British Industry in 1989 as a key step in
what it called the ‘skills revolution’.  The
Conservative government responded
within eight months to the CBI’s sugges-
tion and in March 1990 set up 11 pilot
credit schemes to operate from April 1991
(Unwin, 1993).

Training credits are now operational
across the country and are available for
two levels of nationally recognised quali-
fication and training - a lower level and a
higher level (modern apprenticeship).
Both lead to National Vocational Qualifi-
cations (at lower and higher levels).  All
young people in their final year of com-
pulsory education (age 15 to 16 years)
are told about training credits by their
careers adviser.  They are issued with, or
given details of how to obtain, a training
credits information pack or card (the ar-
rangements vary according to the TEC).
In one TEC, the young person interested
in vocational training will normally be
advised to contact their local careers serv-
ice which will arrange an interview with
him or her.  The young person will then
be referred to a suitable training provider
who will help him or her find an employer
who can provide him or her with a job
and training to meet his or her needs.  It
is the training provider who contracts with
the TEC and who works with the em-
ployer to develop a quality individual
training plan for the young person.  The
training provider also reviews progress
with the employer and young person at
least every three months.  The average
training credit allows a contribution of
about £1,600 per year towards the cost of
training the young person.  This is paid
by the TEC to the training provider and
covers most of the cost of the vocational
training (the employer will be expected
to make up any remainder). The employer
continues to pay the young employees as
normal.

Delivery of training
for work

TECs are also responsible for training for
work (TfW).  This is aimed at helping
unemployed adults get jobs as quickly as
possible through an appropriate mix of

“The funding that TECs re-
ceive for the provision of
youth training is based on :
– the number of young peo-
ple starting the pro-
gramme;
– their attendance on the
programme; and
– their successful comple-
tion of the programme (out-
put-related funding).”

“The TEC is responsible for
making the arrangements
for the delivery of youth
training and modern ap-
prenticeships. (…) Access
to these two forms of train-
ing is through a ‘training
credit’.  This is in essence a
quasi-voucher, which may
not, in general, be ‘topped
up’ by private contribu-
tions.”

“TECs are also responsible
for training for work
(TfW).  This is aimed at
helping unemployed adults
get jobs as quickly as pos-
sible (…)”
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guidance, training, approved qualifica-
tions, structured work experience, or
both2.  The main objectives are to achieve
employability, through pre-vocational
training, by developing the fundamental
skills and attributes sought by employ-
ers; to encourage and help employers to
recruit and train unemployed adults; to
develop new or enhanced occupational
skills leading to jobs; and to encourage
and support self employment through
training.

The funding arrangements are more com-
plex than for youth training or modern
apprenticeships, but, as in the case of
youth training, there have been modifi-
cations to the funding regime.  As in the
case of youth training, there are payments
for the number of people starting on pro-
grammes.  There are also ‘pre-vocational
progression payments’ which are impor-
tant given ‘the relative difficulty of this
cl ient group achieving an outcome
quickly’ (DfEE, 1997).  These progression
payments can be claimed for progress
against the trainee’s Individual Training
Plan, or pre-vocational qualifications plus
movement to another named type of pro-
gramme (for example TfW).  There are
also outcome payments.  These are dif-
ferentially weighted, with gaining a job
having double the weighting of entry to
full-time education or training.  Qualifi-
cations at various levels also result in
output-related funding.

To be eligible for TfW, a person must be
at least 18 but not more than 63 years of
age, not be at the same time on another
government funded programme, have
been continuously unemployed for 26
weeks or more or be unemployed, be ‘en-
dorsed’ as a person with a disability or
with a literacy or numeracy need (or a
need for English or Welsh for speakers of
other languages), or be a qualifying ex-
offender or lone parent.  To join TfW, a
person must need training to help them
get a job and have been assessed as hav-
ing such a need.

Have the reforms worked?

Effectiveness and efficiency

Finegold (1993) identified a number of
potential problems for TECs.  In particu-

lar he argues that TECs have not been
equipped with the tools necessary to
transform the incentives to train:

‘Unlike German or French chambers of
commerce, they do not represent all the
employers in their areas, and may have
difficulty addressing the concerns of small
firms. And they lack either the carrot of
large discretionary funds or the stick of a
training levy to sanction those companies
who fail to pay for their share of educa-
tion and training costs’

In practice many of these criticisms have
proved to be valid, particularly the inabil-
ity to transform the incentives to train.  One
of the conclusions of the parliamentary
Employment Committee of the House of
Commons (1996) was that the performance
of the TECs in placing people in work and
gaining qualifications appears to reflect
economic conditions, and not to overcome
them.  This relates to another problem,
namely that of defining the local economy
and questions whether the current struc-
ture of the TEC system allows TECs to take
a proper role in their local economy.  In
1996, there were 81 TECs covering Eng-
land and Wales in eleven regional group-
ings.  A key issue here is the matching of
function with space (geographical area),
in other words over what spatial area will
an administrative body be most effective
in carrying out its operations?  Bennett
(Employment Committee, 1996) has argued
that if TECs were designed to ensure that
the training they promoted would reflect
the industr ial makeup of the local
economy, in the current structure they may
be either too large or too small to reflect
their local labour markets.  So, for exam-
ple, in an area such as London, with a large
population and effective transport links,
the labour market is integrated and covers
a wide area. However, it is served by a
number of TECs, none of which can be
said to serve a distinct labour market.  In
contrast, outside the cities, labour markets
are far smaller:

‘TECs which cover a large area are not
able to get down to the local neighbour-
hood or industry level where many unem-
ployed people who need training are
trapped’ (para. 67)

Nor are the TEC boundaries and the struc-
ture of the TEC network ideal in terms of

2) From 1998/99 the focus for Train-
ing for Work programmes will be on
long-term employability.

“As in the case of youth
training, there are pay-
ments for the number of
people starting on pro-
grammes.  There are also
‘pre-vocational progression
payments’ which are im-
portant given ‘the relative
difficulty of this client
group achieving an out-
come quickly’ (…).”

“There are also outcome
payments.  These are differ-
entially weighted, with
gaining a job having double
the weighting of entry to
full-time education or train-
ing.  Qualifications at vari-
ous levels also result in out-
put-related funding.”
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their ability to engage in the local labour
market and to collaborate as effectively
as possible in local economic regenera-
tion.  Another issue concerns the TEC
structure and in particular its local focus.
The flexibility of the TEC system, which
has allowed it to address the needs of
local employers and has been one of its
strengths, has also resulted in a lack of
uniform standards and systems between
TECs.  A consequence of this is that em-
ployers and other bodies dealing with a
number of different TECs have had to deal
with them in radically different ways.
Evidence submitted to the Employment
Committee identified efficiency losses and
significant additional administrative costs
for national employers and training pro-
viders.

Equity and funding

The Employment Committee has also ad-
dressed the issue of funding, focusing in
particular on perceived problems with the
principle of output-related funding for
Training for Work.  At the time the Com-
mittee was taking evidence TEC funding
had been changed nationally following a
pilot in seven TEC areas. Under the ‘starts
and outcomes’ regime these TECs were,
at that time, paid 25% of their training
fee when an individual started a training
programme, and the remainder on com-
pletion. This second element depended
on the outcome achieved by the trainee,
a ‘successful outcome’ being the trainee :

❏ obtaining a job;

❏ becoming successfully self-employed;

❏ entering full-time education or train-
ing; or

❏ completing a recognised qualification
or units towards one.

A number of concerns were raised about
this funding regime, in particular that the
new system would prevent the most
needy people in the training market from
receiving good training - or any training
at all - because training providers simply
could not risk losing a large part of their
fees if the trainees failed to gain their
qualification or other outcome.  Further,
as noted by the Employment Committee:

‘the new regime would tend to place peo-
ple in jobs demanding fewer skills, rather

than train them to higher levels; might
reduce the range of training available,
because training in areas which do not
promise those kind of jobs is unlikely to
be continued; and will favour the ‘job
ready’ above those who really need help’
(1996, para. 81).

One particular study addressed the issue
of  training providers ‘creaming’ by se-
lecting the most ‘able’ of the unemployed
who are likely to achieve a job or voca-
tional qualification in a short period of
time.  This was carried out by Rolfe et al.
(1996) and funded by the DfEE.  It was
aimed at identifying ways in which TECs
might improve their success in achieving
jobs and qualifications for disadvantaged
groups in Youth Training and Training for
Work.  The specific groups of interest to
the DfEE were ethnic minorities, disabled
people and those living in areas of urban
deprivation.  These groups were chosen
as the focus because their members’ per-
formance is consistently below that of
trainees in general, particularly in achiev-
ing job outcomes.  Interviews were car-
ried out with key personnel in eight TECs.
There were mixed feelings about the ef-
fectiveness of output-related funding in
delivering positive outcomes for disadvan-
taged trainees.  Some TECs preferred the
‘old’ system which was based on input-
related funding.  They argued that out-
put-related funding worked against dis-
advantaged groups in several ways,
amongst them:

❏ training providers become more selec-
tive in their recruitment, so that those who
were at risk of not achieving an outcome
were denied access to courses;

❏ a regime that is financially driven by
meeting output-related targets for speci-
fied groups meant that those who were
not targeted received lower priority, even
when they had proven special or addi-
tional needs;

❏ some TECs thought that output-related
funding had reduced the financial re-
sources available for pre-vocational train-
ing, considered essential for raising the
success rates of disadvantaged trainees
once they entered training for work.

However, there was not unanimity in re-
lation to all these, with some TECs wel-

“Some TECs (…) argued
that output-related funding
worked against disadvan-
taged groups in several
ways, amongst them:
– training providers be-
come more selective (…);
– a regime that is finan-
cially driven by meeting
output-related targets for
specified groups meant
that those who were not
targeted received lower pri-
ority (…);
– (…) output-related fund-
ing had reduced the finan-
cial resources available for
pre-vocational training
(…).”
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coming output-related funding as it was
felt to have narrowed the performance
between disadvantaged trainees and oth-
ers.  In these cases the TECs felt that the
funding regime enabled them to target
money at training providers who were
most able to deliver results.

Turning to the providers themselves, the
study by West et al. (1993) found consid-
erable concern in relation to output-re-
lated funding for trainees with basic lit-
eracy and numeracy needs.  Rolfe et al.
(1996) also found that training providers
were critical of output-related funding.
They found that the greatest concern of
providers was the incentive that the new
system had created for them to become
more selective in their recruitment of
trainees.  Those at higher risk of failing
to achieve a qualification in the time al-
lotted, or to enter a job, were those who
were least likely to be taken on:

‘They included older people, those with
poor literacy and numeracy, and those
who could be subject to discrimination in
the labour market, such as severely disa-
bled people and ethnic minority groups’
(p.55).

It is likely that the various concerns dis-
cussed above were influential in modify-
ing the funding regimes in both Youth
Training and Training for Work; in Youth
training, the output-related funding ele-
ment has been reduced from 75% to 30%
in most TECs and progression payments
have been introduced in Training for Work.

Other measures
and their effectiveness

As part of the market reforms of the train-
ing system and to encourage ‘best prac-
tice’ and competitiveness, the performance
of TECs is measured against a number of
criteria and presented in a ‘league table’
format (the Inter-TEC comparison tables).
There are, however,  concerns about the
tables which are not comprehensive as
they do not provide long-term information
on participants and they rely on employ-
ers to supply evidence that relate to train-
ees.  Many of these fail to do so (Employ-
ment Committee, 1996).  Moreover, TECs
are ‘effectively monopoly contractors with
the Government’ and as such ‘compara-

tively immune to the competitive discipline
of the private sector’ (para. 127).  Thus,
there are concerns about whether the
mechanisms to encourage competitiveness
that have been set up are adequate to meet
their intended purpose.

The future of TECs

With the change of government, to La-
bour, in May 1997, there was a period of
uncertainty about the future of TECs.  But
in December 1997 the government an-
nounced that there were no plans to make
fundamental changes to the structure and
function of TECs.  However, the govern-
ment’s plans for the development of the
English regions include the introduction
of Regional Development Agencies
(RDAs).  One of the core functions iden-
tified for these bodies is to effect improve-
ments to the skills base of the region, in-
cluding developing a regional skills
agenda and assessing the contributions of
TECs towards regional objectives and pro-
moting training for major investments.
They will also have a specific role to work
with regional government offices and
TECs to monitor and enhance the TEC
contribution to regional economic objec-
tives (Education and Employment Com-
mittee, 1998).  However, the relationship
between RDAs and these other institutions
needs to be clarified.  The Education and
Employment Committee drew attention to
evidence from the Confederation of Brit-
ish Industry which recommended a sig-
nificant slimming down of the government
offices for the regions, and proposed that
RDAs should, as far as possible, replace
government offices as the channel of gov-
ernment funding for regional policy.  The
Education and Employment Committee
report concludes with a very strongly
worded warning:

‘If Government Offices are to remain as
funding streams for RDAs, TECs will have
split responsibilities: on the one hand to
RDAs in strategic matters, and on the other
hand to Government Offices regarding
contracting and performance. In fact, the
situation may be worse in practice, as it
is not clear that RDAs will have full au-
thority over strategy. We believe that the
proposed framework could be a recipe for
confusion, duplication and frustration for
TECs’ (para. 30).

“However, (…) some TECs
welcoming output-related
funding as it was felt to
have narrowed the per-
formance between disad-
vantaged trainees and oth-
ers.”

“(…) the various concerns
discussed (…) were influ-
ential in modifying the
funding regimes in both
Youth Training and Train-
ing for Work; in Youth
training, the output-related
funding element has been
reduced from 75% to 30% in
most TECs and progression
payments have been intro-
duced in Training for
Work.”

“(…) TECs are ‘effectively
monopoly contractors with
the Government’ and as
such ‘comparatively im-
mune to the competitive dis-
cipline of the private sec-
tor’ (…).  Thus, there are
concerns about whether the
mechanisms to encourage
competitiveness that have
been set up are adequate to
meet their intended pur-
pose.”
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It appears that while TECs may be secure
for the immediate future their role is be-
coming increasingly constrained to oper-
ating as conduits of funding for the train-
ing of young people, hampered by inter-
vening tiers of bureaucracy and unable
to act effectively in the area of local re-
generation. Their longer term future looks
less secure.

Conclusions

Training provision in England and Wales
has clearly been influenced by the intro-
duction of ‘market principles’ into the
system.  TECs have been created and con-
tractual arrangements established between
them and the government.  Contracts are
made between each TEC and its training
providers - private sector providers, fur-
ther education colleges, individual em-
ployers and others.  Additionally, further
education colleges are no longer part of
local government but are the responsibil-
ity of a government agency.  The con-
cept of a training credit can be seen as a
‘quasi-voucher’ giving a young person an
entitlement to training.  The principle of
‘funding following trainees’ is also evi-
dent.  Finally, there is output-related fund-
ing for all main forms of government train-
ing provision -  Youth Training, Modern
Apprenticeships and Training for Work.

The studies that have been discussed
above highlight various problems in re-
lation to the market-oriented systems that
have been set up, with concerns about
the incentive mechanisms, and more in-

tractable structural issues relating to TECs
and the local labour market.  Major con-
cerns about ‘creaming’ have been raised
with the advent of output-related fund-
ing.  Whilst this can be seen as an in-
centive for training providers to ensure
that trainees succeed in terms of obtain-
ing a qualification, for some trainees -
especially those most disadvantaged – it
may not be appropriate as currently for-
mulated (see Rolfe et al., 1996;  West et
al., 1993).  The proportion of funding
allocated on the basis of outputs, has
recently been reduced and this may re-
sult in training providers ‘creaming’ less
than they were doing.  Additionally, in
the case of Training for Work, the con-
cept of progression payments goes some
way towards meeting some of the con-
cerns about output-related funding.
Whether these modifications will be suf-
ficient to deter training providers from
‘creaming’ is not, as yet, known.  What
seems clear is that there must be incen-
tives for both TECs and training provid-
ers to train the most disadvantaged
groups so as to facilitate their entry into
the labour market.  Without such incen-
tives, problems of social exclusion are
likely to be exacerbated as the least able
will not be provided with the high qual-
ity training that they need.

Finally, it remains to be seen how TECs
will evolve with the current Labour gov-
ernment and how they will co-exist with
the new regional development agencies
that are now on the agenda.  What seems
likely is that the market model will pre-
vail in one form or another.
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State intervention
policies in the field
of work-oriented
additional training

Introduction

In this article, additional training is de-
fined as that part of continuing training
which is work-oriented but does not lead
to a formal qualification such as recog-
nised diplomas or certificates. The pur-
pose of additional training is:

❏ to update the knowledge and skills, to
enhance quality and productivity in the
present job;
❏ to support the implementation of
changes and innovation in the organisa-
tion; and
❏ to support professional and career de-
velopment.

Most of this training is provided by the
employer and called in-service training,
but people also attend courses on their
own initiative and at their own cost. Offi-
cial statistics, however, often reflect only
the training provided by the employer.
Looking at the participation rates in dif-
ferent countries, on average, 25% - 40%
of the employees participate annually in
work-oriented additional training. Al-
though the typical training events are rela-
tively short, from three to five days, the
large volume and continuity make it an
important avenue of learning.

The role of the state in the field of addi-
tional work-oriented training is not as
clear as in other types of education and
training. The importance of publicly pro-
vided basic and further training, leading
to recognised qualification is generally
accepted. It provides general vocational
or professional competences and skills to
perform certain types of jobs in different
work organisations. These competences
and skills are practised in a variety of jobs
and in carrying out tasks in an organisa-

Yrjö Venna
European Institute

of Public
Administration

Maastricht

The major part of additional
work-oriented training is
in-service or employee
training. It belongs to the
management jurisdiction of
the employer, it takes place
during working hours, and
the employer covers the
costs. Such additional train-
ing is related to work as-
signments. Should the gov-
ernment have a say in this
matter at all,  and if so,
which policy options
should be used?

tion. Similarly, it is accepted that the pub-
lic authorities provide and finance re-
training programmes for the unemployed
in order to help them back to work. As
the state is active in these fields of hu-
man resource development, one could
argue that the state should also have an
active policy in the field of additional
training. Through selected policies impor-
tant objectives could be enhanced, such
as increased competitiveness, productiv-
ity and economic growth, as well as equal-
ity of opportunity, improved social mo-
bility, and reduced income differences.

However, the major part of additional
work-oriented training is in-service or
employee training. It belongs to the man-
agement jurisdiction of the employer, it
takes place during working hours, and the
employer covers the costs. Such additional
training is related to work assignments.
Should the government have a say in this
matter at all, and if so, which policy op-
tions should be used?

Government intervention

Generally, governments can leave the area
of additional training to market forces, or
can intervene using some of the follow-
ing policies:

❏ government production and control;
❏ regulation and standards;
❏ income redistribution, e.g. to poor re-
gions, disadvantaged groups;
❏ incentives, e.g. tax exemptions, levies;
❏ support measures, like grants and
scholarships;
❏ information to clients and producers.

Often many policies are used simultane-
ously. However, the following major
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Table 1 :

State intervention in work-oriented additional training:
Comparative analysis of different strategies

Strategy

State provides training in
centrally guided institu-
tions. Central curriculum
planning. Mandatory par-
ticipation every 4 - 5 years.

State owns or supports in-
s t i tut ions,  which of fer
training free or for nomi-
nal fees. De-centralized
curriculum planning. No
obligation to participate.

State gives norms about
amount of training and
controls quantity. Arrange-
ment is duty of employer.

State gives grants to em-
ployers and trainees to buy
training on open market.
Competition between pro-
ducers, which are fee-fi-
nanced.

No state involvement. De-
mand and supply deter-
mined by market forces.

Operation

Bureaucratic centralized
control.

Professional de-centralized
control.

Market control in stable
demand condition.

Market control guided by
state facilitation.

Market control in unstable
demand conditions.

Problems

Problems of adaptation
and motivation.

Problems of prioritization
of needs.

Problem of quality and
standard distribution.

Problem of dependency on
state aid.

Problems of fluctuation
and uneven distribution.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Maximal

Minimal

policy patterns can be identified (see ta-
ble 1). This article discusses the various
impact of the different policies as ob-
served by the author over many years of
involvement in training. The article con-
cludes by suggesting some general prin-
ciples for the government intervention
policies.

---Table 1---
Government production and control

This policy was used in centrally planned
economies. As the state was the main
employer of the labour force, it control-
led the development of human resources
directly. A good example was the Soviet
training of higher administrative person-
nel. Training of ministers, assistant min-
isters and higher administrators was con-

trolled by the Council of Ministers. The
training was political as well as profes-
sional and organised by the Academy of
National Economy in Moscow. The Acad-
emy also trained teachers for similar train-
ing centres in the different Soviet repub-
lics and produced curricula and training
material for them. Participation was man-
datory and financed by the state.

Similarly, the different ministries control-
led networks of training centres in their
respective sectors of the economy. Experts
and managers were recalled for training
every 4 to 5 years. The programmes were
based on academic disciplines, and the
structure of the centres reflected that of a
university with ‘chairs’ and professorates.
Standardization also applied to the physi-
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cal facilities, and the centres were sur-
prisingly similar in the various former
socialist capitals. The layout and the stand-
ards were the same in the dormitories and
classrooms in, for instance, Tallinn, Mos-
cow and Bishkek.

In market economies as well, the central-
ised strategy may be used in areas where
there is only one employer. The armed
forces have organised their training in all
countries accordingly. In some European
countries, such as Belgium, France, Spain,
Italy and Greece, the national schools of
public administration, established in the
1960s or earlier, play a central role in the
training of civil servants. They organise
pre-entry mandatory programmes ranging
from 6 to 24 months for new civil serv-
ants; some of them even recruit people
for civil service careers. The schools are
financed and controlled by the respective
ministry for the civil service. (The schools
also offer additional training courses,
which are not mandatory.) Other Euro-
pean countries have opted for a decen-
tralised strategy for the training of their
civil servants (Zanghi 1994).

The advantage of a centralized system is
that it offers systematic training for all
categories of staff. It is relatively easy to
reach a ‘critical mass’ and to transmit a
message throughout the system. Uniform
training supports shared values and a
common culture and career advancement
can be tied to training.

Problems are related to adaptation and
motivation. Centrally controlled systems
react slowly to changing needs and they
create passivity and dependence on
higher authorities. There may also be
motivation problems, as participation is
compulsory.

State support for training institutions

With such a policy, the state owns, or
supports, institutions, which offer addi-
tional training programmes free of charge
or for a nominal fee. The analysis of train-
ing needs and the curriculum design and
the marketing of the programmes is the
duty of the professional staff of the insti-
tutions. There is no obligation to partici-
pate and the decision to attend is based
on the assessment made of the expected
value of the programme for the job.

Many of the in-service training institutes
established in western Europe in the late
1960s and early 1970s followed this
model, for example the Civil Service Col-
lege in the UK, established in 1970, and
offered 3- or 4-week special programmes
for civil servants. The annual report of
the Director of the College was an in-
depth analysis of the state of the civil serv-
ice and its training needs. (The CSC has
been operating as an ‘Executive Agency’
since 1989, and the main concern of the
director is now the financial results). In
Norway too, the Ministry of Administra-
tion offered a 4-month programme in
public management. In Finland, the State
Training Centre designed a 12-week man-
agement-training programme for senior
civil servants in the mid-1980s. All these
programmes were financed by the cen-
tral budget.

In addition, universities and vocational
institutions established centres for con-
tinuing training. They were subsidised
from the central government budget and
offered courses for a nominal fee. The
same model was also prevalent in the
private sector: large companies had train-
ing centres or units attached to their head-
quarters and they offered their services
free to the production units and depart-
ments.

With a policy of state support for institu-
tions the training is totally, or to a great
extent, centrally financed, but the produc-
tion is decentralised. The state controls
the volume and targets through budget-
ary means, by regulating the resources.
The training curriculum is a matter for the
board, management and professional staff
of the institutions. In many countries, the
social partners participate in the boards.

The advantage of this strategy is that rela-
tively intensive and well-designed train-
ing programmes can be developed which
would not be possible to sell under mar-
ket conditions. Price is not an obstacle to
participation and equal access can be of-
fered irrespective of financial resources.

However, the absence of a price mecha-
nism can also cause problems. Resource
allocation and programme profile are
based on professional deliberations. Train-
ing is ‘production driven’ but there is no
‘market response’ such as an indication

“In market economies (…)
the centralised strategy
may be used in areas where
there is only one employer.
The armed forces have or-
ganised their training in all
countries accordingly. In
some European countries,
such as Belgium, France,
Spain, Italy and Greece, the
national schools of public
administration, established
in the 1960s or earlier, play
a central role in the train-
ing of civil servants. They
organise pre-entry manda-
tory programmes ranging
from 6 to 24 months for new
civil servants (…)”

“With a policy of state sup-
port for institutions the
training is totally, or to a
great extent, centrally fi-
nanced, but the production
is decentralised. The state
controls the volume and
targets through budgetary
means, by regulating the re-
sources.”
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of training needs and priorities. A free
service also attracts an excessive number
of applications and gives power to the
organisers to choose participants using
whichever criteria they wish. Rigid fund-
ing does not allow institutions to expand
services even if there is growing demand.

Market model guided by quantitative
norms

In a market model guided by quantitative
norms, the basic idea is to create a mar-
ket place for training services and to let
market demand determine the production.
The state may regulate the training mar-
ket by giving quantitative norms about
training or by setting general training
obligations. The norms may concern cer-
tain professional groups, like pilots, teach-
ers or health care personnel, who must
participate regularly in training. The con-
tent of the training may not necessarily
be regulated, and employers normally
have a free hand to decide how to fulfil
their obligations. For instance, in the Finn-
ish laws on social services and health care
services, there is a provision that person-
nel must attend additional training at least
once in ten years. In the case of teachers,
the annual additional training is included
in the collective agreement between the
employers and the teachers’ union. The
impact has been a steady demand for
training in these fields and adequate fund-
ing by the employers. Consequently, uni-
versities and social and health institutes
offer numerous programmes to these pro-
fessional groups.

Some countries have included norms about
training in their civil service law. For in-
stance, in the Latvian civil service law of
1994, there is a responsibility to undertake
in-service training. Consequently, the law
stipulates, that ‘the head of a public civil
institution shall provide for civil servants
to undertake in-service training for no less
than 45 days in three years’.

An example of the general training obli-
gations is the Directive 89/391/EEC on the
introduction of measures to encourage
improvements in the safety and health of
workers at work. The Article 12 stipulates
that the employer shall ensure that each
worker receives adequate safety and
health training. The Directive has been
transposed to the national laws of Mem-

ber States, and consequently employers
have been training managers in control
techniques and all employees in the gen-
eral awareness of health and safety in the
workplace.

Another option is to regulate the finan-
cial resources that should be used for
personnel training. According to the 1971
French law on continuing training (‘the
Delors law’), firms with more than ten
employees are required to spend a statu-
tory amount on continuing training, or pay
an equivalent ‘continuing training levy’.
Since 1993 the rate has been 1.5% of the
total wage/salary bill. The firm’s freedom
to choose the providers, participants and
courses is restricted in that the courses
have to be recognised by the government
and included in a continuing training plan.
The firm must also comply with the re-
quirements that 0.3% of the wage bill be
spent on promoting the training of young
people and 0.15% on ‘individual educa-
tional leave’ (Auer 1992). The adminis-
tration of the training funds in France is
carried out as part of the industrial rela-
tions system and works councils. How-
ever, according to Auer (1992), the cen-
tral government plays an important role
as regulator due to the general weakness
of the unions.

Also in Denmark, the employers pay a
training levy to finance the vocational
education and training institutions. How-
ever, the state has handed over the deci-
sion-making power to the self-governing
market oriented training institutions. Col-
leges are decision-makers in the frame-
work of the legislation and they co-oper-
ate with the labour market partners.

The training levy has caused mixed feel-
ings in many countries. In Germany, the
Social Democratic government wanted to
introduce a levy-system in the 1970s, but
the unions dropped the proposal. They
did not want government control in an
area where they could have influence at
the company level through the works
councils. In Finland, the unions proposed
a training levy in 1996 to enhance addi-
tional training and support employment,
but the employers rejected the proposal
immediately as an additional labour cost.
In the UK, the levy system was abandoned
in early 1980s, as we will see later on.
However, according to Hillage’s report

“In a market model guided
by quantitative norms, the
basic idea is to create a
market place for training
services and to let market
demand determine the pro-
duction. The state may
regulate the training mar-
ket by giving quantitative
norms about training or by
setting general training ob-
ligations.”
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(1996) on the British work-based train-
ing, there are voices demanding a return
a to some form of a training levy.

The advantage of introducing quantitative
norms is that they establish a minimum
level for the activity. By statutory means
funding can be secured and the share of
the different partners be established. As
all employers pay for training there is less
temptation to poach trained people in
order to save costs.

The disadvantages are related to the costly
bureaucratic administrative machinery
needed no control and execute the funds.
One can also question the justification for
standard rates. Training needs vary from
case to case, and standardised solutions
may not do justice to certain people. The
norms may also be over-ambitious, as in
the Latvian case, and the employers may
not have the means to meet them. A
steady demand may also contribute to lax
quality. Finnish teachers often complain
of the quality of their mandatory annual
training days, which are included in the
collective agreements.

Market model guided by state facilita-
tion

In a market model guided by state facili-
tation, a price mechanism and competi-
tion between producers are the key ele-
ments of this policy. The government may
still want to guide the training field and
ensure that important skills are being de-
veloped. This takes place by giving grants
to employers or individuals to buy serv-
ices. Instead of giving the money to the
institutes, the government gives it directly
to the user of the training. The client can
then ask for tenders and choose the insti-
tute that gives the best value for money.

The Finnish government can provide an
example. In 1987 the government decided
to change its policy concerning financing
work-oriented additional training. The
principle was that because employers ac-
quire the benefits from the improved skills,
in the form of greater productivity, they
must also bear the costs. State subsidies
were gradually withdrawn from the insti-
tutes, and they were forced to levy fees to
cover their costs. To alleviate the effects
of the change, the government provided
grants for employers and individual entre-

preneurs who would otherwise have had
difficulty in financing the training. In ad-
dition, training for the unemployed was
changed accordingly in 1991. Government
provides money via the central budget to
the Ministry of Labour, which buys train-
ing programmes from numerous training
institutes and universities for unemployed
persons. The contracts are awarded after
competitive tendering.

By providing aid the government can guide
the supply and demand in the desired di-
rection. The accession of Finland to the
EU in 1995 created a considerable need
for training in European integration and
foreign languages. In 1994, the government
established a fund of FIM 40 million to
assist employers wishing to organise EU-
training for their staff. This injection into
the demand side affected the supply, and
there are now several institutions offering
EU-training in Finland.

The advantage of the market model is
that the decision is delegated to the cli-
ent who also bears the costs. The per-
son who pays can also demand high-
quality service and, if dissatisfied, he or
she may go to another supplier. If state
aid is directed at the buyer instead of
the producer, it does not distort the com-
petition between suppliers. It is to be
expected that competition and fee-fi-
nancing contribute to the quality and
efficiency of the service production. By
support measures, the government can
guide supply and demand.

The disadvantages are related to the gen-
eral problems of the market model, such
as insufficient market information, un-
equal resources and capability to use serv-
ices, and to the fluctuation in demand
depending on the ups and downs of the
economy. It is doubtful whether training
needs fluctuate accordingly. The lack of
information is reflected in a conservative
demand pattern. Some organisers of MBA
programmes complain that they do not
dare to change the programmes because
clients want to have the same as before.
Clients do not ask for innovative pro-
grammes, and producers do not want to
take risks and invest in innovative prod-
uct development.

Another effect is that the supply tends to
concentrate on topics with a large poten-

“The advantage of introduc-
ing quantitative norms is
that they establish a mini-
mum level for the activity.”

“The disadvantages are re-
lated to the costly bureau-
cratic administrative ma-
chinery needed no control
and execute the funds. One
can also question the justi-
fication for standard
rates.”

“In a market model guided
by state facilitation, a price
mechanism and competi-
tion between producers are
the key elements of this
policy. The government may
(…) want to guide the train-
ing field (…) by giving
grants to employers or in-
dividuals to buy services.
Instead of giving the money
to the institutes, the govern-
ment gives it directly to the
user of the training.”
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tial clientele. There is an abundance of
programmes on the market which prom-
ise to develop generally valuable skills
(e.g. computer skills, communication, lan-
guages, running meetings, writing busi-
ness letters, time management, etc.), but
hardly any programmes which enhance
problem-solving in complex fields (e.g.
as urban housing, traffic safety, preven-
tion of juvenile crime, or economic revi-
talisation of disadvantaged regions).

The third negative effect, arguably, is the
minimalisation of training. A typical pro-
gramme seems to be a 3-day course, be-
cause employers do not want to pay for
longer programmes. One may question
the learning effects of such short training
periods.

The negative effects have been softened
by the means of state support. It is diffi-
cult to estimate when the support creates
dependence on the aid. Perhaps the best
policy might be to share the responsibil-
ity for the costs between the beneficiary
and the state.

Market control without state involve-
ment

The process of commercialising and
‘deregulating’ the field of additional train-
ing started in the United Kingdom under
Mrs Thatcher’s Conservative government
in the early 1980s. The British government
abolished almost all the Industry Training
Boards, which collected a training levy
from firms to promote the training of em-
ployees. The government regarded the
system as too elaborate and the adminis-
tration too expensive. In addition, the
employers tended to organise only the kind
of training that was regarded as useful by
the Training Board. The state has with-
drawn from the continuing training of
employees and left the initiatives largely
up to employers and local groups. Within
the civil service, the Civil Service College
was converted to a ‘Next Step Executive
Agency’ in 1989 and has since then been
fee financed in market conditions.

Many governments followed the British
model in the late 1980s. The new adult
education policy of the Finnish government
has already been mentioned. In Sweden
and the Netherlands, the governments left
the field to market forces in the early 1990s.

Even the in-service institutes for civil serv-
ice training have been privatised. In Swe-
den, the government closed down its cen-
tral civil service training institute in 1992
and let the private suppliers take care of
the market. In the Netherlands, the Gov-
ernment In-service Training Institute was
converted to a private foundation operat-
ing in market conditions.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, gov-
ernment involvement in work-oriented
additional training has always been low.
It is limited to some examination require-
ments that can be reached by way of in-
service training. The continuing training
system is guided by the principles of the
market economy. Firms are the most im-
portant providers of additional training,
and they finance more than half the total
volume. Their main task is to ensure their
own success by enabling their employ-
ees to maintain and develop their skills
(Weegmann 1992).

Table 2.

Main trends of in-service training and growth of GDP
in Finland from 1984 to 1993

Percentage of employees who had received training:

Gender and status group 1984 1985 1986 1987 1989 1991 1992 1993

All employees 30.6 31.5 32.7 34.4 43.8 41.7 41.4
- Men 32.0 30.9 34.0 33.9 42.6 39.0 39.6
- Women 29.1 32.2 31.3 35.0 45.0 44.3 44.1
Higher white-collar 54.0 54.7 59.6 60.4 74.5 64.0 60.0
Lower white-collar 38.8 41.9 39.1 43.2 53.1 47.6 49.9
Workers 15.6 14.8 16.8 17.8 24.8 24.1 22.5

Days of training per trainee:

Gender and status group 1984 1985 1986 1987 1989 1991 1992 1993

All employees 7.4 7.1 7.0 6.5 6.0 6.8 6.2
- Men 8.5 8.5 7.8 7.3 7.1 7.7 7.9
- Women 6.2 5.8 6.1 5.6 5.0 6.0 4.8
Higher white-collar 8.1 8.5 7.8 7.9 7.4 7.6 8.1
Lower white-collar 7.4 6.2 6.9 5.9 5.5 6.3 5.8
Workers 6.2 7.6 6.1 5.9 5.4 6.3 4.3

Percentage change of  GDP at constant 1985 price:

GDP  3.1  3.3  2.4  4.1  5.7 -7.1 -3.6 -2.0

Source:  Statistics Finland 1995, OECD 1995
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The advantage of the market model in the
field of additional training is that the re-
sponsibility for the development of human
resources is delegated. Management is fully
responsible for this resource component,
just as they are responsible for the other
resources as well. Individual employees are
also responsible for their own self-devel-
opment and for their labour market value.
As decision-making and financing are de-
centralized and as no public money is in-
volved, no costly and time-consuming ad-
ministrative controls are needed. This
policy has been in fashion also for fiscal
reasons as governments have wanted to
curtail their budget deficits.

The most obvious problems are uneven
distribution and market fluctuation. With
free market conditions the differences be-
tween rich/productive sectors and poor/
less productive sectors tend to grow. The

size of the company also plays an impor-
tant role: The bigger the company the more
training it tends to provide. It is also com-
monly observed that well-educated peo-
ple are more active in additional training
than less educated. The free market works
against the objective of equality. Another
problem is the fluctuation in demand ac-
cording to economic cycle. Expenditure on
training is often the first target when firms
are forced to economise.

The impact of different
intervention policies

In assessing the impact of the different
intervention policies, caution is called for
when making international comparisons.
The ways in which ‘continuing training’
or ‘in-service training’ are defined differ
from country to country - in some coun-
tries apprenticeships are included into the
statistics, in others on-the-job training is
excluded, and so on. Nevertheless, the
long-term trends may highlight some of
the impacts that government policies have
had. Let us take a look at two countries,
Finland and France, in which the govern-
ments have had varying policies.

Finland: market forces

The data about Finland are taken from a
special labour force survey made by Sta-
tistics Finland. Since 1987 the special sur-
vey was done every two years. A sample
of 6 900 people from 15 to 64 years of
age were interviewed and the data gen-
eralised to regard the whole labour force.
Three questions in the interview con-
cerned the participation in employer fi-
nanced training, and the main trends are
identified (see Table 2). The change of
GDP is given as an indicator of the eco-
nomic performance.

---Table 2---
A few trends can be observed in the Finn-
ish data. The early period was marked by
steady government subsidies to the train-
ing institutions and the growth of the
participation rate was modest. In 1987 the
policy was changed. Public funding was
withdrawn and a market model was in-
troduced. From 1987 to 1989 the volume
of training jumped by 27% - it was a pe-
riod of booming economy and low un-
employment. Then the country went into
deep recession and high unemployment.

Table 3 :

The participation rate in in-service training by status
groups and the change of GDP in Finland in 1984 -
1993

Source : Statistics Finland 1995
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“The advantage of the mar-
ket model in the field of ad-
ditional training is that the
responsibility for the devel-
opment of human re-
sources is delegated.”

“The most obvious prob-
lems are uneven distribu-
tion and market fluctua-
tion.”
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From 1990 to 1993 the unemployment
rose from 3.5% to 19%. This development
was reflected in the falling participation
rates in training.

Market fluctuations affect the participa-
tion rates of the different status groups in
Finland (see table 3). The booming
economy, plus the market model, in-
creased the training of all categories from
1987 to 1989, although most was of the
higher white-collar employees. However,
the highest status groups also suffered the
most when the hard times came in the
early 1990s. The market model seems to
increase training inequality when there are
good times, but it works to the contrary
during recession.

The average length of training per trainee
does not show any systematic fluctuation,
although there is a slight downward trend
over the years. The annual average length
of training was around 6 days per trainee,
and 2.6 days per employee in 1993. As
was expected, the training of the higher
white-collar employees was more frequent
and longer than that of the lower status
groups.

---Table 3: ---
France: statutory minimum

In France, the law on continuing educa-
tion has guaranteed increasing funding for
this type of education, which is reflected
in the steady increase in employees’ par-
ticipation rates (see table 4). From 1978 to

Table 4.

In-service Training and Growth of GDP in France from 1984 to 1993

Size of firm by staff 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Financial participation rate (per cent of gross payroll):

10 to 19 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.30 1.34 1.31 1.29 1.29 1.51 1.61
20 to 49 1.20 1.20 1.22 1.36 1.42 1.43 1.46 1.53 1.63 1.80
50 to 499 1.46 1.51 1.54 1.72 1.88 2.02 2.17 2.28 2.33 2.50
500 to 1 999 2.02 2.12 2.24 2.44 2.71 2.92 3.19 3.33 3.45 3.57
2 000 and over 3.47 3.62 3.81 4.05 4.43 4.67 4.99 5.12 5.16 5.14
TOTAL 2.17 2.24 2.33 2.51 2.74 2.89 3.10 3.20 3.26 3.29

Percentage of employees who had received training:

10 to 19 6.6 6.0 6.2 6.8 7.9 7.3 7.9 6.6 7.1 7.8
20 to 49 8.6 8.5 8.9 9.5 10.7 10.0 10.7 11.4 11.2 10.7
50 to 499 16.1 16.3 17.8 19.2 20.9 22.0 23.4 25.4 25.4 27.4
500 to 1 999 24.9 26.8 28.5 30.9 33.9 36.1 38.8 39.0 41.7 44.1
2 000 and over 38.2 39.5 42.6 44.5 49.3 50.7 52.9 52.1 53.1 53.2
TOTAL 22.3 23.0 24.7 26.2 29.2 30.1 32.4 32.3 32.9 33.2

Days of training per trainee (7h/day):

10 to 19 7.3 6.0 6.3 6.1 6.0 5.9 5.4 5.7 6.0 6.0
20 to 49 5.7 6.3 5.7 5.9 5.7 6.1 5.6 5.4 5.6 6.0
50 to 499 6.0 6.4 6.0 6.0 5.9 5.9 6.0 5.9 5.9 5.6
500 to 1 999 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.3 6.1 6.3 6.4 6.4 6.3 6.0
2 000 and over 7.9 8.3 7.9 7.7 7.6 7.7 7.7 8.0 7.7 7.4
TOTAL 7.4 7.4 7.0 6.9 6.7 6.9 6.9 7.0 6.9 6.4

Percentage change of GDP at constant 1980 price:

GDP 1.3 1.9 2.5 2.3 4.2 3.9 2.8 0.8 1.4 -1.5

Source: CEREQ 1995, 1996, OECD 1996

“Market fluctuations affect
the participation rates of
the different status groups
in Finland (…)”

“The market model seems to
increase training inequality
when there are good times,
but it works to the contrary
during recession.”
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1986 the statutory minimum rate was 1.1%
of the gross payroll; from 1987 to 1991 it
was 1.2% and since 1992 it was 1.4%, and
since 1993 the rate is 1.5%. In fact, finan-
cial participation rates have been much

higher than the statutory minimum; in large
firms two or three times higher. In this light,
one can question the need for the statu-
tory system and its administration if the
actual performance of the firms has ex-
ceeded it through the years.

The French economy experienced strong
expansion in 1988 and 1989 which was
followed by slow output growth between
1990 and 1992 which turned into reces-
sion in 1993. GDP fell by -1.5% in 1993
and unemployment rate rose from 8.9%
in 1990 to 11.7% in 1993 (OECD 1996).

---Table 4: ---
In France, the participation in in-service
training is not sensitive to the fluctuation
of the economy (see table 5). Participa-
tion rates have risen steadily in all cat-
egories of firm sizes, but most in the big-
gest firms making the differential even
wider between the smallest and biggest
employers. The training performance of
the French employers seems to be more
dependent on the government statutory
policy than the economic cycle.

---Table 5: ---
Comparative observations

As was said earlier, one should be cau-
tious when comparing the national statis-
tics. The definitions differ as do the sur-
vey techniques. However, it is interesting
to look at the impact of the different gov-
ernment policies on the long term trends
in Finland and France, for example on
the average participation rates in both
countries (see table 6). Economic perform-
ance fluctuated in both countries under
the period of observation, but only in Fin-
land was there a marked impact on in-
service training activity. This is an effect
of the government policy to let the mar-
ket forces guide the demand and supply
of the in-service training services. Similar
effects can be observed in the UK where
negative GDP growth rates of 1991 and
1992 were reflected in the declining in-
service training participation (Hillage
1996). In France, the government has
regulated the market by introducing mini-
mum standards for the activity. This ac-
tive policy may have been decisive for
stability.

---Table 6: ---
The average length of training per trainee
is surprisingly similar in Finland and
France, despite different policies. Both
show a slight downward trend over the

Table 5 :

The participation rate in in-service training by firm
size and the change of GDP in France in 1984 - 1993

Source : CEREQ 1995, 1996, OECD 1996
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Table 6 :

Participation rates of employees in in-service train-
ing in Finland and France from 1984 to 1993 (%)

Source : (Statistics Finland 1995, CEREQ 1995, 1996).
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long term (see table 7). In both countries
the average length of in-service training
per trainee per year was about 6 days,
and the average length of training per
employee was 2.6 days in Finland and 2.1
days in France. As we have seen, this
training input is distributed very unevenly
between the high and low status groups
and between large and small firms.

---Table 7: ---
When is government intervention
wanted and needed?

The experience of this ten-year period
has shown the strength and limitations
of the market model in the field of addi-
tional training. The positive effects are
related to the decentralised decision-
making and flexibility: buyers and sell-
ers of services meet without delaying
administration; public money is not used;
contracting and competition contribute
to the efficient use of resources; and the
price mechanism makes consumers more
selective and careful in making decisions.
The experience has also demonstrated
limitations, such as increased inequality;
‘mininalisation’ of training inputs; and the
concentration on learning skills rather
than new conceptual models. The flex-
ibility and dynamism of the market makes
it almost impossible for the consumer to
have reliable and comparative informa-
tion about the supply and its quality. The
consumer is often the target of impres-
sive marketing campaigns with unrealis-
tic promises.

Should the state intervene in this field and
if so, in which way? The French policy to
regulate the demand by establishing mini-
mum standards has created a steady train-
ing market. However, the fact that em-
ployers have outperformed the statutory
requirements through the years leads to
the question, whether such regulation and
the administrative control are at all nec-
essary. The French policy has not been
effective in one of its main objectives, that
is, according to Mr. Delors, as quoted by
Germe and Pottier (1996), that the law of
1971 attempts to allow ‘every man and
woman to cope with the predictable and
unpredictable changes that take place in
professional life ... and to play a part in
the fight for equal opportunities’. The
training opportunities are increasingly
dependent on the size of the company,
in France as in other countries.

The Finnish experience demonstrates that
without government involvement training
performance correlates closely with the
economic performance of the firms. In
times of recession firms are forced to
economise and they tend to cut down
development activities, like product de-
velopment, marketing and training. The
Finnish statistics show that the training
of higher white-collar employees dropped
dramatically, whereas the training of
workers remained stable in times of re-
cession. This phenomenon is obviously
related to the nature of training provided
to different status groups. The staff in
higher level occupations have more ac-
cess to training for promotion and other
developmental non task-specific reasons,
whereas the training in lower-level jobs
aims at short-term and job-specific objec-
tives (Hillage 1996). The statistics suggest
that the employers tend to maintain the
closely productivity related workers’ train-
ing even in hard times, but are ready to
cut down the development oriented train-
ing.

This behaviour can be explained in a
number of ways. From the employer’s
point of view, training may have differ-
ent objectives. Training can be focused

Table 7 :

Days of training per trainee per year in Finland and
France 1984-1993

Source : Statistics Finland 1995, CEREQ 1995, 1996
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“In France, the participa-
tion in in-service training is
not sensitive to the fluctua-
tion of the economy (…).”

“The training performance
of the French employers
seems to be more dependent
on the government statu-
tory policy than the eco-
nomic cycle.”
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on the person’s current work assignments
with the intention of enhancing quality
and productivity in the present job. Train-
ing can also be an investment in the fu-
ture to create human resource capacities
to meet the future requirement. Training
varies from specific training related to
current tasks, to general training related
to new conceptual models and scientific
discoveries. The gains of the specific job
related training can be quickly realised
in the form of a steeper learning curve,
whereas learning more general compet-
ences may or may not pay back the in-
vestment in a reasonable period of time.
There is an investment risk related to the
specificity and the time factors of train-
ing.

Another aspect is the transferability of
training. The more specific the training
is, the smaller is the learning transfer, i.e.
the less useful the training is outside the
learning context. And vice versa: the more
general the training and the cognitive
structures are, the more widely they can
be used outside the learning context.
General principles are transferable from
one working context to another. Most
widely applicable are new conceptual
models and theories that explain the phe-
nomena in the environment. These are
also the ingredients of innovation and
development. Learning such concepts is
important for the f irm and for the

economy as a whole, but it also increases
the labour-market value of the trainee.
There is a risk that the employer loses
the trained person to another employer
(see table 8) through this poaching phe-
nomenon (Auer 1994).

---Table 8: ---
This model can be used to argue for the
focusing of state support on additional
training. There is no need for the state to
intervene and support task-specific train-
ing, which leads directly to increased pro-
ductivity and profitability. There are no
high risks for the employers, and they
should finance it fully. Market control is
appropriate. However, state support may
be needed in programmes that intend to
develop new professional orientations and
capabilities for complex problem solving
and change. Such competences cannot be
developed in short 2-3 day seminars. They
need more intensive training and learn-
ing. Such programmes become expensive
and they are difficult, often impossible to
sell under market conditions and need
state support to take place. State support
for such programmes is as justifiable as
state support for product development
projects. So, how could such training be
characterised?

Training for complex problem solving
and innovation

Competences which are needed for
change are qualitatively different than
those which intend to enhance produc-
tivity and efficiency in the present job
(Venna 1992). Increased productivity is
realised through faster learning of opera-
tional skills, through steeper learning
curve of the sequences of operations nec-
essary for accomplishment of the tasks in
a job. The skilful performance of the job
can be recognised by the smooth and
determined execution of the necessary
operations to produce a useful result that
can be passed on to someone who needs
it. Operational skills can be learned on-
the-job through tuition and experience.
Some of the skills, such as computer skills,
languages and mathematical skills, are
autonomous. They can also be learned
outside the job context and are highly
transferable from one job to another.

For development purposes the compe-
tence must exceed the task-specific level.
Even modest process or product innova-

“There is no need for the
state to intervene and sup-
port task-specific training,
which leads directly to in-
creased productivity and
profitability. There are no
high risks for the employ-
ers, and they should fi-
nance it fully. Market con-
trol is appropriate. How-
ever, state support may be
needed in programmes that
intend to develop new pro-
fessional orientations and
capabilities for complex
problem solving and
change.”

Figure 8.:

Relation between the risk factor and the time factor
in in-service training and the  proposed application
of the state support and market model.

+ General training
High transferability

Task-specific training

Application
of training

-

+ -

Market conrol

State support

Time factor
(delay in applcation)

Risk factor
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Table 9 :

Directions for competence development

Object-area
competence

Professional
competence

Task competence

Operative
knowledge and skill

Latest professional
knowledge

Multidisciplinary
knowledge of

object area

Complex problem
solving in

cooperation

Development of
professional praxis

Efficiency in present
tasks

ceptable solutions. Co-operation is called
for, and in order to be able to co-operate,
professionals need to have a common
knowledge base. How this common ori-
entation can best be developed is still an
open question, but it is most likely that
measures of this type would need state
support in order to take place.

In summary, it is proposed that the state
support be used to raise competences
from the task level to the developing edge
of professional knowledge and practice,
and from there to broader understanding
of the complex interrelationships of the
area of ones work (see table 9).

---Table 9: ---

tions require a successful combination of
two things: the understanding of the prob-
lem, and the knowledge that the infor-
mation needed to solve a problem exists.
Such information can be existing practice
that can be applied creatively to the prob-
lem at hand. It can also be knowledge of
new scientific discoveries that may open
opportunities for development. In both
cases, the new information is theoretical,
it requires conceptual learning. Such
learning may take various forms, includ-
ing in-service training. However, it can
be argued that in most professions the
necessary up-dating of knowledge is
poorly organised. Such learning is well
catered for only in the medical profes-
sion. It is made possible partly with the
state support, and partly with financing
by private donors and employers.

For complex problem solving competences
must be lifted from the professional level
to the multidisciplinary level in order to
understand the complex interrelationships
of the object area of ones work. Many cur-
rent problems, such us management of
large organisations, environmental and
protection and waste treatment, deteriora-
tion of urban inhabitants, social welfare
for ageing populations, or energy supply,
are too complex to be solved from only
technical, economic or social angles only.
Professional approaches must be combined
for sustainable, economic and socially ac-
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The alternatives for the
financing of vocational
training: the example
of emerging countries
in Latin America

Introduction

For about a decade now, the emerging
countries of Latin America have been
launching vast economic and fiscal re-
forms that have helped to contain infla-
tion, reduce public-sector deficits, open
up the economy to the outside world and
revitalise investment. As in Europe these
measures, inspired by free market princi-
ples, have brought about profound
changes on the labour-market and are
leading to a redistribution of labour and
jobs.

Long dominated by the public sector, the
training programmes proved unsuited to,
and unable to keep pace with, the rapid
developments of knowledge and the new
needs on the labour-market. Aggravating
this lack of flexibility and innovation was
the low level of private-sector investment
in training. Training efforts have tradition-
ally been financed out of government
funds and by a compulsory levy on em-
ployers, which has been blamed for con-
flicting with the smooth operation of the
training market.

In this context, Argentina, Brazil, Chile
and Mexico have embarked on ambitious
reforms of their education and training
systems. The measures adopted have re-
lated to the method of funding vocational
training and, more broadly, the role of
the State on the labour-market. Neverthe-
less, even in Chile, the country that has
advanced furthest on the liberal path, the

David
Atchoarena

Programme specialist
at the International
Institute for Educa-

tional Planning
(IIPE), UNESCO,

Paris.

Although the approaches
taken to training in Latin
America have differed, the
universal trend is to regard
it as a marketable good to
which classic trade theories
apply. As such, to a grow-
ing extent it is subject to
competition. Consequently,
the conditions have been
met for the emergence of a
training market, although
this does not exclude some
public funding.

State has retained its central role in fund-
ing training, and above all in creating a
regulatory and institutional framework
that would promote the emergence of a
training market dominated by private op-
erators.

Faced with the same kind of constraints
and having comparable objectives, the
four big Latin American countries have
adopted a variety of approaches which
provide a good illustration of the range
of instruments that can be used to reform
the funding of vocational training. The
creator of a model inspiring the whole
region, Brazil seems to have opted for
gradual change, consisting of supplement-
ing the compulsory levy on employers
with a contractual approach. Argentina
and Chile are adopting a more radical line,
based on the establishment of a true train-
ing market. To this end, public funding is
used for policy of State disengagement,
based on decentralisation and privatisa-
tion of the provision. Lastly, in Mexico,
modernisation of the training infrastruc-
ture and the labour-market is based on a
reform of the certification system, adopt-
ing a competence-based model. The ques-
tion of funding is relegated to the side-
lines, the priority being to create condi-
tions for transparency on the labour-mar-
ket as a prerequisite for triggering off in-
dividual and company investment in train-
ing.

Designed to introduce greater flexibility
and give employers greater weight, these
various forms of regulation to an extent
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reflect the current debate on the reform
of the funding of vocational training in
Europe. Some of the options tried out,
moreover, are reminiscent of – perhaps
inspired by – the measures adopted in
one or other European country.

Emerging from the crisis
and new configuration of
employment and earnings

Converging but staggered develop-
ments

Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico are
the four main economies of Latin America.
Developing in the 1930s, the pattern of
growth established in those countries was
based on the internal dynamics of replac-
ing imports by domestic production. This
strategy helped to create a true industrial
fabric. From the 1960s on, certain imbal-
ances made their appearance, in particu-
lar r is ing unemployment and s low
progress in education. From the 1970s
massive recourse to outside capital meant

that the economies of the region were
caught up in a spiral of debt. This trend
led to galloping inflation, stagnant or even
falling production and employment, and
a serious loss of purchasing power.

In the wake of Chile, by the late 1980s all
the countries in the region had relin-
quished the model of development based
on State intervention and protectionism.
Budget reform was the core of stabili-
sation measures, which imposed tight con-
straints on the funding of education and
training. At the same time a set of recov-
ery measures was introduced to acceler-
ate growth, the particular aim being to
make exports more competitive, follow-
ing the path taken by East Asian coun-
tries.

In general the reforms have had benefi-
cial economic effects, as testified by the
resumption of growth, the marked reduc-
tion in inflation rates and the healthier
state of public finances. But there are still
great disparities between countries, both
economic and in terms of human re-
sources (see Table 1). Since 1980, per

Table 1

Development indicators (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico)

Country Population Average Per Adult Children % of GNP
1995 annual capita illiteracy in full-time allocated

(in millions) growth GNP 1995 1995 (%) education to public-
(%) ($) 1995 (%) sector

education
1995

1980- 1990- Elementary Secondary
1990 1995 (Net rate) (Gross rate)

Argentina 34.7 - 0.3 5.7 8,030 3.8 113 77 4.5
(Greece:  8,210) (gross)

Brazil 159.2 2.7 2.7 3,640 16.7 90 45 N/A
(Czech Rep.: 3,870)

Chile 14.2 4.1 7.3 4,160 4.8 86 69 2.9
(Hungary: 4,120)

Mexico 91.8 1.0 1.1 3,250 11.4 100 58 5.3
(Croatia: 3,250)

Sources: World Bank, Report on development in the world, 1997. UNESCO, World Report on Education, 1998. N/A: not available
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capita income has edged up in Brazil and
Mexico, whereas it has risen considerably
in Argentina and above all in Chile, which
embarked on its reforms in the 1970s.
Wealth as measured by per capita GNP
reveals a dividing line. In 1995, Argen-
tina was close to Greece according to this
indicator, whereas the other three coun-
tries were closer to certain Eastern Euro-
pean countries (see Table 1). In addition
to these disparities in level, there are dif-
ferences in trajectory. Chile and Mexico
achieved stability ten years ahead of Ar-
gentina and Brazil which, from 1990 to
1994, were still experiencing hyper-infla-
tion. Today, due to its dynamic develop-
ment, it is Chile that seems furthest ahead
on the road to modernisation and eco-
nomic progress.

The consequences of adjustment for
employment and earnings

Stabilisation and structural adjustment
measures have everywhere taken the form
of restructuring the labour-market. Eco-
nomic reform, however moderate, has
been accompanied in all four countries
by the State’s withdrawal from economic
activities and the restructuring of the pub-
lic sector. These moves have resulted in
falling employment in production sectors
and in a civil service often considered to
be over-staffed (Salama, 1995 a). In in-
dustry, traditional sectors became obso-
lete and there was mass redundancy. Nev-
ertheless, the impact of these measures
on unemployment seems to have taken
different forms in individual countries.
Argentina stands out for its far higher rate
of unemployment (see Table 2).

Today, especially as a result of monetary
appreciation, labour costs are less com-
petitive than those of certain Asian coun-
tries. If the trend continues, there is a risk
to the viability of labour intensive activi-
ties, which means that certain sectors may
focus more on leading-edge technologies
calling for flexibility and sophisticated
skills (Weinberg, in Caillods & Mosqueda,
1998).

The challenge of competitiveness is be-
ing met by regional integration, a proc-
ess that started in the early 1990s. In join-
ing the North American Free Trade Agree-
ment (NAFTA), Mexico has dissociated
itself from the Latin American movement
that has fired Argentina, Brazil and Chile
– as well as Paraguay and Uruguay – as
members of the Mercado Común del Sur
(MERCOSUR). Whatever the setting, how-
ever, the pursuit of a strategy of opening
up to the rest of the world calls for im-
provements in labour productivity, and
therefore in workforce skills as well
(Hausman, Reisen, 1996). The figures for
output per worker tend to show that al-
though the ground lost since the 1980s
recession has been made up, more than
made up in the case of Chile, labour pro-
ductivity was still far below that of an
Asian emerging economy such as Taiwan
(see Table 3).

Besides the imperative need to modern-
ise production, emerging economies are
faced with the problem of persistent pov-
erty. The aftermath of recession and the
rising cost of living have worsened the
conditions for the most vulnerable house-
holds (Salama, 1995 b). Inflation control
and revival in growth will probably help
to combat poverty. The trends here vary
from country to country and from one
period to another. Over the past few years,
the recession suffered by Argentina and
Mexico in 1994 has increased the number
of households living below the poverty
line. On the other hand, the recent slow-
down in inflation in Brazil and growth in
Chile in 1995 and 1996 have had benefi-
cial effects in reducing poverty.

From the late 1980s, the constraints im-
posed by regearing the economy and the
shocks arising from the segmentation of
the labour-market made heavy demands
on the adaptability of the vocational train-
ing structures. A study published by the

Table 2

Unemployment trends in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and
Mexico (%)

Country 1980 1985 1990 1994-95

Argentina 2.3 5.3 7.5 18.6
Brazil 6.3 5.3 4.3 4.7
Chile 11.8 17.2 6.5 5.6
Mexico 4.5 4.8 2.7 6.4

Sources: Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean. Balance Preliminar de la
Economía de América Latina y el Caribe 1995 (Santiago. December 1995) and Annuaire des
statistiques du travail (Geneva, International Labour Office, various issues).
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ILO Regional Bureau (CINTERFOR, 1991)
gives a searching analysis of the renewal
efforts required and the progress in this
direction made by each country in the
region. The report highlights the impor-
tant role of vocational training in new
fields such as the retraining of employ-
ees who have been hit by the adjustments,
the introduction of new technology, the
entry into the working world of young
people in difficulties, women’s participa-
tion in the working world and the con-
solidation of production segments of the
informal economy. In parallel, the sources
of funding for training have been diversi-
fied by joint financing agreements with
companies or branches of industry, the
participation of local authorities and the
introduction of mechanisms for recover-
ing training costs (Ducci, 1991).

The crisis years followed by recovery have
also had a major impact on the provision
of training. Whereas the public sector or
the employers (in the case of Brazil) en-
joyed a virtual monopoly in the 1970s,
today there is a veritable ‘explosion in
the provision of training’ (CINTERFOR, in
Caillods and Gallart, 1998). This move-
ment has ensued from a combination of
several factors: intervention by employ-
ment ministries in carrying out active
measures to promote employment, the
programmes introduced by the social part-
ners, shop-floor training and the rising
number of private training bodies. This
new configuration of the provision of
training has undoubtedly affected the
question of funding.

In outline, originally the priority could be
said to have been to construct a training
system to serve industrialisation. To fi-
nance this, the introduction of a special
levy on the wage bill seemed to be a good
way of achieving the initial objective. A
second concern was to encourage train-
ing in the workplace. Besides the statu-
tory obligation, tax deductions and reim-
bursements for training reflected the de-
sire to influence the attitude of employ-
ers with a view to fostering skills. Today,
the establishment of a training market is
restating the problem of funding. The al-
location of resources is becoming a lever
to activate the expansion, diversification
and improvement of the provision of train-
ing by competing operators, increasingly
in the private sector.

From statutory obligations
to contracts: the case of
Brazil

In Brazil the initial and continuing voca-
tional training system was created as a
result of the statutory obligation placed
on employers to fund training. This meas-
ure, a complete innovation when it was
introduced over fifty years ago, has led
to a training apparatus controlled by em-
ployers with a virtual monopoly. Even
though it has made an indisputable con-
tribution to the development of training,
this system is now the target of growing
criticism. The main complaint is that such
a mechanism works in favour of the large
firms. The dominant position of this train-
ing apparatus lays it open to the charge
of working against the public interest. Up
to the present such charges have led to
adjustments to the system rather than to
its complete overhaul. In this instance, the
employers’ compulsory contribution to
funding has been matched by a contrac-
tual measure granting an exemption to
any enterprise undertaking to develop
training under an agreement negotiated
with a training body.

The Brazilian vocational training system is
dominated by four large training bodies,
each serving a particular sector (industry,

Table 3

GDP per member of active population in employment,
in 1990 international dollars1 (United States = 100)

County 1950 1973 1992

Argentina 53 53 47
Brazil 21 29 27
Chile 44 43 49
Mexico 28 39 37

Spain 23 58 83
Hungary 22 29 27
Taiwan 11 26 60

United States 100 100 100

Source: Maddison, The World Economy 1820-1992, OECD 1995.
1) International dollars is a weighting scheme, devised by the IMF, derived from exchange rate con-
versions of national data to aggregate rates of output growth into regional and global totals. Local
currencies are converted using purchasing power parities (PPPs).

“In Brazil the initial and
continuing vocational train-
ing system was created as
a result of the statutory ob-
ligation placed on employ-
ers to fund training. This
measure, (…) has led to a
training apparatus control-
led by employers with a vir-
tual monopoly. (…) this
system is now the target of
growing criticism. (…) Up
to the present such charges
have led to adjustments to
the system rather than to
its complete overhaul. (…)
the employers’ compulsory
contribution to funding has
been matched by a contrac-
tual measure granting an
exemption to any enter-
prise undertaking to de-
velop training under an
agreement negotiated with
a training body.”
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commerce, agriculture and transport). De-
pending on the sector, the provision of
training is structured around SENAI
(Serviço Nacional de Aprendizagem Indus-
trial, set up in 1942), SENAC (Serviço
Nacional de Aprendizagem Commercial,
set up in 1946), SENAR (Serviço Nacional
de Aprendizagem Rural, set up in 1991)
and SENAT (Servicio Nacional de Aprendi-
zagem em Transportes, set up in 1993).

The status of these bodies is fairly unu-
sual: they are bodies under private law,
administered by federations of enterprises
but financed out of public funds derived
from the statutory levy. The bodies are
two-tiered in structure: national and re-
gional. Although they come under the
authority of employers’ federations in the
sectors they serve, they number repre-
sentatives of the Education and Employ-
ment Ministries on their management
boards. The only body to have a joint and
tripartite structures is SENAR.

The regional tier enjoys considerable au-
tonomy, especially as its resources and
powers do not depend on the central
level. This delegation of resources and
powers is also enjoyed by the training
centres, giving them broad freedom of

action. The rationale of this policy is to
an extent linked with the continental scale
of the country and its federal political
structures.

Most of the training provided is in the
form of short or medium-duration courses.
The average course ranges from 185 hours
(SENAI) to 30 hours (SENAC). There is
no equivalence of the qualifications with
the educational system. Most of the train-
ees are young people (from the age of
14) and adults.

Besides these non-formal types of train-
ing, SENAI and SENAC administer a tech-
nical education apparatus, although this
accounts for a relatively marginal part of
their provision (1% of the total in the case
of SENAI).

The funds used by SENAI, SENAC and
SENAT come from a compulsory levy of
1% of the wage bill of companies liable
to the tax. Large concerns - those with a
workforce of over 500 - have to pay an
additional contribution of 0.2% of their
wage bill.

Although SENAR’s resources are also
funded by a special tax, the fiscal arrange-
ments are different in that production is
taken as the base and the rate is 2.5%
higher. Unlike the other training institutes,
SENAR devotes a substantial portion of
its budget to financing social programmes.
This broader scope and the relatively low
proportion of agricultural workers are the
reasons for the method of funding differ-
ing from that of the other bodies.

In 1994 tax resources constituted 44% to
71% of the four institutes’ total income
(see Table 4). The other sources of in-
come were mainly the sale of goods and
services and above all investment pro-
ceeds, in that the placement of substan-
tial amounts of money generates a large
volume of interest, especially when rates
are high. When there was a fall in em-
ployment in the 1980s, this investment
income formed a balancing reserve. When
the crisis is at its height, preserving the
training instrument should thus be attrib-
uted to this anticyclical effect of the fi-
nancing system (Atchoarena, 1994).

But despite the undeniable achievements
of the Brazilian system, its funding method

Table 4

Budget for training establishments - Brazil - 1994
(million US $)

SENAI SENAC SENAR SENAT Total

INCOME
Statutory 273.2 124.1 32.6 21.2 451.1
levy (70.5%) (43.8%) (55.5%)

Total 387.3 283.3 58.7 N/A 729.3*
(100%) (100%) (100%)

EXPENDITURE
Current 302.7 125.7 13.2 N/A 441.6*
Capital 41.0 24.2 3.2 N/A 68.4*

Total 343.7 149.9 16.4 N/A 510.0*

Source: Leite, in Caillods & Gallart, 1998.
*:  excl. SENAT;
N/A: not available
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has in the event failed to bring about a
radical change in the attitudes of employ-
ers, especially smaller employers, to train-
ing. The introduction of a contractual ar-
rangement between the employer and the
training body has in fact been an effort
to remedy this inadequacy. The amend-
ment has created a framework for nego-
tiation within the statutory obligation.

The objectives of contracts signed be-
tween employers and training providers
are many. Apart from the primary aim of
improving employees’ skills, the idea is
to keep pace with technological change,
to contribute towards developments in the
organisation of labour and to match the
training provided more closely to the
employer’s needs and the realities.

Under joint financing agreements, em-
ployers may be exempted from part of
their statutory contribution (up to 80%).
In return, an equivalent amount must be
devoted to training in the workplace. In
this framework, the training body helps
to design and implement courses (40 to
80 hours) held in the workplace.

The rapid growth of such agreements is a
demonstration of a measure of interest
among employers. In São Paulo, where
about 50% of industrial employment is
concentrated, 43% of employers were par-
tially exempted from the levy in 1993. It
is difficult to measure the effects of this
training efforts, but it should be pointed
out that the productivity of labour rose
by 25% between 1990 and 1993 (Amadeo,
1994). The training introduced was mainly
in technology and safety at work, but also
in basic educational attainments. It is a
reflection of the shortcomings of the still
very élitist educational system that such
a high proportion of Brazilian manual
workers are very poorly educated, some
of them almost illiterate (see Table 1).

Ultimately the use of agreements will have
made no more than a breach in the ordi-
nary statutory obligation system. Even so
this attempt at reform does reveal a more
flexible attitude to the regulatory proce-
dures for vocational training. It probably
foreshadows a move to a new system with
greater scope or incentives, especially for
small and medium-sized firms, and en-
couraging the diversification of the pro-
vision of training.

This tendency is somewhat reminiscent
of current developments in certain Euro-
pean countries, particularly France, where
the funding of continuing training is based
on compulsory levies on employers. In
France too, there is a debate as to the
ways of moving from a system based on
constraint to a framework leaving greater
scope for contracts. The contractual policy
instruments developed in France - under-
takings to develop training, or contracts
for forward planning studies - are other
examples of departures from statutory
obligations. They release from the obli-
gation those employers producing a train-
ing plan negotiated with the authorities
and their workforce. In return, the gov-
ernment gives a grant covering part of the
training costs. In Brazil, as in France, such
subsidiary measures foreshadow a new
form of regulating training. The amend-
ments introduced by both countries
through recourse to agreements in the end
are an expression of the search for an
effective balance between statutory obli-
gations and the voluntary adherence.

The liberal option:
Argentina and Chile

In contrast to the Latin American model
of vocational training as developed in
Brazil, Argentina and Chile  have taken a
different path towards organising financ-
ing and training. This is particularly true
of Chile, which has broken away from its
previous system, inspired by experience
in Brazil, by privatising the body respon-
sible for continuing training. INACAP
(Instituto Nacional de Capacitación),
which now operates as an ordinary train-
ing agency. In Argentina, on the other
hand, vocational training has never been
conceived as a system derived from a
central institution (Gallart in Caillods &
Gallart, op. cit.).

In line with the economic liberalism by
which they are inspired, Argentina and
Chile have adopted reforms designed to
make the provision of training subject to
the logic of the free market while reform-
ing public funding by the introduction of
competitive mechanisms. The two coun-
tries’ training policies seem to be conceived
along the same lines, but there are varia-
tions in the ways those policies have been
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implemented, especially as there are dif-
ferences between the two training systems.

The particular feature of the Chilean con-
figuration today is its institutional struc-
ture, which combines a technical educa-
tion system coming under the Ministry of
Education and a vocational training sys-
tem administered by the Ministry of Em-
ployment through a specialist body,
SENCE (Servicio Nacional de Capacitación
y Empleo). Forty per cent of those in sec-
ondary education are in the technical
stream, and about 20% of the 15-19 age
group.

Although technical and vocational second-
ary schools come under the authority of
the Education Ministry, they are run by the
local authorities, non-profit-making asso-
ciations and private undertakings. Between
1980 and 1993, the proportion of those in
technical education who trained in private-
sector establishments rose from 28% to
56%. But although the Ministry is gradu-
ally reducing its share of the direct provi-
sion of training, the financing of training
is still the direct responsibility of the State,
exercised by granting subsidies. Establish-
ments run by the local authorities receive
a grant for each pupil, whereas others are
funded according to their pre-privatisation
budget, plus an updating allowance. This
difference in treatment has naturally intro-
duced disparities in the operation of dif-
ferent categories of establishment. Train-
ing costs and quality also vary enormously,
depending on the type of management
body. In establishments run by the local
authorities, unit costs are 2.5 times lower

than in those run privately. The difficul-
ties appear to arise not so much from de-
centralisation and privatisation as from the
inadequacy of public funding. The search
for additional funding has gradually led
the technical and vocational schools to
develop a continuing vocational training
capacity as well.

Nevertheless, most continuing training is
provided by the private sector in response
to demand from companies. Each OTE
(Organismo Técnico de Ejecución), a
training body participating in the public-
sector continuing training system, is State-
recognised and supervised by SENCE.
Employers pay for training but can recoup
their investments from a tax exemption
of a maximum of 1% of their annual wage
bill. The funding of continuing training is
thus based on two complementary prin-
ciples: stimulating demand by means of
incentives and placing the provision of
training at the service of companies, with
the release of funds for training being
directly linked to the needs expressed by
the employers. These provisions have re-
placed the employers’ compulsory con-
tribution which corresponded to 1% of the
wage bill and was abolished in 1980.

To take advantage of the measure, small
firms can come together to form a group
with a special legal status, the OTIR
(Organismos Técnicos Intermedios). As
federal bodies organised at sector or re-
gional level, the OTIRs are intermediar-
ies between the training agencies and
employers.

There has been a rise in the number of
trainees, but even so the provision of
continuing training is small compared with
what is needed (see Table 5).

Furthermore, despite their growing in-
volvement, the majority of small and me-
dium-sized enterprises do not avail them-
selves of the training support measure (see
Table 6); in other words, in practice it has
worked in favour of the large companies
in a country whose economic fabric is
made up mainly of the small units that
account for most employment in Chile.

In addition to the measure designed to
reinforce competences in the workplace,
the government offers grants as part of
active job promotion measures. For ex-

Table 5

Vocational training in Chilean companies 1987-1993

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

No. of
trainees 174,724 186,857 199,604 232,728 293,679 308,423

Trainees/
Employment
total (%) 5.6 5.7 6.1 6.9 8.0 8.8

Source: Murillo. 1998.

“The funding of continuing
training is thus based on
two complementary princi-
ples: stimulating demand by
means of incentives and
placing the provision of
training at the service of
companies, with the release
of funds for training being
directly linked to the needs
expressed by the employ-
ers. These provisions have
replaced the employers’
compulsory contribution
which corresponded to 1%
of the wage bill and was
abolished in 1980.”
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ample, it finances agencies that plan and
implement training for vulnerable target
groups. In 1990, the Chilean Government
launched a major programme of voca-
tional training for young people, 50%
funded by a loan from the Inter-Ameri-
can Development Bank. The initial four-
year phase is said to have involved 100
000 people. Under the project, there are
also plans to strengthen SENCE’s institu-
tional and training capabilities for young
people’s integration.

As regards the effects of the new system
on the provision of training, competition
has reduced costs but often at the expense
of quality. The lack of a national certifi-
cation system has led to a plethora of
paper qualifications, reducing transpar-
ency and hampering the smooth opera-
tion of the labour-market. The problem
of certification has inevitably affected
decisions on recruitment and training.

In Argentina as in Chile, vocational edu-
cation accounts for a considerable pro-
portion of the secondary education. In
1994, for example, the technical and com-
mercial streams constituted 19% and 28%
of secondary education. In Argentina, the
growth in technical education is part of
the wider process of reforming second-
ary education and its curricula. The new
structure makes technical education one
of the streams in the second cycle of the
secondary school (Ministry of Culture and
Education, 1997). The reform is not only
of structure and teaching, but also of in-
stitutions, under the policy of decentrali-
sation (Pueyo in Caillods & Gallart. op.
cit.). While in Chile the process of de-
centralising is towards the communes,
Argentina has chosen to strengthen the
responsibilities of the provinces. In 1992,
for instance, the network of technical
educational establishments, formerly man-
aged by CONET (Consejo Nacional de
Educación Técnica), was transferred to the
provinces and to the city of Buenos Aires.
As in Chile, therefore, funding is still pro-
vided by the public sector.

The effort to rationalise the institutional
framework continued in 1995 with the
creation of INET (the National Institution
of Technological Training) and the estab-
lishment of a national council for educa-
tion and work within the Education Min-
istry. Most of the provision of vocational

Table 6

Rate of take-up of tax incentive – breakdown by size
of firm - Chile

Size of firm      Take-up of incentive (%)

1990 1991 1992

Small (workforce of 1-49) 3.7 2.5 5.1
Medium (workforce of 50-199) 11.8 12.1 14.8
Large (workforce of over 200) 84.5 85.4 80.1

Source: Murillo, 1998.

training in Argentina comes under the
educational system, unlike the situation
in Chile or the Brazilian model.

The reform will not be fully effective un-
til the year 2000. Nevertheless, certain
administrative difficulties, in connection
with the economic and social context,
have already become apparent. There
have been problems with the funding of
certain measures because of the climate
of austerity, from which provincial budg-
ets too have suffered. The increased
spending necessary for modernising fa-
cilities and retraining teachers is causing
difficulties. The reform has also come up
against resistance from the people in-
volved, especially teachers anxious to
preserve their status and already suffer-
ing from a decline in their purchasing
power. In this context, the final outcome
of the reform is still uncertain.

Side by side with the renewal of second-
ary education, the Ministry of Employment
has undertaken a vast programme of train-
ing for young people, on the same lines
as in Chile. Launched in 1993, this meas-
ure is directed towards the training of
200 000 young people over a four-year
period. Its US $400 million has been ne-
gotiated with the Inter-American Devel-
opment Bank. The reason for these ef-
forts is the marked imbalance on the la-
bour-market, the main victims of which
have been the young (see Table 2).

Apart from the main objective of integra-
tion for young people, this programme is
a means of building up a training market.
The aim is to encourage the development
of private bodies to diversify the training

“(…) funding is still pro-
vided by the public sector.”
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available and to revitalise technical edu-
cation establishments. Although financed
out of public funds, training will be the
responsibility of bodies selected by com-
petitive tender.

From funding to certifica-
tion: the Mexican approach

Caught up in the movement towards North
American integration and boosted by the
economic growth of the United States,
Mexico is in the front-line of the  battle
for competitiveness. Its modernisation of
the production apparatus will determine
how Mexico integrates into the NAFTA.
The challenge is to switch from a model
based mainly on a fairly unsophisticated
production system, using a low-skilled
labour force, to more highly technologi-
cal niche sectors. This progress to an era
of flexible specialisation calls for sound
technical skills among the workforce.
Mexico, however, is still suffering from
the lack of training of its active popula-
tion (see Table 1). It is estimated that
workers have on average had six years’
education and that young people joining
the labour-market today have had eight
years’ education, in other words up to the
second year of secondary school.

The Mexican training system follows a
fairly traditional pattern in that it is broadly
in the public sector, with responsibility
shared between the Education and the Em-
ployment Ministries. For a reform of this
system, there should be both a more di-
versified provision and an increase in pri-
vate investment in training. For Mexico,
the challenge is to find a new form of regu-
lation that can impart more weight to the
private sector and employers while mobi-
lising complementary resources. One of the
ways of achieving this is to highlight mar-
ket indicators and incentives - in other
words to bring transparency to the acqui-
sition of human capital. In Mexico, as in a
growing number of countries, this concept
has taken practical shape through the
gradual adaptation of a competence-based
system of training.

Its principle is to recognise the compet-
ences of an individual, however he or she
has acquired them (through technical edu-
cation, continuing training or learning on
the job). This concept inevitably influences

the provision of training, in that it is based
on curricular modularisation. It must thus
contribute towards flexibility and facilitate
lifelong education. Modular-based certifi-
cation is primarily a response to the ob-
jectives of adaptability and mobility. But
modules also allow people to retain vali-
dated training components and to complete
their certification later when they can and
wish to do so.

This plan for the reform of vocational
training is being moved forward by a
public-sector agency, the CNCCL (Consejo
de Normalización y de Certificatión de
Competencia Laboral), set up in 1995 as
part of a project for the modernisation of
technical education and training in which
the Education and Employment Ministries
are jointly involved (Ibarra Almada, in
Caillods & Mosqueda, op. cit.). By gradu-
ally building up a system for the evalua-
tion and certification of competences, the
Council hopes to stimulate the demand
for training and to develop a training mar-
ket.

The model being tried out in Mexico
breaks occupational competence down
into three components:

❏ basic skills, i.e. general education as
expressed in reading and oral and writ-
ten skills;
❏ general skills, i.e. abilities common to
many trades and sectors of activity (abil-
ity to work as a team, plan, negotiate,
etc.);
❏ specific skills, i.e. abilities founded on
technical knowledge, utilising technologi-
cal terminology and associated with a
given production function.

Backing up the market incentives, particu-
lar attention is being devoted to ensuring
that small firms and the unemployed have
access to training. As far back as in 1980,
Mexican law was amended to guarantee
the right to training for all workers. Em-
ployers are thus required to set up a bi-
partite committee to define training policy
and plans. In spite of these statutory pro-
visions, however, many firms have failed
to set up such a committee, and very few
have a training plan, especially in the case
of small units.

The new ‘integral quality and modernisa-
tion’ programme (CIMO) is intended to

“For Mexico, the challenge
is to find a new form of
regulation that can impart
more weight to the private
sector and employers while
mobilising complementary
resources.”
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promote training and quality in small firms
by offering appropriate technical support.
This arrangement is operated by 63 cen-
tres, which work in close association with
companies, employers’ associations and
educational services at local level.

The programme of training grants for
unemployed workers (PROBECAT) helps
those wishing to do so to acquire modu-
lar training geared to their skills step by
step. It is implemented through the Na-
tional Employment Department’s 99 of-
fices, plus 51 mobile units. In 1996, 8 000
jobless people took advantage of modu-
lar training courses by this means.

The new concept of certification has been
grafted onto a system of qualifications
dominated by the Education Ministry. Al-
though the initial training apparatus is
currently being modernised, for the time
being it seems to have been little involved
in this approach (de Ibarrola, Bernal,
1998). In time the adoption of a certifica-
tion system based on competences should
lead to the harmonisation of provision,
particularly in areas where technical edu-
cation is now rigid and segmented.

The Mexican competence-based approach
is still experimental, but it is a first de-
parture from the previous arrangements,
whose financing was mainly the respon-
sibility of the State through the Educa-
tion and Employment Ministries. The way
ahead for public intervention is no longer
to influence the provision of training but
above all to create a propitious environ-
ment for investment in training. The key
instrument for such strategy is not fund-
ing but rather the evaluation and recog-
nition of competences, with the additional
objective of a gradual withdrawal of pub-
lic funds from the vocational training sec-
tor.

The Mexican reform is reminiscent of the
system of National Vocational Qualifica-
tions (NVQs) developed in the UK. There
too the aim was to simplify the system
and make it more transparent so that it
operates better on the labour-market and
so that training providers are more closely
aware of the needs of employers and in-
dividuals. The introduction of NVQs thus
reflected a change of strategy, with the
priority being shifted to the results of
training rather than the means. It is the

same reasoning that is inspiring the mod-
ernisation of training in Mexico today.

Conclusion: public inter-
vention and the training
market

According to the traditional Latin Ameri-
can model, vocational training used to be
regarded as a public service. The arrange-
ments were entirely directed towards the
provision of training and little importance
was attached to the demand. The imposi-
tion of a legal obligation to fund voca-
tional training reflected this concept
closely. Because of its monopoly position,
the provision of training then had as its
function to guide expansion in demand
at the same rate as economic modernisa-
tion. This approach to the development
and financing of training was feasible in
a strong State with a more planned
economy. When an autonomous method
of growth was abandoned, the demands
of structural adjustment brought about
profound changes in the training systems,
although the pattern varied from one
country to another.

The approaches may have differed con-
siderably - the Brazilian model in particu-
lar seems to have been more resistant -
but they share the same liberal inspira-
tion. Training is universally tending to be
regarded as a marketable product to
which the classic theories of trade apply.
As such, to an increasing degree it is sub-
ject to competition. This has created the
conditions for the emergence of a train-
ing market, without this excluding public
funding - as demonstrated by Argentina
and Chile, the countries furthest ahead on
the road to change.

Current reforms illustrate an evolution in
the use of vocational training policy in-
struments. Whereas the authorities’ tradi-
tional targets have mainly been the pro-
vision of training and funding, they now
seem to be attaching growing importance
to information, dialogue and the creation
of an environment that will encourage
private investment in training. This move
is far from stabilised, especially in Argen-
tina and Mexico.

Brazil, a pioneer in the development of
vocational training, seems to have opted

“The Mexican competence-
based approach is still ex-
perimental, (…) The way
ahead for public interven-
tion is no longer to influ-
ence the provision of train-
ing but above all to create
a propitious environment
for investment in training.
The key instrument for such
strategy is not funding but
rather the evaluation and
recognition of competences,
with the additional objec-
tive of a gradual with-
drawal of public funds
from the vocational train-
ing sector.”
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for the most moderate route by merely
amending the system. The gradual devel-
opment of a contractual approach, how-
ever, testifies to its desire to create scope
for dialogue within the statutory obliga-
tion. Heading beyond Brazil, this innova-
tion raises the wider question of the role
of the contractual approach in public-sec-
tor training policies.

Chile and Argentina are the most radical
examples. The priority placed on decen-
tralisation and privatisation is a complete
departure from previous concepts. The re-
forms question the missions and above
all the principles of government action
(Peterson, 1997). They seem to be intro-
ducing new methods of regulation gov-
erned by market-forces. But while the
provision of training is subject to the rules
of competition, the funding function re-
mains the province of the public sector.

In Mexico, the formulation of a qualifi-
cation and certification system based on
competences has brought a wind of
change in the very manner of thinking
about the funding of training. According
to the new approach, the inadequate
level of investment in training is prima-
rily due to the shortcomings of the la-
bour-market. A lack of transparency

would mean that the providers, individu-
als and employers are unable to reveal
their preferences in a rational fashion.
By correcting this fault, the establishment
of a national system of norms of compe-
tence should encourage individuals and
firms to devote more resources to train-
ing, rendering the traditional types of fis-
cal intervention - obligation or incentives
- obsolete. The issues in the debate are
the same as those at the heart of the re-
form of training systems not only in the
UK but also in Australia and New Zea-
land (Bertrand, 1997).

Latin America has embarked on a proc-
ess of structural reform subject to the con-
straints of competition and budgetary or-
thodoxy. In the final analysis it is a land-
scape in many ways reminiscent of the
situation of the more highly industrialised
countries and, curiously, the European
Union. The strategies for the reform of
the funding of training in emerging econo-
mies (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico)
illustrate the range of possible interven-
tions. This diversity clearly reflects cur-
rent thinking on public-sector training
policies and is due to the problems of
general application that arise in the quest
for a fair and effective balance of obliga-
tion, contracts and the market.
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Introduction

In 1993, 43 % of the nearly 900,000 enter-
prises with 10 or more employees in the
then twelve Member States of the Euro-
pean Union offered training courses to
their employees. Over 15 million employ-
ees (28 %) participated in training courses
and enterprises spent some 1.6 % of their
total labour costs on providing these
courses. These are some of the main find-
ings from a survey of enterprises carried
out under the FORCE Programme in 1994
and recently published by EUROSTAT.
This article describes briefly the back-
ground to this survey and  some of its
key findings with respect to the invest-
ment made by enterprises in continuing
training.

In enterprises, expenditure on training is
treated as a cost of production. In other
words, money spent on training is taken
into account before the profits of the en-
terprise are calculated. For this reason it
has not been thought necessary, until re-
cently, for accounting conventions to be
developed for defining and recording
separately the expenditure by enterprises
on the training.  It is true that in France,
continuing vocational education and train-
ing has been defined by law since 1971
and what comprises continuing vocational
training for the purpose of the fiscal re-
turns on training is defined in the French
Labour Code. In other countries, however,
surveys undertaken to measure invest-
ment in training have inevitably adopted
concepts and definitions which are ap-
propriate to their national requirements
and institutional or cultural traditions.

Although, therefore, it is increasingly rec-
ognised throughout the European Union

Investment in continu-
ing vocational training
by enterprises

Norman Davis
Centre for Policy Stud-
ies, University of Shef-
field

The continuing vocational
training survey provided
some insights on some of
the factors that influence
investment by enterprises
in continuing training. This
include the size of the en-
terprise, the sector it oper-
ates in, the sex and occupa-
tion of the participants, the
subjects of training and
whether or not the training
is provided within the en-
terprise or purchased from
outside.

1) The twelve Member States were
Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Greece,
Spain, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxem-
bourg, the Netherlands, Portugal and
the UK.

that training workers is an investment,
rather than a current cost of production,
international comparisons of this invest-
ment within the EU have not been possi-
ble until recently. Earlier attempts which
tried to draw on national data sources
have shown that the data are very sensi-
tive to four factors; these are

❏ the definitions of training used;
❏ the sectors of the economy and the
sizes of enterprises covered;
❏ the expenditures or costs taken into ac-
count;
❏ and how the expenditure is measured.

The Continuing Vocational
Training Survey

A survey carried out in 1994 sought to
remedy this situation. The Continuing Vo-
cational Training Survey (CVTS) was a
sample survey of 50,000 enterprises car-
ried out under the FORCE Programme in
the then twelve Member States of the
European Union (EU12) 1. It was designed
to represent all enterprises with 10 or
more employees excluding those in the
agriculture, forestry and fishing sectors.
The public administration, health and edu-
cation sectors were also excluded. Data
are available from the survey for 20 sec-
tors of the economy and for enterprises
in each of six size groups. The purpose
of the survey was to discover which en-
terprises offered continuing training in
1993, by size and sector, the types of train-
ing offered and the number and propor-
tion of employees who participated in
them. Initial training delivered through
apprenticeships and dual-systems was not
included in the survey. The types of con-
tinuing training identified were:
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❏ courses;
❏ training in the work situation (includ-
ing on-the job training);
❏ attending conferences, workshops
seminars etc.;
❏ job rotation, quality circles;
❏ open and distance learning including
computer based learning.

For each of these types of training it was
a requirement of the survey that activi-
ties should be included only if the pri-
mary purpose of the participant taking
part in them was to improve or broaden
their skills or knowledge or both, and that
the activity should have been planned,
as such, in advance. Practical experience
could form part of the activity but work
experience alone was not counted.

For training courses, additional informa-
tion was collected on the gender and oc-
cupation of the participants in training,
on the duration of the training, the time
spent on training courses in different sub-
jects, the type of external training pro-
viders used by enterprises and the costs
of providing training courses. Enterprises
providing training were also asked ques-
tions on how they planned and managed
their training which included questions
on whether they had training plans or
budgets.

This article focuses on the information
obtained about the provision of training
courses. To put these into context, how-
ever,  it is first necessary see how train-
ing courses compare with other types of
training offered by enterprises (see table
1). Training courses were the most com-
mon type of training offered by enter-

prises with also the highest proportion of
all employees participating in them.

Table 1
Considerable variation was also found
between enterprises of different size and
in different sectors, as well as between
countries in the proportion of enterprises
offering training courses and the partici-
pation rates in them. Only 36 % of enter-
prises with 10-49 employees offered train-
ing courses compared with 92 % of those
with 1000 or more employees. Among
sectors the differences were more marked
with training courses offered by over 80
% of all enterprises in the banking and
insurance sector compared with 15 % in
the textile sector. The proportion of en-
terprises offering training courses and the
participation rates in them of all employ-
ees covered by the survey are shown was
also calculated for each country (see ta-
ble 2).

Table 2
The investment made by enterprises on
training courses will be affected by a
number of factors. These include the sex
and occupation of the participants, the
duration and subjects of training and
whether the training is delivered within
the enterprise or purchased from an ex-
ternal trainer. It is beyond the scope of
this article to examine these variables in
detail but some summary data may be il-
luminating.

Overall, the differences between male and
female participation rates in training
courses were small - 29 % among male
employees and 27 % among females.
Much bigger differences were found be-
tween occupations. Over 40 % of manag-
ers, professional and technical staff par-
ticipated in training courses in 1993. This
contrasts with 34 % of clerical and shop
workers and only 17 % of manual work-
ers. In the EU 12 as a whole the average
time spent on training courses per par-
ticipant was estimated to be 45 hours in
1993, with only small differences observed
between males and females and between
occupation groups.

The time spent on training courses per
participant varied considerably between
countries, ranging from 139 hours in
Greece and 84 hours in Portugal to 25
hours in Ireland. The high figures for
Greece and Portugal may be explained
by the fact that, although participation

Table 1 : Types of training offered by enterprises
in 1993 and employee participation rates – EU12

Type of training percentage of enterprises Employee
offering training participation rate (%)

Courses 43 28
Training in the work situation 38 20
Conferences etc. 34   8
Job rotation 14   4
Self learning 13   3
Any type 57 n.a
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rates in these countries were low, many
of the courses offered will have been sup-
ported by the European Structural Funds
and will have been of longer duration.

Enterprises were asked to allocate the time
spent on training courses between differ-
ent subjects of training. Overall, in the
then twelve Member States, over  quarter
of the time spent on training courses was
devoted to training in the techniques used
in the making of the goods or services
produced by the enterprise. Nearly 16 %
was concerned with either general man-
agement or human resource development
and 13 % with data processing. Other
subjects accounted for between 4% and 8
% of training, although over a fifth could
not be allocated to individual subjects.
The distribution of training time between
subjects did not vary greatly between
enterprises of different sizes.

In the twelve Member States there was
an almost equal distribution of training
time between internally managed courses
and those purchased from external pro-
viders. But this ratio varied between coun-
tries. In Denmark nearly three-quarters of
all training course time was provided
through external trainers while in Portu-
gal the same proportion was delivered
through internal courses.

Investment in training
courses

In the CVTS, enterprises were asked to
identify the following costs of training
courses:

❏ labour costs of the participants;
❏ travel and subsistence costs of train-
ees when attending courses;
❏ labour costs of trainers and personnel
involved in training;
❏ costs of premises and equipment used;
and
❏ fees to external training organisations.

In addition, enterprises were asked to
include the net cost of any training levies
paid minus any grants received from ex-
ternal organisations.

In most countries, the labour costs of
participants accounted for between 40 %

and 60 % of total training costs, fees to
external trainers usually varied from be-
tween  nearly 20 % to 30 %, while the
labour costs of internal trainers and other
training personnel accounted for around
15 % of training costs.

Exceptions to these broad patterns were
found in the UK, which reported that 36
% of the total cost of training was due to
the costs of internal trainers and other
training personnel, while, in Greece, only
8 % of the costs were attributed to fees
paid to external training organisations. Ex-
planations of these exceptions serve to
illustrate the difficulties in collecting and
interpreting figures on the costs of train-
ing.

It seems likely that the high proportion
of costs in the UK attributed to internal
trainers and other training personnel is
due to the fact that in the UK the ques-
tions asked in respect to this item of ex-
penditure were more detailed than those
asked in the other countries. It is thought
that the UK questions could have helped
enterprises to identify costs that may have
been overlooked if more simple questions
had been used. This would explain, in
part, the high overall cost figures for the
UK which needs to be borne in mind
when making comparisons.  The percent-
age of costs on fees to external trainers

Table 2 : Enterprises offering training courses and
participation rates by country – 1993

Country percentage of enterprises Employee participation
offering training courses rate in courses(%)

Belgium 42 25
Denmark 79 32
Germany 60 24
Greece 13 13
Spain 21 20
France 48 37
Ireland 64 43
Italy   9 15
Luxembourg 50 25
Netherlands 46 26
Portugal 13 13
United Kingdom 58 39

EU 12 43 28

“Overall, in the then twelve
Member States, over  quar-
ter of the time spent on
training courses was de-
voted to training in the
techniques used in the mak-
ing of the goods or services
produced by the enter-
prise.”
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made direct to the external trainer thereby
offsetting the direct cost paid enterprise.

Despite these qualifications, however, the
CVTS reveals some interesting patterns.
As a l ready ment ioned, enterpr ises
throughout the EU spent some 1.6 % of
their total labour costs on providing train-
ing courses, although there are differences
between the Member States (see table 3).

Table 3
The cost of training courses as a percent-
age of labour costs was highest in the UK
at 2.7 % and lowest in Portugal 0.8 %. As
mentioned earlier, however, it is thought
that the high figure for the UK may be
due to the fact that there are more costs
associated with internal trainers and other
personnel involved in training were iden-
tified. When this is taken into account by
adjusting the UK figures to bring them
more into line with those obtained for
other countries the proportion of labour
costs spent on training courses would be
closer to the 2.0 % observed in France.

Because the costs of training were re-
ported in national currencies, the figures
on the costs per participant in (see table
3) have been expressed in Purchasing
Power Standards (PPS). The PPS are
agreed internationally and attempt to
eliminate difference in prices between
countries and variations in exchange rates.
On this basis the highest expenditure per
participant was found in Belgium. Closer
examination reveals, however, that this
cannot be due to the longer duration of
training in Belgium, the occupational mix
of the participants or to the type of sub-
jects in which training was given. Also,
the proportion of labour costs devoted to
training in Belgium is not exceptional -
in fact it is slightly lower than the EU 12
average. Rather, the explanation appears
to be found in the higher labour costs in
Belgium. Using the PPS conversion an
index of the relative labour costs per
employee can be calculated using data
from the survey. This shows that, taking
EU 12 as 100, the index for Belgium is
143 with Italy next on 119. Figures for
other countries include France (101),
Germany (96) and the UK (85). The in-
dex of relative labour costs was lowest in
Greece (70).

Using this index the costs per participant
in each country, as well as the costs per

Table 3 : Costs of training courses as proportion of
labour costs and per participant in courses
– by country, 1993

Country Training costs as % Training costs
of labour costs per participant (PPS)

Belgium 1.4 2065
Denmark 1.3   930
Germany 1.2 1216
Greece 1.1 1607
Spain 1.0 1450
France 2.0 1563
Ireland 1.5   764
Italy 0.8 1591
Luxembourg 1.3 1535
Netherlands 1.8 1775
Portugal 0.7 1112
United Kingdom 2.7 1539

EU 12 1.6 1420

Table 4 : Costs of training courses adjusted for relative
labour costs-by country, 1993

Country Training costs adjusted for relative labour costs
(PPS)

Per Trainee Per hour

Belgium 1441 35
Denmark 1052 27
Germany 1273 37
Greece 2292 17
Spain 1300 26
France 1544 28
Ireland  883 35
Italy 1339 33
Luxembourg 1366 34
Netherlands 1798 27
Portugal 1265 15
United Kingdom 1805 45

EU12 1420 31

in Greece looks low even allowing for
the relative small proportion of training
provided by external trainers in that coun-
try. However, because a high proportion
of training in Greece was supported by
the European Structural Funds, it is pos-
sible that these payments may have been
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training hour can be calculated, adjusted
for relative labour costs (see table 4)

Table 4
Differences between countries in the cost
of training courses per participant remain
but it can be seen that these are now
largely explained by the differences in the
time spent on training courses. For most
countries the costs per training hour are
close to the EU 12 average. There are
three exceptions. The low figures for Por-
tugal and Greece are probably due to the
high level of support given to these coun-
tries from the European Structural Funds,
while the high figure for the UK is due to
the different approach used in collecting
the cost data in that country as explained
above.

The survey found that the proportion of
labour costs spent on training varied quite
markedly between enterprises of differ-
ent sizes with the proportion increasing
with the size of the enterprise (see table
5). This pattern is largely explained by
the fact that the proportion of enterprises
offering training also increases with the
size of the enterprises. The costs per par-
ticipant do not vary greatly between the
enterprises in different size groups.

Table 5
The investment in training courses varies
much more between sectors. In the con-
struction sector, for example, only 0.6 %
of labour costs were spent on training
courses. This is partly explained by the
fact that many construction firms are small
and therefore less likely to provide train-
ing. It is also possible that this sector may
be able to rely more heavily on skills
obtained through initial training such as
apprenticeships and other forms of dual-
systems. In contrast, the finance, gas elec-
tricity and water and post and telecom-
munications sectors all spent over 2.5 %
of their labour costs on training in 1993
at a cost per trainee well in excess of the
average for the EU 12 as a whole.

Training plans

In the CVTS, enterprises providing train-
ing were asked whether they had train-
ing plans. In the EU 12 as a whole, 28 %
of these enterprises said that they did with
the proportion increasing from 21 %
among those with 10-49 employees to 79

Table 5 : Costs of training courses as percentage
of labour costs and per participant in courses,
1993 – by size of enterprise

Enterprise size Training costs Training costs
as % of per trainee

labour costs (PPS)

10-49 0.8 1281
50-99 1.0 1254
100-249 1.1 1166
250-499 1.4 1232
500-999 1.7 1380
1000 and over 2.3 1585

TOTAL(EU12) 1.6 1420

Table 6 : Participation rates in training courses of enter-
prises with and without a training plan – by country

Participation Rates of Employees in
Enterprises Offering Training Courses (%)1

Size group Enterprises with Enterprises without
training plan training plan

10-49 44 33
50-99 40 25
100-249 41 30
250-499 47 33
500-999 46 42
1000 + 49 45

EU10 47 34

(1) Excluding Germany and Netherlands

% among those with 1000 or more work-
ers. In Ireland, two thirds of enterprises
had training plans as did between 40 and
50 % in Greece, Italy and Portugal. In
contrast only 15 % of enterprises in Ger-
many reported that they had training
plans. Such differences may exist because
in some countries plans are needed be-
fore assistance is given from external
sources such as the EU or through na-
tional support arrangements such as the
levy/grant system in Ireland. It is also
possible that in some countries, in which
the training culture is more strongly em-
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bedded and in which enterprises have
more resources available, there is less
need for enterprises to have training
plans.

What is interesting, however, is that there
does seem to be an association between
whether an enterprise has a training plan
and the amount of training offered (see
table 6). In small enterprises particularly,
the rate at which employees participated

in training courses in 1993 was much
higher in those with training plans. What
the survey does not show, however, is
which is the cause and which the effect.
The action of drawing up a training plan
may make the enterprise more aware of
it’s training needs and that, as a result, it
offers more training. Alternatively, it may
be that enterprises that do a lot of train-
ing anyway then find that they need a
plan to help them manage it.

Table 6
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Financing vocational
education in Russia:
issues and options1
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1) This paper was written while on
assignment for the EU-funded project
‘Addressing the Social Impact of Eco-
nomic Restructuring and Privatiza-
tion in the Russian Federation’.

Introduction

In striving towards the creation of a mar-
ket economy and civil society, the Rus-
sian Federation is characterised by deep
economic, political and social reforms.
This process has repercussions for the
education system, a system that helped
transform Russia into an industrialised
nation with a very strong sense of cul-
tural identity. The challenge is to preserve
the strong elements in the Russian edu-
cation system, while at the same time in-
troducing flexibility and adaptability to
meet the demands of a market economy
and of individuals.

In this respect the position of vocational
education and training is extremely im-
portant. In a typical developed economy,
vocational education and training caters
to requirements of between 60% to 80%
of the labour force.

Today, the Russian system of vocational
education and training (see Box 1 for a
brief description) faces many problems
stemming from the era of central plan-
ning. The deficiencies in the system of
vocational training during central planning
have been explained elsewhere (Heyne-
man, 1994; ILO, 1996; OECD, 1997).

Under the old system one objective was
to provide the majority of school leavers
with formal, entry-level qualifications to
prepare them for the world of work. There
was little choice for young people other
than the formal education system. Alter-
native routes to the labour market did not
really exist and this resulted in a vast net-
work of uniform schools, with too many
teachers training too many people for too
long.

The Russian Government
has played a major role in
the financing of vocational
education and training.
Pressed by budgetary prob-
lems, it is seeking to de-
velop arrangements to
share the financing more
widely, primarily with
those that benefit from
training: students and em-
ployers. In addition, the
present mode of financing,
based on enrolments or in-
puts, does not provide any
impetus for change. A new
budget allocation system,
based on outputs, is re-
quired to trigger financial
incentives to institutions to
change their behaviour.

A second objective was to attain a close
match between the training provided and
the requirements of the job. This resulted
in the ‘vertical’ organisation of vocational
training, where sector ministries control-
led the state-sponsored training for that
sector. In the past, a typical basic voca-
tional or technical school was built to pre-
pare trained workers for a given enter-
prise. This was reflected in the training
curriculum with students being trained in
skills specific to a particular job perform-
ing a specific function. This led to the
multiplication of vocational and techni-
cal training programmes.

Vertical training separated schools by sec-
tor, assuming, generally, that skills and
people remained within their sector for
life. This assumption might have been safe
under the circumstances of a planned
economy, but is no longer relevant in one
based on market competition. To make a
positive contribution to a market econ-
omy, the system of technical and voca-
tional training needs to be adapted and
become more flexible.

Two recent trends can be distinguished
in analysing Russia’s current vocational
education and training system. The first
is a disturbing one of sharply declining
resources and financial support, worsen-
ing the overall conditions of the educa-
tional process and jeopardising the con-
tinuation of existing educational establish-
ments. The second is a more positive
trend towards educational diversification
and innovation, strongly linked to the
process of decentralisation and a move
towards more school autonomy. With de-
centralisation, the sources of finance have
become more diversified, but overall the
system is still facing a serious resource
crunch.
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This article looks at the way the voca-
tional education system is financed in the
Russian Federation and will show how the
present system of financing perpetuates
the old situation. It argues that a revised
system of financing, based on perform-
ance indicators or outputs, could provide
the building blocks for the gradual over-
haul of the system, so that it becomes
more labour market relevant and more
efficient.

The present VET financing system will be
discussed, taking into account both

budget finance and non-budget finance.
The article then presents an alternative
form of financing to provide incentives
to schools to change.

Financing vocational
education and training

The financing of the vocational education
and training system is divided between
several levels. The system has become
rather complex due to the decrease in
budget allocations to the education sec-
tor because of the fiscal crisis, and the
current trend of decentralisation in the
Russian Federation.

Basic vocational training institutes receive
financing from:

❏ the federal budget, in 70 of the 89 re-
gions of the Russian Federation

❏ the regional budget, in the remaining
19 regions of the Federation (this com-
prises 15 regions that have opted out from
the tax-sharing arrangement making them
no longer eligible for federal grants, plus
4 regions, that on an experimental basis,
have taken over the legal ownership of
the vocational schools and the resulting
financial responsibilities 2).

Technical secondary education institutes
are either financed from the regional
budget (in case of the 15 “opted-out” re-
gions), or financed from the federal
budget, either through the Ministry of
General and Professional Education, or
through one of the sector ministries.

In principle, the financing of basic and
secondary vocational education, either by
the federal level or by the regional level,
is based on student norms and the pro-
jected rate of admittance and graduation.
The norms are meant to cover staff sala-
ries, student meals and grants, as well as
money for teaching materials, consum-
ables, maintenance, renovation and utili-
ties.

However, in 1996 the allocation for the
basic vocational institutions from the fed-
eral budget was approximately two-thirds
of the approved budget (see table 2). In
practice, the federal budget only allocates

2) These four regions are: Novgorod,
Nizny Novgorod, Samara and St. Pe-
tersburg city.

Box 1: A brief description of the Russian VET system

The Russian vocational education and training system can be divided into three
parts: a school-based system for youth; an enterprise-based training system
for workers; and a retraining system for unemployed adults.

Traditionally, the school-based system was the largest of the sub-systems, pro-
viding the majority of Russian youth with entry-level qualifications. It consists of
two streams:
❏ basic vocational education, provided in institutions that are called ‘profes-
sional-technical schools’, or PTUs; and
❏ technical secondary education, provided in specialised higher vocational in-
stitutions, called ‘technicums’ or colleges.

Basic vocational education aims to continue general education and to promote
specific vocational skills. Basic tuition is free. Traditionally, PTUs are under the
Ministry of Education and obtain their funding directly from the federal budget. In
1996, the system comprised 4,200 educational institutions with a student popula-
tion of 1.7 million (see table 1).

In contrast, technicums prepare students for middle-level specialists and techni-
cian occupations. Approximately 40% of the technicums are controlled and fi-
nanced by sector ministries, while the remainder are under the Ministry of Educa-
tion. In 1996, there were 2,600 institutions with a student population of almost 2
million (see table 1).

The enterprise-based system of upgrading and re-skilling workers has virtually
collapsed. The Enterprise Law of 1990 eliminated the statutory requirement for
enterprises to invest in training of workers. Prior to 1990, each enterprise was
required to train and upgrade its workers. Having a training institute of its own
was the norm for large Soviet enterprises. The process of enterprise restructuring,
which started after 1990, has largely caused the demise of enterprise training.

A re-training system for unemployed adults did not exist prior to 1991. Re-
training of the unemployed became the task of the Federal Employment Service
and its network of regional offices spread around the country. It is interesting to
note that the Federal Employment Service does not have any training institutions
of its own, but buys training for the unemployed making use of the available
material base of the PTUs and the technicums.
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100% of the funds to pay for the so-called
‘protected items’, teacher salaries and stu-
dent grants. Paying for meals, basic utili-
ties, such as heating, lighting and water,
have become highly problematic for vo-
cational schools. Anecdotal evidence sug-
gests that for the year 1997 approximately
one third of the approved budget was
transferred to vocational schools.

The Treasury of the Ministry of Finance
transfers the funds to the regional Finance
Departments, which co-ordinates with the
regional Education Department how the
funds should be distributed over indi-
vidual educational establishments. Re-
gional administrations are free to allocate
additional resources to the schools from
their own revenues.

There is considerable regional variation
as the federal level cannot meet the
norms. What a region receives from the
federal level, ultimately depends on its
past revenues. Regions rich in natural re-
sources as financial donors to the centre
with greater authority to negotiate a good
deal, tend to receive substantially more
on average per student. This contributes
to the growing inequality of education
expenditure across regions.

Nothing is budgeted for capital expenses
or for the purchase of equipment. As a
consequence, schools have been seriously
under-funded. This was generally the case
even before transition, making the vast
system seriously out-of-date in terms of
equipment, facilities etc.

How have schools survived under these
dire financial circumstances? Several
mechanisms have been adopted by school
principals and regional education admin-
istrations to generate additional sources
of revenue. These can be grouped under
the following headings:

❏ administrative measures;
❏ the introduction of user charges;
❏ contract training; and
❏ production activities.

Administrative measures

Salary payments to teachers and staff are
being delayed, utility bills for electricity,
water and heating are not being paid, or
the responsibility for paying these bills is

taken over by the regional administration
(e.g. in Astrakhan). In addition, renova-
tion and maintenance of the schools have
been postponed, and any money received
for this purpose has been siphoned off to
other uses. Procurement of teaching ma-
terials is limited.

Introduction of user charges

Although the constitution makes basic vo-
cational education free to the population,
this does not prevent schools from offer-
ing a number of commercial courses
through evening classes and short-pro-
gramme certification courses. Popular
programmes include computer classes,
preparing for road tests (theoretical part),
and courses in cutting and fashion design.

Table 1a. Enrollment trends in basic vocational educa-
tion (PTU) (budget and extra-budget funded)

1991 1993 1995 1996
(projected)

No. of institutions 4321 4273 4166 4214

No. of students admitted (‘000s) 1306.7 1106.7 1121.7 1067.1
- budget-funded 1234.4 1007.1 928.2 882.7
- extra-budget funded 72.3 99.5 193.5 184.4

No. of students enrolled (‘000s) 1841.5 1741.6 1689.5 1703.9

No. of graduates (‘000s) 1210.0 1031.8 1034.1 955.0
- budget funded 1140.7 921.5 840.6 784.9
- extra-budget funded 69.3 110.3 193.5 170.1

Source: Ministry of Education

Table 1b. Enrollment trends in secondary vocational
education (total of budget funded and extra-budget
funded)

1991 1991 1995 1996

No. of institutions 2605 2607 2612 2608
No. of students admitted (‘000s) 732 644 665 662
No. of students enrolled (‘000s) 2202 1994 1923 1976
No. of graduates 623 546 473 494

Source: National Observatory Report on the Vocational Education and Training System: Russian Fed-
eration, ETF, Moscow, 1997

“There is considerable re-
gional variation  (…) What
a region receives from the
federal level, ultimately de-
pends on its past revenues.
Regions rich in natural re-
sources as financial donors
to the centre with greater
authority to negotiate a
good deal, tend to receive
substantially more on aver-
age per student.”
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Technicums have even more freedom and
resources to exploit commercial activities
(see table 3). First of all, they are allowed
to accept fee-paying students in their
regular programmes, albeit limited to a
maximum of 25 % of total enrolments to
avoid fee-paying students dominating the
institution’s training programme. Sec-
ondly, because of their more qualified
teachers, they are in a position to offer
commercial courses in high demand such
as in accountancy, marketing, information
technology, either as evening courses or
as distance learning programmes. Thirdly,
they offer short-term preparatory courses
to would-be applicants in those subjects
tested in entrance examinations.

It is interesting to note that schools have
not yet started to charge for other serv-
ices, such as board and lodging, meals,
use of textbooks, tools and protective
clothing. It is not clear if the concept of
free education, as spelled out in the con-
stitution, prevents charging for these serv-
ices. Anyway, schools attach importance
to providing free education to their stu-
dents, who mainly come from poor fami-
lies. The ability to pay for certain serv-
ices, even at nominal fees, is rated as very
low, if not zero. For this reason, schools
attach importance to the meals they pro-
vide to their students.

Contract training

Contract training, or the design and con-
duct of a customised training programme
at the invitation of a third party (e.g. en-
terprise or employment service) forms a
third source of additional revenue. The
impression is that direct contracts with
enterprises have been quite limited. The
facilitatory role between, on the one
hand, the enterprise and, on the other
hand, the training provider is being
played by the regional  Employment
Service departments (ES). The ES engi-
neered contract training for the unem-
ployed, based on job guarantees given
by enterprises. Training usually lasts be-
tween 3-6 months and is financed from
the budget of the ES.

Some 50,000 unemployed people ben-
efited from this kind of job-oriented train-
ing in 1996. This dropped substantially in
the first half of 1997, to only a few thou-
sand owing to the budgetary squeeze
faced by the ES as a consequence of in-
creased contribution collection problems.

It should also be noted that the ES has
been selective with the signing of con-
tracts with schools. Because of the strict
labour market orientation of the re-train-
ing programme, only selected schools can
offer a tailor-made programme geared to
the requirements of the future employer.
Not all vocational schools qualify. Some
operate in a branch of industry for which
there exists very little effective demand.
Others have not yet adapted to the mar-
ket environment, still conditioned by the
habit of following and implementing only
instructions from above.

Production activities

This is by far the most widely used mecha-
nism to generate additional revenues. All
schools employ some way to capitalise
on the resources they have, either by sell-
ing the products the trainees produced in
the course of the training programme or
by engaging in outright commercial ac-
tivities to produce saleable goods or serv-
ices outside training hours. Some schools
also have facilities (a banquet hall, an au-
ditorium, a guest-house) that can be
leased or rented to outsiders to host spe-
cial occasions, or be exploited commer-
cially.

Table 2.

Federal funding for PTUs in 1996 (in billion Roubles)

Expense item Approved Actually %
for 1996 realized Realization

in 1996

Payroll and related charges 996.3 996.3 100.0
Purchase of clothes 303.7 59.8 19.7
Food 1,056.3 512.7 48.1
Training expenses 35.5 - -
Utility payments 306.2 276.0 90.1
Student stipends 211.1 211.1 100.0
Other transfers 199.0 35.3 17.7
Other expenses 107.1 3.8 3.5
Total 3,224.2 2,095.0 65.0

Source: National Observatory Report on the Vocational Education and Training System: Russian Fed-
eration, ETF, Moscow, 1997
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Most of the proceeds the schools obtain
from these commercial activities are be-
ing retained by the school to increase their
resources. In some regions, a small per-
centage of the revenues is being siphoned
off to the regional Education Department.
The advantage of these activities is greater
financial autonomy for individual estab-
lishments, allowing them to cover up any
deficits in the federal (or regional) financ-
ing, and to invest in new facilities and
equipment (such as computer laborato-
ries). The downside is that it can divert
them from their main mission and distort
their training agenda, a fact keenly ac-
knowledged by many education admin-
istrators.

In conclusion, greater school autonomy
and decentralisation have diversified the
sources of finance for schools, but over-
all they have not made up for the deficit
created by the reduction in federal (or re-
gional) grants. Moreover, it has resulted
in greater inequality between schools. The
majority linked to one of the old indus-
tries are in a dire financial situation. A
minority, in particular technicums that
have been re-labelled ‘colleges’, have
been extremely successful in generating
additional revenues, to a point where the
federal (or regional) grant is a minor share
in their total budget. The best colleges
now only depend on 20 % of their rev-
enue from direct grants from the state.

Survival of the system

Two questions arise: why did the system
of vocational schools not collapse in spite
of acute financial cuts and weak links with
enterprises? Why has the system largely
remained intact?

The answers can be grouped under three
headings:

❏ long-standing traditions;
❏ system inertia;
❏ demand-pull factors.

Long-standing traditions

In Russia, students with lower-abilities
(from problematic and poor families) will
eventually end up in the system for voca-
tional education. There existed, and still

exist, few alternatives for them. The so-
cial motivation is to keep potentially trou-
blesome youth off the streets and into
these institutions to avoid anti-social be-
haviour. This is reinforced by the other
Russian tradition: to obtain a vocational
qualification before entering the labour
market.

System inertia

The institutions themselves have every in-
centive to keep the schools full and max-
imise the budget they can extract from
the federal and regional level. By having
more students, budgets will increase and
the jobs and incomes of the teaching staff
will be protected.

Demand-pull factors

Paradoxically, there has been a continu-
ous demand for vocational education,
even during times of enterprise down-
sizing. While old professions have become
obsolete, new ones have sprung up. Par-
ents and students alike realise that they
can improve the chances for meaningful
employment by acquiring vocational skills
in demand in the labour market. The rules
of the game have changed and a number
of schools have started to re-orient their
programmes and made them more labour
market responsive. Students have been
quick to pick up the signals the labour

“(…) greater school au-
tonomy and decentralisa-
tion have diversified the
sources of finance for
schools, but overall they
have not made up for the
deficit created by the reduc-
tion in federal (or regional)
grants. Moreover, it has re-
sulted in greater inequality
between schools.”

Table 3.

Commercial training in secondary vocational
education institutions, 1994 - 96

1994 1995 1996

Admittance - total 629.6 664.6 662.0
Including on commercial terms 56.8 121.2 127.9
% admittance on commercial terms 9.0 18.2 19.0

Admittance - daytime courses 450.9 477.6 480.0
including on commercial terms 33.3 68.9 74.0
% admittance on commercial terms 7.4 14.4 15.4

Total number of students 1,870.9 1,923.3 1,975.8
including on commercial terms 119.3 228.4 282.3
% students on commercial terms 6.4 11.9 14.3

Source: National Observatory Report on the Vocational Education and Training System: Russian Fed-
eration, ETF, Moscow, 1997
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market is sending out and selecting the
schools with the best opportunities. This
can be dubbed the labour market motive.

At the risk of painting a caricature, it can
be said that during the first five years of
reform the two first motives have been
the driving force in keeping the system
of vocational education largely intact, al-
beit at a very much reduced rate. In the
coming years, the system’s survival will
ultimately depend on its efforts to be more
responsive to changes in the labour mar-
ket, to make its final product more at-
tractive for employers and students alike.
Only this reversal of priorities can make
the system healthy in the foreseeable fu-
ture.

Financial policy issues
and options

The federal government in the Russian
Federation has so far played a major role
in the financing of vocational education
and training. Pressed by budgetary prob-
lems, the federal government is seeking
to develop arrangements to share the fi-
nancing more widely. It does so by pro-
moting what it has dubbed multi-chan-
nel and multi-level financing. With multi-
channel financing, the federal government
attempts to transfer part of the expenses
of vocational education to the users of
education, namely students (or their par-
ents) and enterprises. With multi-level fi-
nancing, the federal government tries to
transfer the costs of vocational education
to the lower tiers of administration, in
particular the regions.

An issue that has received rather less at-
tention from policy-makers is that the
present mode of government financing,
based on enrolments or inputs, provides
no impetus for change. Despite a larger
envisaged role for students and enter-
prises in the financing of VET, it is obvi-
ous that for a long time to come most
resources will need to come from the gov-
ernment.

From this perspective, an alternative is to
use the available resources more effi-
ciently and build a new budget alloca-
tion system, based on performance or out-
puts, that will trigger financial incentives

to institutions to change their behaviour.
The various options under consideration
are discussed.

Multi-channel financing

Vocational training should not be seen as
the public’s interest alone. The benefits
of vocational training also accrue to the
individual undergoing training, because
the student can expect higher life-time
earnings after training, and to employers
who hire trained workers, because they
will increase productivity and profits. Thus
financing of vocational education should
in principle also involve others than the
state.

The acceptance of this argument in the
Russian context leads to the following
question: How much of the responsibil-
ity to contribute to the cost of education
should be transferred to the users of the
training: students and employers?

The contribution that students should
make is a difficult question in today’s
Russia. It is widely perceived that indi-
viduals have no capacity to pay for school-
based vocational education. With 22 %
percent of Russians (32 million people)
living below the official poverty line (de-
fined as a minimum subsistence level of
349,000 Roubles a month - $ 70), there is
a lot of truth in that.

On the other hand, a multitude of com-
mercial courses exist that attract individu-
als who are prepared to pay a (nominal)
tuition fee. These courses can be extra-
curricular (e.g. English, information tech-
nology), preparatory (to pass certain en-
trance examinations), or modular (man-
agement, marketing, accounting, catering,
hairdressing, fashion design etc.). Some
of these courses are provided by PTU’s
and technicums, many are provided by
private training establishments. This sys-
tem of fee-paying education proliferates
not only in Moscow but also in the re-
gions.

Coupled with the fact that a large number
of technicums do attract fee paying stu-
dents for some of their regular pro-
grammes, this means that among seg-
ments of the population there is certainly
a capacity and willingness to pay for vo-
cational education. More so, if it im-

“Pressed by budgetary
problems, the federal gov-
ernment is seeking to de-
velop arrangements to
share the financing more
widely (…) by promoting
(…) multi-channel financ-
ing, (…) transfer part of
the expenses of vocational
education to the users of
education, (…) multi-level
financing, (…) transfer the
costs of vocational educa-
tion to the lower tiers of
administration (…)”
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proves their chances to secure a better
paid job.

Schools have not yet started to explore
this avenue because of the constitutional
obligation to provide free basic vocational
education. But an option for the future
might be to increase the student contri-
bution in the financing of vocational edu-
cation.

In many countries employers play an im-
portant part in the funding of vocational
education. No longer so in Russia. Their
statutory requirement to invest in train-
ing has been scrapped. This coupled with
the economic decline many enterprises
are facing, has led them, more or less, to
stop investing in training.

So far, changes in vocational and profes-
sional education in Russia have bypassed
employers’ involvement to a large extent.
Except for the involvement of the Fed-
eral Employment Service, at some stages,
the decisions have merely been taken by
educational decision-makers. If Russia in-
tends to reform its system of vocational
education and training and make it more
labour market responsive, it will need to
develop an effective strategy that involves
major employers, businesses and their
representative organizations.

One possibility would be to expand the
education tax of 1% - 2% on enterprise
payrolls or profits which a number of re-
gions have instituted. A proportion, or all
of the proceeds of this tax could go into
a special fund earmarked for financing
(part of) the regions costs for the voca-
tional education system. The fund could
be administered on a tripartite basis with
representation from employers, employ-
ees and the Government. A legal obliga-
tion on employers to contribute to the
training fund, would encourage employ-
ers to take an interest in the reform of
the system.

Hungary has created such a “Vocational
Training Fund”, together with the legal
obligation imposed on companies to
spend 1.5 % of their payroll on training.
It is not necessary for companies to remit
the full 1.5 % to the Fund. They are al-
lowed to finance their own courses as well
as provide direct assistance to vocational
schools. However, the dire economic situ-

ation in many Russian regions prevents
the widespread creation of such funds in
the immediate future. Russian enterprises
are responsible for 85% of all tax rev-
enues, in sharp contrast to the norm in
EU countries. Because of these high lev-
els, compliance is low and enterprises em-
ploy many strategies of tax evasion. Add-
ing an additional tax on enterprises in this
environment, is not guaranteed to lead to
impressive results. The creation of these
funds will need time and better economic
conditions, as well as a reformed tax sys-
tem, lowering the overall rate on compa-
nies.

Multi-level financing

The call for multi-level financing is trig-
gered by the federal government’s re-
quirement to reduce the state budget sub-
stantially. Such a reduction can be
achieved simply by reassigning govern-
ment functions among different levels of
government. The responsibility for the
financing of vocational education, up to
the present a federal responsibility, could
be delegated to the sub-national govern-
ments, or the regions. The question is
where will the regions find the revenue
to meet the new expenditure assignments.

Ideas of this nature were floated during
1997. However, expenditure assignments
need to be quantified and resource re-
quirements established before expendi-
ture can be shifted down.

This is a serious issue that needs urgent
consideration. From the perspective of
public finance theory, public services
whose benefits are reaped within local
boundaries should be provided by local
government. This is certainly the case with
vocational education, where local com-
munities and local businesses benefit from
the existence of vocational schools. Edu-
cational policy-makers at the federal level
thus have a point in arguing to shifting
vocational education and training ex-
penditure assignments to the regions.

However, before doing so, a very impor-
tant first step is to quantify the expendi-
ture responsibility for vocational educa-
tion and training in each region and to
check if these expenditures are matched
with available regional revenues. The fed-
eral record here is far from perfect, since

“In many countries employ-
ers play an important part
in the funding of vocational
education. No longer so in
Russia. Their statutory re-
quirement to invest in train-
ing has been scrapped. This
coupled with the economic
decline many enterprises
are facing, has led them,
more or less, to stop invest-
ing in training.”

“The responsibility for the
financing of vocational edu-
cation, up to the present a
federal responsibility,
could be delegated to the
sub-national governments,
or the regions. The question
is where will the regions
find the revenue to meet the
new expenditure assign-
ments.”
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many social protection expenditures have
been shifted down to regional and local
governments without addressing the ques-
tion of matching local revenues.

The intergovernmental financing issue in
Russia is complex and still evolving. The
re-allocation of expenditure assignments
among different levels of government is
one side of the coin, the sharing of tax
revenues, tax-rate setting and equalisation
formulae between high-income and low-
income regions is the other. These issues
have not yet been settled, and this makes
it difficult to shift VET expenditure respon-
sibility to the regions.

On an experimental basis, 4 regions have
accepted the responsibility to finance the
VET system from the regional budget as
from 1997 onwards. In return, they have
obtained a promise from the Federal Gov-
ernment that they will receive the full
norm-based financing over 1995 and 1996.
This experiment will be worth evaluat-
ing, although it needs to be said that the
regions participating in this experiment
are  industrialised and relatively better-
off than the average.

A new budget allocation system

Up to the present, the budget process3 in
the Russian Federation has been domi-
nated at all stages by the logic of a pas-
sive distribution of available resources
among existing structures and services. An
altogether new logic is required: a logic
where structures and services compete for
scarce resources, triggering an adaptation
of those structures to new policy priori-
ties and resource constraints.

In the West, the understanding has grown
that the method of budget allocation could
contribute largely to desired institutional
behaviour. In other words, by using the
right method of budget allocation, incen-
tives for aspired behaviour by education
establishments can be passed on and
change can be brought about.

A supply-driven budgeting system that
is based on per capita student expendi-
ture norms and enrolments (input-
model), does not allow education au-
thorities to re-allocate resources. Such a
system is inflexible. It makes it difficult
to reward schools that offer innovative

programmes and penalise schools that
are not adept at changing their pro-
gramme. It tends to reinforce the status
quo. So long as schools manage to at-
tract a minimum number of new enrol-
ments, their existence is not threatened
and they can continue to operate as they
did before.

In view of the transition of the Russian
economy, from a centrally planned to a
market economy where individual pro-
ducers and consumers make decisions, the
present system of expenditure norm fi-
nancing is hindering necessary changes
in the school-based system of vocational
education. Changing the way the federal
(or, as appropriate, regional) level is fi-
nancing vocational education could send
important signals to both schools and stu-
dents.

How can a financial system be designed
to support this reversal in priorities? An
alternative would be the adoption of a
performance-oriented model or output-
based budget system. In this model the
sum of money available for vocational
education and training is directed towards
the actual output of the system: the
number of students that actually gradu-
ate.

The principle is that schools receive their
funds as revenues for rendering services
in the market while the education depart-
ment is the major client. Output can be
defined in many ways, but best is per-
haps best linked to ‘formal’ outputs which
are embedded in the educational struc-
ture. In this sense, output is narrowed
down to students that receive certificates
after completing a certain course, or re-
ceive their final diploma.

The schools could be given the authority
to spend the resources from government
grant as they see fit, giving them flexibil-
ity to decide, for example, to top up
teacher salaries, or buy more equipment
at the expense of other budget lines.

The funding system could be designed
along programme lines. This would allow
the education authorities to stop the flow
of money going to outdated, irrelevant
courses and trigger the re-allocation of
resources to innovative, more labour mar-
ket-oriented courses.

3) not only in education, but in all
sectors.

“(…) the budget process in
the Russian Federation has
been dominated at all
stages by the logic of a pas-
sive distribution of avail-
able resources among ex-
isting structures and serv-
ices. An altogether new
logic is required: a logic
where structures and serv-
ices compete for scarce re-
sources, triggering an ad-
aptation of those struc-
tures to new policy priori-
ties and resource con-
straints.”

“The principle is that
schools receive their funds
as revenues for rendering
services in the market
while the education depart-
ment is the major client.
Output can be defined in
many ways, but best is per-
haps best linked to ‘formal’
outputs which are embed-
ded in the educational
structure.”
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In this programme-oriented budget model,
schools compete for students based on
the course they follow. Courses are di-
vided into groups on the basis of the pro-
gramme costs. All training programmes
fall into one of the programme groups
which each have a different grant per stu-
dent. Schools could receive the grants
once a year or several times a year  based
on the auditing reports presented to the
education authorities. If students drop out,
the total amount of grants shrinks auto-
matically. In effect, the model now be-
comes a combination of input-financing
and output-financing.

The price paid for each student would be
determined taking into account the total
sum of money available for the sector and
the cost of education (teachers, buildings,
equipment etc.), diversified by pro-
gramme. Programme groups will thus
have different unit-costs. Such a system
has been pioneered in Denmark and the
Netherlands and could form a model for
the Russian authorities.

Conclusion

The Russian system of vocational educa-
tion and training is in disarray at present.
The old way of doing things is clearly
deficient in meeting the requirements of
a market economy. The system risks be-
coming less and less relevant without
major innovation and change.

Fortunately, many individuals employed
in the system are aware of this risk and
the enormous task which lies ahead of
them. At local level, there is evidence of
many worthwhile initiatives attempting to
re-orient the system. However, there is
often an undercurrent of trying to pre-
serve as much as possible, while waiting
for the good times to return. It has not
dawned on some that the good old days
will not return.

The federal government has gradually
been reducing its allocation to sectors,
creating structural deficits that will be hard
for regional governments to make up. This
trend is likely to continue, with, in a few
years, a complete transfer of responsibili-
ties to regional budgets. Once regions
carry the financial responsibility for the

“(…) the region is best
placed to undertake the
role of re-orienting the sys-
tem, to review the number
and distribution of voca-
tional schools, to take dif-
ficult decisions about clos-
ing or merging courses, and
to stimulate the opening of
new ones. The region is also
more knowledgeable about
the local business environ-
ment and can quickly pro-
mote and invest in new pro-
grammes, provided that
these new programmes
meet the required educa-
tion quality standards.”

vocational education and training system
(and have the legal ownership of the un-
derlying assets land, buildings, equipment
etc.), the power for the overhaul of the
system, tuning in to the demands ex-
pressed by the emerging private sector,
will be vested in the regions.

Here lies the crux of the problem. Many
regions do not yet have a business sector
to speak of, much less one that is making
new investment. Nonetheless, the region
is best placed to undertake the role of re-
orienting the system, to review the
number and distribution of vocational
schools, to take difficult decisions about
closing or merging courses, and to stimu-
late the opening of new ones. The region
is also more knowledgeable about the
local business environment and can
quickly promote and invest in new pro-
grammes, provided that these new pro-
grammes meet the required education
quality standards.

While starting with this task, it is inevi-
table that regional governments will re-
quire greater cost sharing among direct
beneficiaries: students and enterprises.
However, it can not be assumed that cost
sharing will be achieved automatically.
The public’s perception of vocational
education and training courses is that of
a rather mediocre education that hith-
erto has been for free. Why start paying
for it?

(Future) cost sharing can be sold if this
includes (a promise for) higher quality
education which will require a concerted
and continuous effort by everyone in the
system: policy makers, administrators,
managers, principals, teachers. And in
order to push it, it will require a budget
allocation system that passes on incen-
tives to education establishments to im-
prove the quality of their education. In
other words, that money no longer trick-
les down to each establishment in pro-
portional shares; instead, those establish-
ments that improve quality receive more
money, those that fail to improve quality
receive less money.

It is not an easy task to design such a
budget allocation system. Governments in
the West have experimented with it and
learned that such an approach should be
transparent, easy to administer and diffi-
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cult to tamper with. The rules of the game
should be clear. For example, how to
measure quality (by lower drop-out rates,
higher pass rates, reduced number of
hours, or other indicators, or a combina-
tion?

These and other questions need to be dis-
cussed and resolved before the decision
is taken to introduce an output-oriented
budget allocation model. Technical assist-
ance, based on the experience from the
West, can certainly assist in this endeav-
our.
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Interview on financing
vocational training in
the Federal Republic of
Germany

Regina Görner
Member of the executive com-
mittee of the Federation of Ger-
man Trade Unions

Jobst R. Hagedorn
Member of the executive com-
mittee of the National Federa-
tion of Employers Associations
in Cologne

How is financing of vocational train-
ing in the dual system fundamentally
regulated? How is in-company voca-
tional training financed?

R.G.: Each enterprise covers its own per-
sonnel costs for trainers, the material costs
for in-company training and the com-
munes. The Länder and local authorities
bear the personnel costs for vocational
school teachers and the material costs for
equipping the vocational schools.

This balanced financial responsibility has
now become a burden for the public au-
thorities. With the private sector’s grow-
ing reluctance to offer training, compa-
nies which provide training are increas-
ingly being subsidised by the taxpayer.
In the new Länder this already applies to
more than two thirds of all training con-
tracts signed. In western Germany as well,
more and more public financial incentives
exist for in-company vocational training.
In addition, an increasing number of full-
time, school-based training courses are of-
fered for occupations in the dual system
to compensate for the companies’ reluc-
tance to train.

In the German building industry, in-com-
pany vocational training has been fi-
nanced for years by a generally-binding
collective agreement which levies all com-
panies in this sector.

J.H.: The funding of in-company voca-
tional training in Germany is shared. On

Introduction

The position of the employers’ associa-
tions is explained below by Jobst R.
Hagedorn of the Bundesvereinigung der
deutschen Arbeitgeberverbände (National
Federation of Employers’ Associations),
Cologne:

Making enterprises financially responsi-
ble has proved a success. Of course, a
few details in the present system need to
be changed, such as the time spent at
vocational schools and the high training
remuneration in some branches. However,
a restructuring of financing by means of
a levy is firmly rejected for fear that com-
panies would then offer fewer training
places. These fears are fuelled by the
negative experience France has had with
a levy.

The trade unions, however, as Dr Regina
Görner, member of the executive com-
mittee of the  DGB, (the Federation of
German Trade Unions) explains, are in
favour of in-company vocational training
financed by a levy. The trade unions criti-
cise the current system for failing to pro-
vide sufficient in-company training places
for all young people. They believe that a
levy would provide sufficient means to
prompt companies to provide training
beyond their own requirements. The AER
system in Denmark is cited as a success-
ful example of this alternative financing
structure.

In Germany, vocational
training is conducted in
training enterprises and vo-
cational schools, in other
words in the dual system. In
general, the financing of
this type of vocational train-
ing is shared: on the one
hand enterprises finance
their share of the training,
i.e. remuneration for the
young people and the costs
for trainers. On the other
hand, the authorities (the
German Länder and com-
munes) fund the vocational
schools. Currently not only
the political parties but also
the employers’ associations
and trade unions are in dis-
pute about who should fi-
nance in-company voca-
tional training.
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the one hand, enterprises bear the train-
ing costs which are incurred on the
premises. Here we must mention in par-
ticular the monthly training allowance
paid directly to trainees. Additionally, the
company pays the usual German social
security contributions to the pension,
unemployment, health and invalidity
schemes as well as the full rates for acci-
dent insurance. The company also pays
the same extras received by their regular
staff such as Christmas bonuses, holiday
bonuses and other benefits. In addition
to these direct training costs, enterprises
also bear indirect training costs, such as
the cost of training personnel, training
resources, material costs for machinery
and its use, wastage due to training in
production areas, as well as teaching
material, etc. The second part of voca-
tional training, the more theoretical train-
ing at vocational schools, is financed by
the Länder.

This system has been recognised for dec-
ades and has not been called into ques-
tion, at least as far as companies are con-
cerned. The benefit for enterprises is that
a well-qualified team of future staff is
properly trained. The advantage for all
enterprises in the economy is that because
the certificates are by and large standard-
ised, comparisons of qualifications can be
made. It is also easier to recruit suitable
new staff from the external labour-mar-
ket on the basis of their qualifications and
the time spent familiarising such staff with
their new jobs is reasonably short.

For the employees who gain their quali-
fications in a company under the dual
system it is very important not only that
they have excellent chances of finding a
job in the training company after com-
pleting their training there but also that
their certificates are recognised elsewhere.
Occupational qualifications obtained in
the German dual system enable a young
person to change jobs relatively easily as
these qualifications are generally recog-
nised and appreciated.

What criticism can be levelled at the
present financing structure?

R.G.: The existing financing structure pro-
vides no guarantee that all young people
will find an in-company vocational train-
ing place. At the start of this training year

only three in-company vocational train-
ing places are available for every four ap-
plicants. Cyclical fluctuations and demo-
graphic changes lead repeatedly to im-
balances in supply and demand.

Subsidising in-company training places
with taxpayers’ money makes enterprises
less willing to finance training themselves.
Consequently, the system is increasingly
undermining itself.

Long-term economic demands are not
taken into account in individual company
financing decisions. Enterprises are try-
ing to cut back on costs in general and
on training costs as well. In view of the
short-term drop in demand for skilled
workers and the large number of quali-
fied staff on the labour-market, training
to meet companies’ own needs is often
hard to justify, especially as the benefits
of training are difficult to quantify.

The current financing system offers no in-
centives for expanding training activities.
It tends rather to deter companies from
training. Because training enterprises in-
cur costs which their competitors who
refrain from training do not have, distor-
tions of competition occur, which favour
those companies not training.

Even if the benefits of training to meet a
company’s own needs are recognised,
training beyond this can no longer be jus-
tified from the cost angle. For quality and
practical reasons there is no point forc-
ing companies to train their own junior
staff. Training in excess of current demand
is, however, vital. In practice it has al-
ways played an important role. At present
fewer than 30% of companies offer train-
ing, and increasingly only to meet their
own needs. With the current financing
system, enterprises will never be willing
to allow training in excess of their own
requirements to become the norm again.
One must also criticise the fact that com-
pensation for lost training places, a bur-
den which must be carried by the State,
leads to a higher percentage of govern-
ment financing.

J.H.: Employers criticise the developments
of the past decade. The reduction in work-
ing hours during training pushed through
by the trade unions is one of the factors
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contributing to the huge drop in the
number of hours trainees spend in the
company. Although working time in the
metalworking industry, for example, was
cut from 40 to 35 hours per week, the
time trainees spend at a vocational school
has remained unchanged at twelve hours
per week. In addition, the schools often
split these twelve hours unfavourably into
two daily sessions of six hours each. As a
result trainees spend only three days a
week in companies. This is not sufficient
for enterprises to meet the vocational
training costs of around DM 100 000 with-
out difficulty. While training, trainees can
certainly already be working productively
in the company and in this way also help
to lower the costs of their training.

For this reason, the National Federation
of Employers’ Associations is calling for
abolition of the trainees’ second day at
vocational school from the second train-
ing year onwards, while teaching during
the first year should be intensified. This,
as well as bringing vocational school
classes more into line with the needs of
the enterprises, would enhance the time
spent in the company from the second
year of training onwards.

In recent years, the amount of the training
allowance has also been subject to discus-
sion. With the trainees’ high wage levels
and the increases that were agreed upon
in recent years, some branches are faced
with rates which could justifiably be re-
duced.  The goal here is to maintain or
even boost training capacities in a given
sector or company by reducing training
allowances. Additional training places
could be created in this way. The National
Federation of Employers’ Associations is
demanding opt-out clauses in collective
wage agreements which allow every en-
terprise to decide whether to make use of
this possibility of reducing training remu-
neration at the same time as consolidating
or increasing their training capacities.

Despite the high gross - and ultimately
high net - costs of training, successful
vocational training can pay for enterprises.
However, this will only be the case so
long as well-qualified skilled workers are
needed in the medium term. A tally of
the opportunity costs for hiring external
staff quickly indicates that training in one’s
own company is worthwhile. Companies

which offer training places anticipate a
demand for replacements or new staff in
the medium term.

This system of placing economic respon-
sibility in the hands of enterprises has
proved successful. Even the difficulties
caused by the economic collapse of the
GDR, which led to enormous losses in
traditional training capacities, could be ad-
dressed relatively quickly. Now 92% of
all vocational training places in the former
GDR are provided by enterprises. In East
Germany, full funding because of struc-
tural adaptation problems is only neces-
sary for 8% of the trainee positions of-
fered. Despite a steep cut in personnel
since 1992, which has resulted in a total
of 1.5 million job losses, every suitable
young person willing and able to be
trained could be offered a training place
in western Germany. Although in 1997
more than 400 000 jobs were lost, the
number of training places available could
even be increased. Around 1.6 million
young people are still being trained in
the dual system. That is almost 65% of
the young people in any one birth co-
hort. So the dual system is neither ‘threat-
ened’ nor ‘in decline’ as, for example,
some trade unionists claim.

The dual system of in-company vocational
training is stable. However, in the com-
ing years we can expect certain challenges
as the demand for vocational training
places rises due to higher birth-rate fig-
ures. Enterprises will have to make a
greater effort to meet these challenges.
This must, however, be accompanied by
a few changes to certain aspects of the
present system, some of which have al-
ready been mentioned. Besides more flex-
ible vocational school hours and lower
or frozen training allowances, more oc-
cupations of e.g. two-year training peri-
ods must be reimplemented. Many of the
current occupations originated in the for-
ties and fifties. They are in dire need of
modernisation. These occupations will
offer a better chance to those young peo-
ple who, due to the increasingly demand-
ing training regulations, have difficulties
with a three-year, theoretically very de-
manding training course. In more practi-
cally-orientated occupations with a two-
year training course, these trainees would
have every chance of completing their
course successfully.
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What do you expect from a new finan-
cial structure for vocational training?

R.G.: Firstly, if in-company vocational
training is financed by a levy, the distor-
tion in competition between training and
non-training companies will be eliminated.
The decision in favour of training would
be easier. Companies would consider care-
fully whether to train themselves or to pay
the levy. This would reverse  the trend of
fewer companies offering training.

Additionally, means would become avail-
able to encourage companies to train be-
yond their own needs. There would then
be sufficient training available to guaran-
tee training places for all young people.

The almost 20 years’ experience with levy
financing in the building industry shows
how justified such expectations are. This
branch, regularly hit by crises, trains to a
far greater extent than other economic
sectors. It has also proved its efficiency
in the new German Länder, where the
expansion of dual training is making very
slow progress. The building trade offers
by far the most training places. Statutory
levy financing will on the whole ensure
that more emphasis is placed on the quali-
fication needs of the country’s economy.
While individual companies would still
make training decisions, there would be
fewer reasons to cut back on training, and
incentives to train would be increased.
In this way, economic structural changes
can also be backed by channelling train-
ing funds into industries with a future.

J.H.: The German training market has di-
verse problems, so only a multifunctional
approach can succeed in creating more
training places. The German trade unions,
however, are of the opinion that a
‘monofunctional’ approach will solve the
various problems. They are pushing for a
completely new financial structure by
means of a ‘training levy’ which will for-
cibly include enterprises in the funding
of a State-controlled training system.

The new financial arrangement involves
an serious structural breach. The concrete
form of the draft legislation currently un-
der discussion in Germany on this ‘com-
pulsory levy’ clearly contains aspects of
a planned economy which bombard en-

terprises with State intrusions. This ap-
proach, which contradicts the very con-
cept of a free and social market economy,
goes hand in hand with a large degree of
bureaucracy and accompanying high ad-
ministration costs. These costs must be
borne, directly and indirectly, by the en-
terprises. Training thus becomes more
expensive for the national economy. In
addition, the new financing system will
bring about change in form as State-
planned training will increasingly be
based on applicants’ wishes. The require-
ments of the enterprises, which demand
certain qualifications by providing train-
ing places, will become secondary.

This approach will lead straight to high
unemployment. Many of the young peo-
ple trained ‘according to their own wishes’
will find that their qualifications are not
needed or are not in sufficient demand.
The resulting unemployment and ensu-
ing costs will further increase the overall
economic impact of a compulsory train-
ing levy.

The economy in general, which is essen-
tially to finance the fund, will experience
a steep rise in costs. As a result, jobs will
be endangered or even lost in the Ger-
man economy, which is already con-
fronted with fierce international (cost)-
competition. If additional jobs are lost due
to the levy, creating training places will
become more than difficult.

A training levy therefore threatens to de-
stroy training places. It is significant that
the trade unions as well as the political
parties, who are vehemently calling for
this levy, do not train at all themselves
or do so on a very small scale only. They
are neither willing to face up to the so-
cial and political responsibility of train-
ing, nor do they seem to have a total
grasp of the problems the levy would
pose to the overall economy and indi-
vidual companies.

For these reasons the National Federation
of Employers’ Associations firmly rejects
proposals for a levy.

What organisational costs would this
financial structure involve?

R.G.: This depends, of course, on the form
the measure takes. If we can avoid estab-
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lishing new bureaucracies and make use
of existing institutions, administrative
costs can be kept to minimum. The Dan-
ish levy system, for example, has admin-
istrative costs of less than 2%. It is a mat-
ter of utilising measurement variables
which are ascertained in any case, and
attaching the levy payments to an exist-
ing tax procedure. As far as possible the
system should be based on prior deduc-
tion of a lump sum that comes off actual
training costs to avoid money being trans-
ferred back and forward.

Centralised bureaucracy is unnecessary.
The ‘purchase’ of additional training
places should be made on the spot in line
with the labour-market situation in the
region. The management committees of
the Arbeitsämter (employment offices)
already have the necessary competencies.
They are manned by representatives of
the State, the employers’ and employees’
associations and can thus take the inter-
ests of all parties concerned into account.
They know local market conditions and
have experience in acquiring further train-
ing and retraining offers as well as in job-
creation schemes.

Levy financing should render present
public subsidies for in-company voca-
tional training superfluous. Existing ad-
ministrative expenditure would therefore
be reduced. In general, the DGB  is in
favour of avoiding excessive reglemen-
tation of the statutory levy procedure. It
would be far better to limit the system
to measures which reduce as far as pos-
sible the distortion of competition be-
tween companies and which facilitate the
‘acquisition’ of additional vocational
training places.

J.H.: The expenditure which would go
hand in hand with a new financing struc-
ture can be seen in the draft laws currently
under discussion. The SPD (the German
Social Democratic Party) is currently in
favour of the Federal Labour Office
(Bundesanstalt für Arbeit) assuming the
main administrative tasks as far as the fund
is concerned. This alone will require 10
000 people on a full- or part-time basis.
Enterprises will need at least one person
to spend about ten days a year on the nec-
essary bureaucratic calculations and certi-
fication. Given 2.6 million places of work,

this alone would result in costs of between
DM 3 000 million and DM 6 000 million.
This corresponds to an increase in train-
ing costs in Germany of around 12%.

In clear terms, the fixed costs alone of the
training fund without one single new job
being created would correspond to a fi-
nancial volume equivalent to the creation
of 200 000 in-company vocational training
places. These figures indicate most clearly
the problems of training levies.

What effects would the new financing
system have on the quality of voca-
tional education and training?

R.G.: The quality of vocational training is
affected only indirectly by the financing
system. Nevertheless levy financing can
be expected to provide two benefits. If
the supply of training places clearly ex-
ceeds the demand, young people will no
longer be forced to accept vocational
training opportunities which, for whatever
reason, are of inferior quality. They can
choose promising occupations that have
good labour-market prospects.

A bigger supply of training places also
boosts competition between training com-
panies. In order to retain high perform-
ers, companies will improve the quality
of their training and reduce their in-com-
pany training shortcomings.

J.H.: As a compulsory levy-financed train-
ing scheme would mean increased in-
volvement of  training centres outside
companies, just to satisfy the applicants’
wishes, the quality of training is likely to
plummet. A central feature of the dual
training system in Germany is the practi-
cal experience obtained in companies
during training. This on-the-job experi-
ence will not be gained if trainees are
taught under a ‘bell jar’. This shortcom-
ing alone will deplete the quality. Fur-
thermore, trainers in external training in-
stitutions lack the experience of trainers
working in trade and industry. Training
in a non-enterprise environment is also
far more expensive, as there are scarcely
any earnings from training. In other
words, if one attempts to finance exter-
nal training with the same net financial
amount as is needed for in-company train-
ing, a drop in quality is inevitable.
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Are there comparable European ex-
amples for this new financing struc-
ture and what experience has been
gained with them?

R.G.: The collective agreement measures
in the German building trade, and espe-
cially the Danish AER system, which has
been in operation since 1977, are excel-
lent examples. The latter is the responsi-
bility of the Danish social partners and
has the support of the State. The French
‘taxe d’apprentissage’ is only partially
comparable due to the limited significance

of in-company vocational training in
France.

J.H.: The experience gained in France,
where a levy has been imposed for years
and where youth unemployment is much
higher than in Germany, confirms the
grounds for concern already mentioned.
What is more, France does not have a dis-
tinct history of training in enterprises. De-
spite the levy, far less than 10% of the
young people in any one birth cohort par-
ticipate in in-company training schemes
in France.
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Information, comparative
studies

Application of ISO 9000 standards to
education and training: interpretation
and guidelines in a European perspec-
tive.
VAN DEN BERGHE W
European Centre for the Development of
Vocational Training, CEDEFOP
Luxembourg: EUR-OP, 1998, 96 p.
(CEDEFOP Document)
ISBN 92-828-2822-0, en
EUR-OP, L-2985 Luxembourg,
or from its national sales offices
EN ES

This report commissioned by CEDEFOP
examines the usefulness of ISO 9000 cer-
tification of education and training pro-
viders. Such certification can provide a
valuable framework for assessing the qual-
ity of education and training organisations.
What remains unresolved is the question
of cost-effectiveness of the certification
process, as well as the maintenance of
the quality system. After discussion of
quality assurance systems in general, the
author examines the ways in which the
ISO standard 9000 can be applied to edu-
cation and training. Then, the implemen-
tation of a quality system based on ISO
9000 standards is discussed.

Indicators in perspective: the use of
quality indicators in vocational edu-
cation and training.
VAN DEN BERGHE W
European Centre for the Development of
Vocational Training, CEDEFOP
Luxembourg: EUR-OP, 1998, 84 p.
(CEDEFOP Document)
ISBN 92-828-2820-4, en
EUR-OP, L-2985 Luxembourg,
or from its national sales offices
EN DE

Following the European Council Resolu-
tion of 5 December 1994 on the quality
and attractiveness of vocational education
and training, CEDEFOP commissioned a
series of studies on quality in vocational

training. This report on the use of quality
indicators is a further contribution to this
area. It is divided into 5 chapters. Chap-
ter 1 defines the term “indicator” in gen-
eral, its characteristics and classification.
Chapter 2 looks at the quality concept it-
self and “quality indicators”. Chapter 3
highlights VET indicators which have been
developed for VET at European level, such
as those from Eurostat, OECD, UNESCO
and ETF. Chapter 4 presents quality indi-
cators of VET providers from the Nether-
lands, Italy, Portugal, Belgium and Den-
mark. Chapter 5 looks at the possible
problems of their design and use. It con-
cludes that, whilst the development of
such indicators is still in its early stages,
there has been considerable progress over
the last few years. Reliable design meth-
ods have emerged, data collection has
been improved, and there is an increas-
ing volume of publications about the
topic.

Teachers and trainers in vocational
training, volume 4: Denmark, Finland,
Iceland, Norway and Sweden.
HARREBYE J (et al.)
European Centre for the Development of
Vocational Training, CEDEFOP
Luxembourg: EUR-OP, 1997, 216 p.
ISBN 92-828-2304-0, en
EUR-OP, L-2985 Luxembourg,
or from its national sales offices
EN

This publication provides a systematic
description of the situation of teachers and
trainers in VET in five European coun-
tries (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway
and Sweden). Each country report begins
with an outline of the national context -
the country’s geographical features; cul-
tural history, religious considerations and
economic developments are also included
where they are relevant to vocational edu-
cation and training. This is followed by a
brief description of the overall educational
system, of which vocational education and
training is a part. The next section of each
report examines the vocational education
and training system within which the
teachers and trainers, who are the sub-
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ject of this publication serve. There then
follows a description of the teaching and
training faculty - in quantitative and quali-
tative terms to the extent that the relevant
information is available - and an account
of teachers’ and trainers’ legal standing,
their rights and duties, and also of the
teacher unions and other professional
organizations which work on their behalf.
The final section explores the in-service
and continuing training opportunities
open to teachers and trainers in VET and
possibilities for career advancement.

Identification, validation and accredi-
tation of prior and informal learning:
United Kingdom report.
Scottish Qualifications Authority; Euro-
pean Centre for the Development of Vo-
cational Training, CEDEFOP
Thessaloniki: CEDEFOP, 1997, 40 p.
(Panorama, 70)
CEDEFOP
P.O.B. 27-Finikas,
GR-55102 Thessaloniki,
info@cedefop.gr
EN

This report focusing on the United King-
dom is one of several contributions to the
CEDEFOP project on assessment of prior
and non-formal learning. In most cases,
the methods and systems aimed at the
assessment of non-formal skills have been
operational for a comparatively short pe-
riod of time. In some countries, no per-
manent methodologies and systems have
been established, thus opening up the
possibility of a variety of solutions in the
years to come. This is very much the case
at the European Union level, where the
idea of a European personal skills card
was introduced in the White Paper on
teaching and learning (1995). This report
focuses on the following questions: 1) to
what degree can methodologies for the
assessment of non-formal learning be as-
certained as valid and reliable? In other
words, do they measure what they are
supposed to measure, and is the quality
of the assessment approach sufficient? and
2) to what extent are assessments ac-
cepted - by individuals, by enterprises and
by the labour market? In other words,
what type of legitimate basis are current
(and future) systems ‘resting’ on?

Training and management of human
resources in the service sectors: Semi-
nar Brussels 24 September 1997.
European Commission - DG XXII
Brussels: European Commission - DG
XXII, 1998, 21 p.
European Commission
DG XXII, Directorate B-2,
Rue de la Loi, 200,
B-1049 Brussels
EN

Industrial and economic changes which
are occurring in the EU transform the
borders between the “industrial sector”
and the “service sector”. These borders
which have never been very well-defined
become even more vague today, as the
phenomenon called “outsourcing” shows.
This process forms part of the flexibili-
sation of the labour market, which some-
times leads to certain employees in serv-
ice sectors working part-time under fixed-
term contracts. At the other extreme, there
are other employees, who are highly
qualified and follow training continually,
who have much more stable working con-
ditions. Thus, the question arises as to
whether the social transformation and the
modernisation of services bring with them
new conditions for national and European
actors in the field of vocational training.
This report compiles the results of a semi-
nar on the subject.

Evaluation of activities in the field of
management training in the NIS.
European Training Foundation, ETF
Turin: ETF, 1998, 76 p.
ETF
Villa Gualino, Viale Settimio Severo 65,
I-10133 Torino.
info@etf.it
EN

This report reviews a set of 20 projects in
the field of management training and tech-
nical business training, initiated in the
years 1991-93 in the New Independent
States (NIS). The purpose of the review
is to provide a global survey of early Tacis
(Technical Assistance to the Common-
wealth of Independent States) activities
in management and business training, in
order to help Tacis  in its own evaluation
of its policies in this and related fields,
and also to provide operational recom-
mendations, relevant to the planning and
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delivery of future assistance.
URL: http://www.etf.it/mngtrainis-en.zip

Supplement to the study on the struc-
tures of the educational and initial
training systems in the Member States
of the European Union: the situation
in Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Hun-
gary, Poland, Romania and Slovakia.
The European Education Information
Network, EURYDICE
Brussels: EURYDICE, 1997, 144 p.
ISBN 2-87116-272-7, en
EURYDICE European Unit,
15 rue d’Arlon, B-1050 Brussels,
eurydice.uee@euronet.be
EN

This supplement to the publication “Struc-
tures of the Education and Initial Train-
ing Systems in the EU” covers six of the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe
(Bulgaria, The Czech Republic, Hungary,
Poland, Romania and Slovakia). It pro-
vides essential basic information on the
organization of the education system of
each country. It is divided by countries
and for each country comprises: respon-
sibilities and administration, pre-school
education, compulsory education, basic
education, secondary education, voca-
tional education and higher education.
This format facilitates comparison of the
systems, while particularities of individual
systems are also reflected.

Vocational education and apprentice-
ships in Europe - challenges for prac-
tice and research.
HEIKKINEN A; SULTANA R G (eds.)
University of Tampere
Tampere: University of Tampere, Depart-
ment of Education, 1997, 293 p
(University of Tampere.Department of
Education. Series B, 16)
ISSN 0786-5856
ISBN 951-44-4196-6
University of Tampere,
Publication sales, BOX 617,
FIN-33101 Tampere, Finland
EN

This publication is an outcome of a con-
ference (Malta, 19-23 September 1996) of
a network of researchers from Finland,
Germany, England, Norway, Switzerland
and Malta, brought together through their

interest in historical and cultural aspects
of European vocational education and
training. The discussion of the possibili-
ties for co-operative research on appren-
ticeship as a type of vocational training
begins with an overview of educational
discussion on “vocationalism” and with
historical and cultural reflections on ap-
prenticeships in some European countries.
The articles are concerned more gener-
ally with crucial political and practical
challenges involved in apprenticeship as
a form of vocational training. Finally, the
problems of co-operation and compari-
son in doing research on apprenticeships
at European level and how to proceed in
the future are discussed.

Occupational segregation by sex in
Nordic countries: an empirical inves-
tigation.
MELKAS H; ANKER R
International Labour Review (Geneva) 136
(3), 1997, p. 341-363
ISSN 0020-7780
EN FR ES

The Nordic countries are commonly as-
sociated with strong political commitment
to gender equality. but the reality is more
complex. Examining data for some 200
occupations over the period 1970-90, the
authors find that one-third of all workers
in Finland, Norway and Sweden would
have to change occupation to eliminate
occupational segregation by sex, substan-
tially more than in other OECD countries.
Often working in female-dominated oc-
cupations or part-time employment,
women are under-represented in seniors
positions and typically earn less than men.
The underlying segregation impairs not
only gender equality but also overall eco-
nomic efficiency.

University research in transition.
Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development, OECD
Paris: OECD, 1998, 103 p.
(Science technology industry)
ISBN 92-64-16030-2, en
OECD Publications,
2 rue Andre Pascal,
F-75775 Paris Cedex 16,
Fax: 33-1-4910.4276,
e-mail: sales@oecd.org
EN FR
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Universities are key elements in the sci-
ence systems in all OECD countries. How-
ever, university research in OECD coun-
tries is currently the object of consider-
able tension in the context of globali-
sation, reduced budgets and a changing
interface with industry. How can univer-
sities adapt to this new order? How can
the potential of university research best
be enhanced? This study surveys these
issues, consolidating the most up-to-date
data on resources and structures of re-
search activities in higher education sys-
tems and providing illustrative examples
of institutional adaptations. It discusses
related government measures and formu-
lates policy orientations to enable coun-
tries to rise to the challenges of the com-
ing years.

Human capital investment:
an international comparison.
Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development, OECD; Centre for Edu-
cational Research and Innovation, CERI
Paris: OECD, 1998, 113 p.
ISBN 92-64-16067-1, en
OECD Publications,
2 rue Andre Pascal,
F-75775 Paris Cedex 16,
Fax: 33-1-4910.4276,
e-mail: sales@oecd.org
EN FR

Investment in human capital is in the fore
of debate and analysis in OECD countries
concerning how to promote economic
prosperity, fuller employment, and social
cohesion. Individuals, organizations and
nations increasingly recognize that high
levels of knowledge, skills and compe-
tencies are essential to their future secu-
rity and success. Investment in skills and
competencies takes place in a variety of
settings ranging from early childhood
education to informal learning in the work
place, and involves a wide range of ac-
tors from individuals to enterprises and
governments. This report aims to clarify
what is now known about human capital
and how it can be measured. It responds
to a request by governments represented
in the OECD Council “to develop an ini-
tial set of indicators of human capital in-
vestment based on existing data, analyse
areas where significant gaps remain in
internationally comparable data, identify
the cost of development of data collec-

tion for new measures and performance
indicators, and report to Ministers in
1998”.

El acceso a la universidad en Europa:
problema común, soluciones diferen-
tes
Muñoz-Repiso Izaguirre M.; Arrimadas
Gómez I
en: Revista de Educación (Madrid),  314,
1997, págs. 115-134
ISSN: 0084-8082
ES

A comparative analysis of the different
systems of access to University within the
European Union and more specifically in
the following countries chosen for the
study: Spain, France, Italy, Portugal, Den-
mark, the United Kingdom and Germany.
The themes to be analysed have been
grouped as follows: A) general aspects of
access such as the coordination of edu-
cational levels or organization; B) analy-
sis of the matriculation exams from their
elaboration, the subjects which make
them up, and going on to their develop-
ment, the type of exam and the form of
correction. The mechanism for entry into
University according to its type is also
dealt with.  Finally, a synthesis of the re-
sults is presented in the form of a table,
and the conclusions comparing the dif-
ferent systems.

European Union: policies,
programmes, participants

Implementation of the First Action
Plan on Innovation in Europe: Inno-
vation for Growth and Employment:
Communication from the Commis-
sion.
European Commission
Luxembourg: EUR-OP, 1998, 26 p
(Documents COM, (97) 736 final)
ISSN 0254-1475, en
ISBN 92-78-30202-3, en
EUR-OP, L-2985 Luxembourg,
or from its national sales offices
EN FR DE DA ES EL FI IT NL PT SV

The link between innovation, growth and
employment is characteristic of modern
economies faced with international com-
petition in which the deciding factor is
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possession of knowledge and skills. The
annex contains  information sheets on
action under the innovation plan. Action
4 - Education and training - involves the
creation of a communications-linked mul-
timedia platform (“Campus-voice”), the
setting up of a European network (“Form-
Inno-Tech”) concerned primarily with
developing training for innovation and a
“Train-Re-Tech” information sheet on
training for research and technology trans-
fer within firms.

Council resolution of 15 December
1997 on the 1998 Employment Guide-
lines.
Council of the European Union
Official Journal of the European Commu-
nities (Luxembourg) C 30, 1998, (28/01/
98) p.1-5
ISSN 0378-6986, en
EUR-OP, L-2985 Luxembourg,
or from its national sales offices
EN FR DE DA EL ES FI IT NL PT SV

This Council Resolution calls upon the
Member States: firstly to enhance the em-
ployability of its workforce by address-
ing the problem of youth unemployment
and forestalling long-term unemployment
by switching from passive to active meas-
ures, encouraging a partnership approach
and facilitating transition from school to
work. Secondly to develop a spirit of en-
terprise by assisting with the start-up and
management of firms, exploiting oppor-
tunities for new job creation, and render-
ing the tax system more favourable to
employment. Thirdly to encourage the
ability of firms and their employees to
adapt to change by modernising work
organisation. Fourthly to strengthen equal
opportunity policies by combating sexual
discrimination, helping to make work and
family life more easily compatible, facili-
tating people’s return to work and pro-
moting the employment of the disabled.

Continuing vocational training survey
in enterprises: results 1994 (CVTS).
Statistical Office of the European Com-
munities, Eurostat
Luxembourg: EUR-OP, 1997, 147 p.
(population and social conditions - ac-
counts and surveys)
ISBN 92-828-1498-X
EN FR DE

This publication provides comprehensive
information on continuing vocational
training (CVT) in enterprises of the 12
Member States of the European Union
early in 1994. It contains the results of a
large-scale, representative survey con-
ducted under the Community FORCE ac-
tion programme for the development of
continuing vocational training. The pub-
lication shows the providers and the non-
providers of CVT broken down by eco-
nomic activity and size class. It includes
information on the employees, the hours
worked and the total labour costs, as well
as on the participants in the different types
of CVT and the hours and the costs of the
CVT courses.

Youth for Europe: interim evaluation
report.
European Commission
Luxembourg: EUR-OP, 1998, 26 p.
(Documents COM, (98) 52 final)
ISSN 0254-1475, en
ISBN 92-78-30754-8, en
EUR-OP, L-2985 Luxembourg,
or from its national sales offices
EN FR DE DA ES EL FI IT NL PT SV

This report summarises the development
of Community action with regard to youth
and stresses that the prime objective of
the Youth for Europe programme is the
active involvement of young people and
their integration into society. It reviews
the development and the experience
gained through the different types of ac-
tion under the programme as well as the
details of its implementation and the ini-
tial results. It also identifies the possibili-
ties for synergy in policies for coopera-
tion in the educational, vocational train-
ing and youth fields. An annex contains
preliminary statistical data for centralised
and decentralised projects, their subject-
matter and participants.

The young Europeans:
Eurobarometer 47.2.
European Commission - DG XXII
Bruxelles: DG XXII, 1998, 154 p.
DG XXII Library, B7-0/31,
Rue de la Loi 200,
B -1049 Brussels,
Fax.: 32-2-296.4259
EN FR DE
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This report examines young people’s at-
titudes on matters which affect them di-
rectly and on the European Union. The
population sample was aged between 15
and 24. There are two main chapters. The
first illustrates the lifestyle of young Eu-
ropeans, looking at their religious beliefs,
participation in community life, views on
employment and unemployment, educa-
tion, travel, knowledge of languages, etc.
The second focuses mainly on the way
they perceive the European Union and
what it has accomplished. The opinion
survey analysed in this report was car-
ried out between 20 April and 7 June 1997
as part of Eurobarometer 47.
URL: http://europa.eu.int/en/comm/dg22/
youth/research/survey.html

Young people on the threshold of the
year 2000: a Eurobarometer survey.
European Commission - DG XXII
Brussels: DG XXII, 1997, 12 p.
ISBN 92-828-1375-4, en
DG XXII Library, B7-0/31,
Rue de la Loi 200, B -1049 Brussels,
Fax.: 32-2-296.4259
EN FR DE

This is a summary of a survey which ex-
amines young people’s attitudes on mat-
ters which affect them directly and on the
European Union. The population sample
was aged between 15 and 24. There are
two main chapters. The first illustrates the
lifestyle of young Europeans, looking at
their religious beliefs, participation in
community life, views on employment and
unemployment, education, travel, knowl-
edge of languages, etc. The second fo-
cuses mainly on the way they perceive
the European Union and what it has ac-
complished. URL: http://europa.eu.int/en/
comm/dg22/youth/research/survey.html

Learning modern languages at school
in the European Union.
European Commission - DG XXII
Luxembourg: EUR-OP, 1998, 147 p.
(Studies, 6)
ISBN 92-828-0081-4, en
EUR-OP, L-2985 Luxembourg,
or from its national sales offices
EN FR DE

Today, having a command of two or more
languages is increasingly seen as a neces-

sity. As a result, the most pressing ques-
tion now being asked is how language
learning in schools can be made as effec-
tive as possible. This report aims to present
major research findings and extract from
them the ideas most likely to foster a more
complete and rapid acquisition of the de-
sired skills, by distinguishing the advan-
tages of various strategies and attempting
to outline the conditions for their imple-
mentation. Chapter 1 attempts to define
the parameters to be taken into consid-
eration when defining the framework for
language teaching. Chapter 2 deals with
the importance of language exposure, in
particular by means of immersion, as well
as with the conditions under which such
exposure encourages learning. Chapter 3
restores to centre stage the idea of learn-
ers being responsible for building their
own skills. Three other possible types of
didactic intervention, based in part on the
knowledge acquired in the early stages of
language learning, are then presented and
discussed: reactions to errors (Chapter IV),
the place to be given to the formalization
of knowledge, the teaching of grammar
and vocabulary (Chapter V) and the use
of technological resources (Chapter VI).
Chapter VII emphasizes the need for co-
herence among the various elements of the
situation: the age of the pupils, the objec-
tives pursued, the methodology employed
and the types of assessments carried out.

Models of financing the continuing
vocational training of employees and
unemployed: [documentation of the
Leonardo project with participation of
Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands
and Norway]
GRÜNEWALD U; MORAAL D
Bundesinstitut für Berufsbildung, BIBB
Bielefeld: Bertelsmann, 1998, 267 p.
ISBN 3-7639-0835
DE EN

The documentation is the product of a
LEONARDO project on issues of financ-
ing continuing vocational training. It of-
fers insight into the debate on the reform
of continuing vocational training in the
studied countries and into the use of fi-
nancing models in the context of these
reform initiatives. The focus is on coop-
eration between social partners and gov-
ernment institutions the practical result of
which are special collective agreements,
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the regulation of work release for partici-
pation in training, financing regulations
or other agreements. The documentation
is available in German and English.

Promoting vocational education and
training: European perspectives.
BROWN A ed.
European Commission - LEONARDO pro-
gramme; EUROPROF
Tampere: Tampereen yliopiston opettajan-
koulutuslaitos, 1997, 137 p.
(Ammattikasvatussarja, 17)
ISBN 951-44-4193-1
University of Tampere,
P.O.Box 617,
FIN-33 101 Tampere
EN

This book is one outcome of a major Eu-
ropean research and development project
on “New forms of education of profes-
sionals for vocational education and train-
ing”. The research project was sponsored
as part of the European Commission’s
LEONARDO programme. The aim of the
project was to conduct transnational re-
search leading to the identification of new
occupational profiles for vocational edu-
cation and training professionals, for train-
ers, planners and managers of VET in
Europe, and to the establishment of new
curricula and education and training pro-
grammes for those professionals. The
project design adopted an interdiscipli-
nary approach with the intention of de-
veloping a close interaction between re-
search questions and development tasks.

Validation and recognition of compet-
ences and qualifications: European
discussion paper for the social part-
ners.
HEIDEMANN W; KRUSE W
Hans Böckler Stiftung
Düsseldorf: Hans Böckler Stiftung, 1998,
69 p.
Hans Böckler Stiftung,
Bertha-v.-Suttner-Platz 1,
D-40227 Düsseldorf,
http://www.boeckler.de,
Winfried-Heidemann@boeckler.de
EN FR DE

In the context of the FORCE-programme,
Hans-Böckler-Stiftung looks at the trans-
ferability of solutions for continuing vo-

cational training negotiated by the social
partners. That is, how far social partners
- through social dialogue - contribute to
the recognition of qualification and com-
petencies and whether solutions found in
one country would be transferable to an-
other. The four countries participating in
the project are Germany, France, Greece
and the United Kingdom.

From pilot schools to reform strategy:
outcomes of the Phare programme
reform of vocational education and
training.
GROOTINGS P; KALOUS J (eds.)
National Training Fund, NTF
Prague: Fragment, 1997, various pagina-
tion
ISBN 80-7200-168-X
NTF,
Václavské nám. 43,
110 00 Praha 1, CR,
Tel.: 420-2 242 14533,
Fax: 420-2 242 14533,
czechncu@leonardo.nvf.cz
EN

This study provides outcomes of the Phare
VET Reform Programme which was im-
plemented in the Czech Republic in the
years 1995-1997. Nineteen pilot schools
were selected and evaluation was carried
out in the following areas: 1) curriculum
development, assessment and certifica-
tion; 2) educational management; 3)
teacher training; 4) financing; 5) legisla-
tion; 6) quality control; 7) research and
8) the role of social partners.

Standard formatori: Per un modello
nazionale di competenze verso
l’accreditamento professionale.
PENNER F et al. (coord.)
Istituto per lo sviluppo della formazione
professionale dei lavoratori, ISFOL; Isti-
tuto superiore salesiano di r icerca
educativa, ISRE; Sinergie per la formazio-
ne, SINFORM
Rome: Isfol, 1998, 304 p.
Isfol,
Via G. B. Morgagni 33,
I-00161 Roma
IT

This is a survey of the expertise of train-
ers: a national study and international
comparisons (France, Germany, Belgium,
Spain) are used to make a first approach
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to the widely structured scenario of the
professional area of trainers. This path is
the basis for proposing a dynamic model
of professional standards for trainers so
as to outline a frame of reference for a
national system of initial and continuous

training and possible accreditation of
these teachers. The idea is closely con-
nected with the problem of improving the
use of human resources and increasing
the quality of the supply of training serv-
ices.

Qualität und Finanzierung der
beruflichen Ausbildung in der

Mitte der 90er Jahre: ein Beitrag zur
aktuellen Diskussion.
Kruse W et al.
Hans-Böckler-Stiftung
Düsseldorf: Hans-Böckler-Stiftung, 1996,
54 p. + bibl.
(Manuskripte / Hans-Böckler-Stiftung,
212)
Hans-Böckler-Stiftung,
Bertha-von-Suttner-Platz 3,
D-40227 Düsseldorf
DE

The report evaluates the dual system of
vocational training from the perspective
of the future organisation of vocational
training. Formulated as nine theses, the
publication provides a stimulus for the
debate on quality concepts in the dual
system, addresses the limitations of train-
ing in individual enterprises, emphasises
the importance of vocational training as
a central element of personal develop-
ment and the importance of the enterprise
as a place of learning, and finally consid-
ers the current discussion of the reorgani-
sation of vocational-training financing.

Initial vocational training
in Germany.
SCHMIDT H et al.
Federal Institute for Vocational Training,
BIBB
Berlin: BIBB, 1997, 63 p. + bibl.
(Results, publications and material from
BIBB)
BIBB, Fehrbelliner Platz 3,
D-10707 Berlin
EN

The anthology contains four contributions
on the current status and development of

From the Member States

D the dual system of vocational training in
the Federal Republic of Germany. The
topics are: structure and features of the
German system of vocational training; the
principle of the regulated occupation as
a model for managing training contents
and skills standards; the examination and
certification system; financing vocational
training within the context of the dual
system.

Your knowledge -
can you book it?

Danish Confederation of Trade Unions,
LO
Copenhagen: LO, 1998, 19 p.
(The developing workplace)(Training and
development)
ISBN 87-7735-189-4
LO,
Rosenørns Allé 12,
DK-1634 Copenhagen V
EN

Knowledge accounting has become one
of the buzzwords of the late 1990s. It is
unquestionable that training and devel-
opment mean added value both for the
employees and for the workplaces; but
how is knowledge to be measured? This
is just one of the many questions which
arise in relation to knowledge accounts.
In this debate paper the Danish Confed-
eration of Trade Unions (LO) discusses
the various perspectives of knowledge
accounting, its advantages and disadvan-
tages. The aim of LO is to start a debate
on knowledge accounting. One of the
major questions that LO puts forward
about knowledge accounting is whether
a knowledge account has to be combined
with a social and ethical account in order
to ensure a sound development.

DK
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Nuevo Programa Nacional de
Formación Profesional

Ministerio de Trabajo y Asuntos Sociales
-  Consejo General  de Formación
Profesional
Madrid: Ministerio de Trabajo y Asuntos
Sociales, 1998, 85 p.
ISBN 84-7434-981-8
ES

This publication contains the second Na-
tional Vocational Training Programme
which will run until the year 2002. It pro-
vides for the creation of a National Sys-
tem of Vocational Qualifications with a
view to optimum coordination and con-
sistency in dealing with the problems of
qualification and vocational training of the
various groups, organisations and firms
and encouraging greater transparency in
the labour-market with more job oppor-
tunities. The programme sets a timetable
for approval of the law regulating the
National System of Qualifications. It also
provides for the creation of a National
Institute of Vocational Qualifications
which will establish the requirements for
and characteristics of vocational qualifi-
cations. The Institute will incorporate an
occupational monitoring system with a
database designed actively to promote
cooperation between other sectoral and
regional employment monitoring systems.
The new programme provides for the
consolidation of an integrated system of
vocational training with three subsystems:
regulated or initial training, occupational
training and continuing training. To this
end the programme refers to regulation
of the system of corresponding, equiva-
lent and accepted qualifications between
the three vocational training subsystems,
including work experience. The pro-
gramme also considers the development
of an integrated vocational information
and counselling system, the quality, as-
sessment and follow-up of vocational
training, as well as the training of teach-
ers and trainers, and the quality of teach-
ing methods, apprenticeship and training.

Ireland: vocational
education and training,

a guide.
STOKES D; WATTERS E
Dublin: Leargas, 1997, 40 p.
Leonardo da Vinci
National Co-ordination Unit,

c/o Leargas,
Avoca House,
189-193 Parnell Street,
IRL-Dublin 1
EN

This publication is aimed mainly at policy-
makers and providers in other European
countries who are, or intend to be, in-
volved in transnational activities with Irish
partners. The format and approach of this
guide derive from an earlier publication
“Ireland: initial vocational education and
training 1992, a brief guide”. This com-
prehensive guide which describes the
main features of Irish VET, taking in the
developing areas of certification, continu-
ing education and training, distance edu-
cation and information and communica-
tions technology, also considers the Eu-
ropean dimension in education and train-
ing.

Polytechnics in Finland:
a brief guide.

Centre for International Mobility, CIMO
Helsinki: CIMO, 1997, 55 p.
ISBN 951-53-1366-X
CIMO,
POB 343 (Hakaniemenkatu 2),
FIN-00531 Helsinki, Finland
EN

The objective of the Finnish educational
policy in the 1990s has been to raise the
general level of education, to improve the
quality of education and training, to in-
crease flexibility, and to promote inter-
nationalization. The expansion of higher
education in the 1990s has been directed
into building a new system of ammatti-
korkeakoulut (polytechnics) parallel to
the universities. The existing broad and
high-quality higher vocational education
system was a good basis for this solution,
and by raising its level and by combining
existing colleges, it has been possible to
create an effective network of ammatti-
korkeakoulut. The present guide describes
30 Finnish ammattikorkeakoulu and their
curricula.

La mesure du capital
humain: limites et pers-

pectives d’action, synthèse à partir
d’une analyse des bases de recherche
et de données concernant l’investis-

E

IRL

FIN

FR
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sement dans le capital humain: rap-
port pour le secrétariat de l’OCDE.
BOURDON J
IREDU
Dijon: IREDU, 1997, 52 p.
IREDU,
Université de Dijon,
Faculté des Sciences Mirande,
BP 138,
F-21004 Dijon cedex
FR

After referring to the constant problem of
measuring human capital in economic
thinking this report seeks to identify any
links existing between the measuring of
physical and human capital. It looks at
the different methods of measurement and
points to their diversity. They depend on
two largely differing approaches - estimat-
ing the educational level of the popula-
tion as a whole and the cumulative flow
of years of schooling. On this basis the
author compares the various approaches
found in the literature on human capital,
giving particular attention to recent com-
parative tests conducted on the databases
of various countries. It also suggests a
value-based approach to measurement
which weighs the relative value of teach-
ers’ salaries in the long term. It then at-
tempts a qualitative approach.

Forum euroformação/
eurotraining 98: apren-

der, competir e viver na era global.
Associaçäo Industrial Portuguesa, AIP
Lisbon: AIP, 1998,
Centro de Informaçäo Científica
e Técnica, CICT,
Praça de Londres 2-2º,
P-1901 Lisbon Codex
PT

This document contains the programme
and the papers presented to a European
conference on education, training and
employment held within the framework
of the seventh Eurotraining Forum under
the title “Learning, competing and living
in the global era”. Among the problems
touched on during the conference were
the political options for employment and
Agenda 2000, new qualifications and
competences, mobility in training, new
forms of work organisation, information
technology, organisational innovation and
strategies for youth employment.

The learning age:
a renaissance for

a new Britain
Department for Education and Employ-
ment, DfEE
London: The Stationery Office, 1998, 82 p.
ISBN 0-10-137902-1
EN

The UK government’s green paper sets
out for consul ta t ion how learning
throughout life will build human capital
by encouraging the acquisition of knowl-
edge and skills and emphasising creativ-
ity and imagination. It encourages adults
to enter and re-enter learning at every
point in their lives, whatever their expe-
rience at school. Two initiatives are pro-
posed. Firstly, individual learning ac-
counts which will enable people to take
responsibility for their own learning with
support form both Government and em-
ployers. Secondly, the University for In-
dustry which will offer access to a learn-
ing network to help people deepen their
knowledge, update their skills and learn
new ones. The Learning Age will be build
on a renewed commitment to self-im-
provement and on a recognition of the
enormous contribution learning makes to
society.

Higher education for the 21st century:
responses to the Dearing Report.
Department for Education and Employ-
ment, DfEE
Sheffield: DfEE, 1998, 64 p
DfEE Publications Centre,
PO Box 5050,
Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 6XQ
EN

The Report of the National Committee of
Inquiry into Higher Education in the
Learning Society set a wide-ranging
agenda for the development of higher
education into the 21st century. The com-
ments from the many interested organi-
sations and people who submitted their
views on the Report reflect a general con-
sensus on the need to work through this
agenda. This document is intended to
bring together in a comprehensive state-
ment the Government’s response to those
recommendations addressed to it and a
position report on those recommendations
addressed to other bodies.

PT

UK
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Issues recently

published in

English

No. 10/97 Higher education

A growing need?

• Employment opportunities for university graduates in Europe (Juliane List)
• Have higher education qualifications fallen into line again in France? (Eric Verdier)
• International management education and leadership competence: a European Perspec-

tive (Gunnar Eliasson)

Finance in the future

• Who should pay for tertiary education? (Gareth L. Williams)

A European dimension

• EU cooperation in higher education and training: new challenges and recent progress
(Irving V. Mitchell)

• The European Union and Dutch higher education: law and policy (Roel van de Ven)
• Student mobility within the European Union (Heleen André de la Porte)

No. 11/97
Innovation and reform: training in Central and Eastern European countries

Economic analysis and background

• The completion of the first phase of transition in Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic
and Slovakia (J. Nagels; D. Simonis)

• Labour markets and training in Central and Eastern Europe (Alena Nesporova)
• Challenges and priorities for vocational training in Central and Eastern European

countries (Inge Weilnböck-Buck; Bernd Baumgartl; Ton Farla)

Institutional aspects

• Political questions. Ministers from Hungary, Latvia, Slovenia and Romania
respond to questions on the process of vocational education
and training reform in their countries (P. Kiss; J. Celmin; S. Gaber; V. Petrescu)

• The role of the social partners in the development of vocational training in countries in
transition (Jean-Marie Luttringer)

International co-operation

• International co-operation in curriculum development for vocational education and
training - Polish experience (Tadeusz Kozek)

• German-Hungarian co-operation to support Hungarian reforms in vocational training
(Laszlo Alex)

• Modernisation and reform of vocational education and training in Estonia - A case study
(Martin Dodd)

• The opening up of the Leonardo da Vinci programme to the countries of Central and
Eastern Europe (Tim Mawson)

Key facts

• Vocational education and training in Bulgaria, in the Czech Republic, in Estonia, in
Hungary, in Latvia, in Lithuania, in Poland, in Romania, in Slovenia

• Economic indicators
• Map: GDP per capita as % of EU average
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Please send me a copy free of charge

Yes, I want to read European and would like to subscribe to the 
European Journal “Vocational Training” for at least one year 
(3 issues, ECU 15 plus VAT and postage)

Please send me the following issues of the European Journal 
“Vocational Training” at a cost of ECU 7 per issue (plus VAT and 
postage)

Issue

Language

Name

Address

CEDEFOP
European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training 
P.O. Box 27 - Finikas

GR-55102 Thessalonica

Please cut out or copy the order form and send it in a window envelope to CEDEFOP

✄

No. 12/97 What do we know? Measuring knowledge, skills and competences
in the labour market

Recruitment, career paths and the allocation of human capital

• Labour market trends and information needs: their impact on personnel policies
(Carmen Alpin; J.R. Shackleton)

• Recruiting in a European Company (Gunnar Eliasson; Kurt Vikersjö)

The role of formal qualifications and certificates

• Certificates, skills and job markets in Europe (Louis Mallet et al.)
• The evolution of systems of validation and certification. What are the possible models

and what are the issues for France? (Vincent Merle)
• Spanish companies and the new vocational training system (Valeriano Muñoz)

Learning outside the formal learning system

• Assessment of non-formal learning: the quality and limitations of methodologies (Jens
Bjørnåvold)

• A question of faith? Methodologies and systems for assessing non-formal learning
require a legitimate basis (Jens Bjørnåvold)

Support for and action by the individual

• Individual and company information and counselling requirements: New challenges for
vocational guidance (Karen Schober)

• Self-directed learning in the world of work (Gerald A. Straka)

No. 14/98 Financing vocational education and training - returns

No. 15/98 Ensuring quality in vocational education and training

Issues soon to be

published in

English
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Invitation to contribute an
article to the European Journal
for Vocational Training
The Editorial Committee of the European Journal wishes to encourage articles from
authors looking to stimulate critical debate about vocational education and training
amongst and between policy-makers, researchers and practitioners in Europe.

The Journal is published by CEDEFOP (the European Centre for the Development of
Vocational Training) three times a year in English, French, German and Spanish, and
enjoys a wide circulation throughout Europe, both within the Member States of the
European Union and beyond. The Journal plays an important role in the dissemina-
tion of information about and the exchange of experience of developments in voca-
tional education and training policy and practice, and brings a European perspective
to the debate.

In its forthcoming issues the Journal will examine the following subjects:

❏ Job security and changing work organisation - new training needs
No. 16/98 (Jan - April 1999)

❏ Innovation in vocational education and training
No. 17/99 (May - Sept 1999)

Should you wish to write an article on any aspect of the above subjects, either in a
personal capacity, or as the representative of an organisation, please contact:

Steve Bainbridge,
Editor, European Journal for Vocational Training,
CEDEFOP,
PO Box 27, Finikas,
GR -55 102, Thessaloniki (Thermi), Greece.
Telephone + 30 31 490 111,
Fax + 30 31 490 174,
E-mail: sb@cedefop.gr

Articles should be sent in hard copy and on a diskette formatted for Word or
WordPerfect, or  as a Word or WordPerfect attachment by e-mail, along with brief
biographical details of the author, outlining the current position held and with which
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